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Synrads 200W sealed CO2 
laser.
Close-up of two spot 
welds. 
ADVERTISEMENT 
Laser Applications of the Month
An Excel Technology Company 
Drilling Plastic Nozzles with CO 2 Lasers 
250 & 100 micron hole sizes drilled 
with a Synrad 48-2 002 laser with 20 
watts of power.
Lasers excel at drilling small holes 
(<0.01" in diameter). In fact, in most 
cases, the smaller the diameter, the bet-
ter, down to a minimum size of about 
50 microns. These holes can be directly 
drilled in a range of materials without 
the need for trepanning, resulting in 
shorter drilling times and highlighting 
one of the unique characteristics of the 
laser - one laser and one focused spot 
diameter can produce a range of hole 
sizes. 
By using a burst or train of pulses, 
a precise amount of energy is delivered 
to the material. The final hole diameter 
will depend on the plastic's inherent 
heating and wavelength absorption 
characteristics, as well as the gas pres-
sure used, and size of the focused 
beam. The number of pulses, duration 
of the pulse, and pulse frequency also 
enter into the equation. Small diameter 
increases can be made by altering the 
pulse numbers, larger ones by chang-
ing pulse duration and/or frequency. 
Changing the power is optional, and in 
many cases, the power input can be 
held at a constant value. 
The plastic nozzles in the photo to 
the left were drilled with a Synrad 
sealed CO2 laser. The focused spot size 
of the laser was around 200 microns, 
but hole diameters ranged from 75 to 
over 300 microns. The use of addition-
al pulse power can be used to enlarge 
the hole by conduction effects. 
A Laser Welding Stainless Steel Battery Contacts 
The fine control of the laser is once 
again highlighted in this welding appli-
cation. The 0.01"-thick contact was 
welded to the main body with two spot 
welds. The spot welds provide excel-
lent strength, while ensuring that the 
battery's internal components are not 
overheated during the process. In addi-
tion, the weld only partially penetrates 
the underlying thickness, so that the 
battery casing remains sealed. 
A Laser Marking Quartz 
I f
This piece of 0.01-thick quartz 
needed to be marked with small 
alphanumeric characters. Because of 
the thin size of the test sample, prob-
lems with heat build-up and cracking 
could have potentially affected the 
results of the application. However. h\ 
careful selection of laser parameters - 
not only speed and power, but resolu-
tion, font and character spacing - a 
highly readable mark was produced.
This quartz was marked with only 5 
watts of power at 15" per second. 
Actual character height is 0.04".
Discover more CO2
 laser applications!
Sign up for our monthly online

Applications Newsletter at

www.synrad.com/signupl  
All applications on this page 1%ere 
processed at Synrad 's Applications 
Laboratory. Svnrad, the world lead-
ing manufacturer of sealed CO 
lasers, otTers free process evaluations 
to companies with qualified applica-
tions. Call 1-800-S YNRADJ for more 
information. 
Synrad, Inc. 4600 Campus Place Mukilteo, WA 98275 USA

tel 1.425.349.3500• toll-free 1 .800.SYNRAD1 • fax 1.425.349.3667 • e-mail synrad@synrad.com www.synrad.com 
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et. al. A linear stress analysis was then performed using the heat trans-
fer analysis results to calculate the thermal expansion and stresses, 
which were high on the top surface near the center where the micro-
heater attaches to the sensor. These results, which could not be easily 
obtained experimentally, indicate the need to optimize the sensor geom-
etry to reduce the thermal stresses. Thus, engineers could optimize the 
design without creating expensive prototypes. 
For this complete story and others, visit memsresearch.ALGOR.com  
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This full mold design was completed using 
SolidWorks and [MOLD for SolidWorks, a 
mold engineering solution from Manusoft 
Corp., Waconia, MN, that lets SolidWorks 
users design plastic injection molds. IMOLD 
for Solid Works creates 3D, solids-based, 
parametric mold bases from vendor stan-
dards, and provides automatic pocketing for 
crews, pins, and bushings. For more infor-
nation on this and other new products, see 
New on the Market on page 77. 
(image courtesy of Manusoft Corp.) 
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NASA's R&D efforts produce a robust supply of promising technologies with applications in many 
NASA	 industries. A key mechanism in identifying commercial applications for this technology is NASA's 
Commercial	 national network of commercial technology organizations. The network includes ten NASA field cen-
Technology	 ters, six Regional Technology Transfer Centers (R1TCs), the National Technology Transfer Center 
Team	 (N7TC), business support organizations, and a full tie-in with the Federal Laboratory Consortium (FLC) for Technology Transfer. Call (609) 667-7737 for the FLC coordinator in your area. 
NASA's Technology Sources 
If you need further information about new technologies presented in NASA Tech Briefs, 
request the Technical Support Package (TSP) indicated at the end of the brief. If a TSP is 
not available, the Commercial Technology Office at the NASA field center that sponsored 
the research can provide you with additional information and, if applicable, refer you to the 
innovator(s). These centers are the source of all NASA-developed technology.
NASA Program Offices 
At NASA Headquarters there are seven major 
program offices that develop and oversee 
technology projects of potential interest to 
industry. The street address for these strategic 
business units is: NASA Headquarters, 300 E 
St. SW, Washington, DC 20546. 
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NASA-Sponsored Commercial Technology Organizations 
These organizations were established to provide rapid access to NASA and other federal 
R&D and foster collaboration between public and private sector organizations. They also 
can direct you to the appropriate point of contact within the Federal Laboratory Consortium. 
To reach the Regional Technology Transfer Center nearest you, call (800) 472-6785. 
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NASA ON-LINE: Go to NASA's Commercial Technology Network (CTN) on the World Wide Web at Goddard Space Flight 
http://nctnhq.nasa.gov to search NASA technology resources, find commercialization opportunities, Center Incubatorbmors MD 
and learn about NASA's national network of programs, organizations, and services dedicated to tech- (410) 327-9150 x1034 
nology transfer and commercialization.
If you are interested in information, applications, and services relating to satellite and aerial data for Earth resources, contact: Dr. Stan Morain, Earth Analysis 
Center, (505) 277-3622. 
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Engineering and technology development 
are quickly moving towards a more global 
outlook and IEEE is dearl y international. 
Being a member of a worldwide 
professional organization will greatly 
enhance your career." 
Dr. Ronald M. Sega, IEEE Fellow 
Director, Defense Research and
Engineering, U.S. Department of Defense 
For Free Info Circle No. 517 or Enter No. 517 at www.nasatech.comlrs
UpFront 
LPRODUCT OF THE MONTHI 
T
he Toro analog I/O DSP card from Innovative Integration, Simi Valley, CA, is designed for servo 
control and data acquisition applications. Its 150-MHz, 32-bit, floating-point DSP controls 16 
simultaneous channels of independent A/D and D/A conversion. The unit's 32/64-bit 
PCI bus is capable of up to 264 Mbytes/second data bursts. On-chip resources include two 
32-bit counter/timers, 16 DMA channels, 64 kbytes of dual-access SRAM, and a priori- 	 . 
tized interrupt controller. The Toro features a choice of triggering modes that
 
allows the user to select start/stop trigger events from on-chip timers, exter-
nal trigger, and analog threshold on synclink signals front other cards. A 
built-in real-time event log iii the firmware provides the user with it record 
of trigger times and user-defined events. 
For Free Info Circle No. 703 or Enter No. 703 at www.nasatech.comirs 
2001 Product of the Year Winners 
On March 18, the winners of NASA Tech Briefs' Readers' Choice Product of the Year Awards were announced in Chicago at a 
special reception held during National Manufacturing Week. Here are the winners, as chosen by the readers of NASA Tech Briefs: 
Gold Winner & 
Product of the Year 
Version 5 VX CAD/CAM Software from 
VX Corporation (Palm Bay , FL) 
The design-throu(ih-niiiuilotitring software eliminates the 
i between CAl) on I ( \\ I 1mckages. and features manual 
and automatic 
healing of imported 
solid models, 
-	 - - -
	 direct 
-	 m port/ translation 
)fPro/E, Catia, and 
Farasolid files. 
-' (www.vx.com ) 
Bronze Winner 
Measurement StudioTM 6.0 Measurement Software from 
National Instruments (Austin. TX) 
Engineers use these tools to create test, measurement, 
and control applications in 
various programming 
languages such as 
LabWindows/CVI, Visual 
Basic, and Visual C++. Data 
is displayed in real-time 21) 
and 3D graphs and charts. 
(www.ni.com ) 
CTECH B 
2W? P.,,thaa - th. V.—
Silver Winner 
Mathcad®
 Client Software from MathSoft Engineering & 
Education (Cambridge. MA) 
The software  allows 
sharing and collaborating 
on Mathcad-created 
content across the 
Internet, and via corporate 
extranels and intranets. 
Users can interact with 
technical documents and 
applications, including 
Mathcad worksheets, 
electronic books, and 
MathML documents. 
(\vsvw.nathsoft.con) 
TECH--B 
2W? U,-U, UVU,. Y.
Next Month in NTB 
T
tie Mas i . "iie is ill include tiiliIje,hts of 
the Product I the Year Awards recep-
tion, including photos and comments 
h-urn our winners Also, otir feature on 
engineering on the Internet will include 
insights front leading vendors on which 
Web-based tools manufacturers are really 
using, and why c-engineering is still not a 
clearly defined market. 
*TECH BRIEFS 
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Sooner or later, every design becomes 3D.
This is an argument for sooner. 
510 55, 'I 
Introducing Autodesk Inventor TM Series.we've paired the groundbreaking Autodesk Inventor 3D technology 
with the AutoCAD"-based Autodesk Mechanical Desktop O creating a flexible design solution that helps you move 
from 2D to 3D without giving up your current system. For Dr. Markus Bohrer, General Manager of Incision Lasertec, 
the breakthrough adaptive technology and industry-leading DWG compatibility has helped increase productivity: 
"With Inventor we finished our latest, highly complex machine in only 8 months. Without Inventor it would have 
taken us twice the time." Are you ready for 3D made easy? Experience the freedom to design without limits. Visit 
www.autodesk.com/inventorseries to find out more.
autodesk 
:2002 Autodesk. Inc Aurodeck the Autodesk logo	 ADA utodesk Inventor, and Mechanical Desktop are esther registered trademarks or traderrrart,s of
 Au es Inc., 
in the USA undo, other countries All other brand nao,i .c product names, or trademarks belong to their respective holders. 
For Free Info Circle No. 507 or Enter No. 507 at www.nasatech.com/rs
Reader Forum 
Reader Forum is dedicated to the thoughts, concerns, ques-
tions, and comments of our readers. If you have a comment, a 
question regarding a technical problem, or an answer to a pre-
viously published question, post your letter to Reader Forum 
on-line at www.nasatech.com , or send to: Editor, NASA Tech 
Briefs, 317 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10017; Fax: 212-986-
7864, Please include your name, company (if applicable), ad-
dress, and e-mail address or phone number. 
I
' in looking for a device that can read the position of a laser 
beam on a screen or panel where the laser beam is pointing. 
The matrix has to be about 12" x 12" with a resolution of at 
least 0.1' or better. Thanks for any information. 
George May 
host@hsweb.net 
Does anyone know who manufactures the silica tiles used on 
the Space Shuttle? Thanks. 
Oddvar Dahle 
oddvard@online.no 
(Editor's Note: Oddvar there are actually three t ypes of tiles that 
have been used on the Space Shuttle orbiters - the chief manufacturer 
of many of these is Lockheed Missiles & Space Division in Sunnyvale, 
C.A. in addition, there is insulation blanket material, a quilted com-
posite fabric, that has replaced most of the original low-temperature 
reusable surface insulation (LRSI) tiles. You can get complete infor-
mation on all of the Thermal Protection System (TPS) components of 
the shuttle orbiters - including the protective tiles - by visiting the 
Shuttle Reference Manual Web site at: URVU).spaceflight.nasa.gov/ 
sb utile/reference/shut ref/orbiter/tps.) 
We are developing a device that will be used to detect high 
pressure and low pressure in the range of 10 to 40 mmHg. We 
are using a plastic tube 2.5 mm thick filled with water - in-
frared optosensors detect the upper and lower limits. It is 
working fine, except for the water drops that moisten the in-
ternal surface of the tube, and for the meniscus that comes 
presumably from surface tension and adhesive forces. These 
give us false readings. Any ideas on how to fix this problem 
would be appreciated. 
Julian L. Ortuondo 
julianor@att.net 
I need to find a drive belt, compound-based 0-ring as a re-
dundant safety strap in case of mechanical fastener failure. 
Can anyone direct me to a resource for such information or 
statistics? Thank you. 
Ken McMahon 
ken@pivotgroup.com 
For Free Info Circle No. 535 or 
Enter No. 535 at www.nasatech.com/rs 	 NASA Tech Briefs, April 2002
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S
Digital 
Solid State Recorder 
Compact • Ruggedized 
50 GB Airborne Data Recorder 
80% less weight* 
90% less power* 
75% less space* 
300/lo less cost* 
*Compared to AMPEX DCRsi' 240 
Low power, 50 watts: 28VDC
Compact — 8 lbs; 8.7" x 6" x 3.75"

High Speed: 480Mbits/sec total transfer rate
Modular storage, easy upgrade — 32 PCMCIA cards 
For airborne flight test digital data recording
Digital imagery recording for tactical weapons pods such as LANTIRN and TARPS
Integration into high resolution sensor packages for direct digital recording 
If it's worth a mission, it's worth a 
TEAC® 
www.teac-recorders. corn 
Tel. 323-727-4866 • Fax: 323-727-4877
e-mail: airborne@teac.com 
II AC Anicrita. I ri	 All trademarks are prose sic ot their respective Lismpaities. 
For Free Info Circle No. 606 or Enter No. 506 at www.nasatech.com/rs
Sharon K. Miller, Senior Research Engineer, 
Glenn Research Center 
t 
S
Ilaloll K. Millcr 
is the senior re-
search engineer in 
the E1ectrophysic 
Branch of the 
Power and Onboard 
Propulsion Division 
at NASA's Glenn 
Research Center. 
Cleveland, OH. She 
has used atomic - 
oxygen to restore damaged artwork and 
is currently
 working on a project that ex-
tends the life of the solar array blanket 
on the space station. 
NASA Tech Brieft How did you first 
get involved with the use of atomic oxy-
gen to restore art? 
Sharon K. Miller: We were actually 
approached by the Cleveland Museum 
of Art through our commercial tech-
nology office. They were looking for 
ways to remove some varnishes that 
couldn't be removed by conventional 
solvents. Because of some space work 
that we had done using atomic oxygen 
to test the durability of some materials, 
we found that there was a reaction be-
tween atomic oxygen and carbon, 
which is contained in some of the var-
nishes and solvents they were using. 
Fire damage to art was also a large 
problem and we found it could be re-
moved using atomic oxygen. 
NTB: What is atomic oxygen and 
how is it applied? 
Miller: Atomic oxygen is made in 
space by the ultraviolet radiation from 
the Sun breaking up the oxygen atoms 
that are in the atmosphere and which 
are very chemical reactant. We wanted 
to combine them with something so 
that they would react with the surfaces 
that contained carbon and convert 
them to carbon monoxide and carbon 
dioxide, which is left as a gas. We can 
generate atomic oxygen here on Earth 
in vacuum chambers using electric dis-
11.1I -c.	 111(t	 .iI'	 I ,i\ C	 .1 I	 ( Ii	 il1 ii
h which WC can create atomic ox\ gell 
in the air; it uses helium as a surround-
ing gas to prevent it from recombining. 
NTB: Are there any other uses for 
the application of atomic oxygen? 
Miller: There are a lot of things that 
It could be used for. It's good for steril-
ization. It could remove mold, and also 
the nutrients that molds need to grow, 
so it can affect the sterilized surface we 
use for medical implants. We are also 
looking at it as a way
 to provide a fine 
texture on surfaces for light scattering. 
For plastic surgery, you can make a sur- 
face that is rough for cells to attach to 
so you can foster cell growth. Cleveland 
Clinic is doing some studies to see 
whether it's a good surface for growing 
bone cells. 
NTB: Can you explain more about 
the solar array blanket project? 
Miller: A solar array blanket is the 
surface that the solar cells are bound 
to; it's sort of the structural member. 
It's a blanket because it's flexible. The 
solar array
 is huge — it's like a football 
field in length — and to get it up in the 
space shuttle, it has to be folded up. 
The solar array blanket is actuallvjust a 
big sheet of polyamide, which is a plas-
tic. The cells are mounted onto the sur-
face of the plastic, and the whole sheet 
is folded up like a blanket and taken up 
and hurled while in orbit. It makes for 
a flexible surface and has the right 
kind of structural properties for what 
they want. but atomic ox ygen does 
react with the polymer so you would 
lose the structural stability in less than 
a year if it weren't protected. We re-
ceived a Space Act Award for finding a 
protective coating that would allow 
that surface to stay
 durable for the 15 
years that it's supposed to last for the 
International Space Station. 
A full transcript o]- this interview appears 
on-line at www.nasatech.com/whoswho
 
.1!i. Miller in,, be reached at i/ia ran. 
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SMALLEST 
STABLE 
CABLE TIVI 
EVER 
High Performance
Microwave
Cable Assemblies 
• Phase & IL stable over temperature 
• 4°K to 900°C temperature range 
• Reliable under extreme shock, 
vibration and radiation 
• Premium SiO. dielectric 
• Stainless steel jacket 
ENGINEERING EXPERTISE FOR 
DIVERGENT APPLICATIONS
0.047-inch diam 
NEW!
\S\i\Sii,i,iii	 h i	 In	 \ \\ k
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Shown are AT! six-axis transducers from 17mm dia. to 330 mm dio.
Strong Transducers With Low-Noise Outputs Measuring Fx, Fy, Fz, Tx, Ty, Ti. 
"I highly recommend All's force/torque transducers to anyone 
who needs a reliable, pre-calibrated, easily programmable 
transducer. It is a truly versatile plug-and-play system." 
Prof. Francisco Valero-Cuevas 
Neuromuscular Biomechanics Laboratory 
Sibley School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 
Cornell University 
"Because of their off-the-shelf solutions for miniature force and 
torque sensing, we were able to go from concept to working 
prototype in months instead of years." 
Patrick Jensen, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology 
Johns Hopkins University 
"The force/torque systems from AT! are ideal in our study of 
human grip force coordination and production. They are as 
close to a turn-key system that we have found." 
Professor Jay L. Alberts, Ph.D. 
Dept. of Health and Performance Sciences 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
All manufactures a variety of extremely robust six-axis Force/Torque (F/I) sensors that provide low-noise, high-resolution signals with 
output speeds of up to 1 0khz and factors of safety up to 27 times measurement range. Since 1983, All has provided thousands of customers 
with F/I's ranging from the smallest six-axis sensor in the world (17 mm diameter) to sensors measuring thousands of pounds. The F/I can 
provide data via voltage outputs, RS-232 serial or interface with either ISA, P(l, PCM(IA or cP(l buses. All is developing interfaces to Firewire, 
VXI, USB, DeviceNet and Ethernet. The F,'T can also interface with analog data acquisition systems (seven channels required). 
For more information, contact Milton Gore at mgore@ati-ia.com  or extension 132. 
Robotic Tool (hanger 
Protector	 Robotic (rash Protection Device 
Speedeburr Robotic Deburring Tool 
Compensator Automated Assembly Alignment Device
A.r INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION 
ISO 9001 Registered 
-	 bglnedted Products for Manufacturing Productivity 
Pinnacle Pork, 1031 Goodworth Drive, Apex, North Carolina 27502 LISA 
Tel: -1.919.772.0115 • Fax: +19197728259

Email: inlo@ati-ia.com
 • wwwati-ia.com 
For Free Info Circle No. S70 or Visit www.nasatech.com/570
I ro Books & Reports 
A. 
CompuScope 85GC 
5 GS/s, 8 Bit
CompactPCl Digitizer 
5 GS/s AID Sampling on 
two Simultaneous Channels 
• 500 MHz Bandwidth 
• 8 Bit Resolution 
• 100 Hz Repetitive Acquisition Rate 
• Based on Advanced 
Tektronix Technology 
TV Triggering Capability 
• CompactpCl Form Factor 
Software Development Kits for 
C/C++, MATLAB and LabVIEW 
GCIGCZ 
1-800-567-GAGE ext:3405 
www.gage-applied.com/ad/nasa3o2.htm 
Outside the U.S. contact: Gage Applied. inc.

Tel: .1-514-633-7447  Fax: -i-i -514-633-0770

e-mail prodinfo@gage-applied.com
fs The Complexity of the

Diagnosis Problem 
report presents a study of the com-
plexity of an algorithm that performs 
model-based diagnosis of a complex 
hardware system. [In model-based diag-
nosis, an algorithm detects logical in-
consistencies between observational 
data and a description (mathematical 
node!) of the system.] In the study, the 
problem of detecting logical inconsis-
tencies is transformed into the problem 
of finding prime iniplicants of a mono-
tone Boolean function. This transfor-
niation enables utilization of the well-
developed machinery of Boolean 
function theory, not directly accessible 
in the logical approach: one can work 
with monotone Boolean functions de-
scribed by polynomial-size monotone 
circuits instead of attempting to deal 
with logical objects and performing ex-
haustive searches in order to extract all 
desired information. One especiall y no-
table result achieved in this study 
through the Boolean-function ap-
proach is the first analytical proof that 
the diagnosis problem is NP-complete. 
The report asserts that the discover y of 
the connection between diagnosis and 
the Boolean functions may afford new 
means to solve the diagnosis problem - 
in particular, to develop diagnostic algo-
ru bins that take super-polynomial 
amounts of time, in contrast to the ex-
ponential amounts of time heretofore 
needed to solve NP-complete problems. 
This work Was done by I-a rrokh 1 ata,i 0/ 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory. Th obtain a copy (/ the report, "the 
(:omplexitv of the Diagnosis Problem. •' acCeSS 
(lie Technical Support Package (TSP) free 
on-line at urww.nasatech.com/tsp under the 
Itilotiflatioli Sciences ca1e'ory, 
,\•/)Q 30;i 5 
* Design Concepts for the ISS 
TransHab Module 
Twelve reports present Concepts for 
the design of structural and functional 
systems, subsystems, and components of 
the proposed TransHab module - an 
inflatable, lightweight habitation mod-
ule that would be used by crewmemhers 
of the International Space Station and 
would serve as a prototype of habitation 
modules for future spacecraft on long
missions (e.g., missions to Mars). The 
TransHab module would he a unique 
hybrid structure that would combine 
the packaging and mass efficiencies of 
an inflatable structure with the advan-
tages of a load-bearing hard structure. 
The governing design concept is one of 
a high degree of integration and miiulti-
functionality of all parts of the Trans-
Hitt) system. The reports include 
sketches (some containing estimated 
dimensions) and discussions of engi-
neering requirements. There are also 
numerous discussions of human factors 
(psychological, social, and physiologi.. 
cal) that affect many aspects of design. 
Although the reports address issues spe-
cific to the TransHab module, some of 
the concepts discussed may he applica-
ble to the design of temporar y
 or trails-
portable housing for use on Earth. 
This work was done by Kri,cs J
.
 Kennedy 
and jasen L. Raboin of Johnson Space 
Center and Constance Al. Adams, Kurt 
Bush, and Jose Christian of Lockheed Mar-
(in. To obtain copies of the reports, access the 
l'ech ii ical Support Package (TSP) free on-
line at www.nasatech.com/tsp under the 
Machinery/Automation category. 
MSC-23090/91/181-187/189-1 91 
I	 Characteristics of 
Supercritical Transitional 
Mixing Layers 
This report describes a study
 of three-
dimensional, temporal mixing layers be-
tween different fluids initially
 flowing at 
different velocities under supercritical 
conditions. The studs' involved direct nu-
merical simulations by use of a validated 
mathematical model of high-pressure-
fluid behavior that has been described in 
a number of prior NASA Tech Briefs arti-
cles. In sonic cases, the fluids were hep-
tane and nitrogen; in other cases, they 
were hydrogen and oxygen. In all these 
simulations, the mixing layers underwent 
transition to turbulence. 
This work was done t Josette Belian and 
Nora Okongo of Caltec/i for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. l'o obtain a copy of 
the report, "Characteristics of .Supercritical 
Transitional Temporal .1 lixi ng Layers. "access 
the Technical Support Package (TSP)free on-
line at wzirw.nasatech.com/tsp under the 
Physical Sciences category. 
NPO-30292 
For Free Info Circle No. 403 or 
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Carpenter Custom 1165' stainless. Strength, toughness and corrosion resistance 
without a harmful coating. Choosing the best material for your design doesn't have to mean 
hurting the environment. Carpenter Custom 465 stainless is a new steel alloy that delivers a unique 
combination of strength, fracture toughness and corrosion resistance All without using 
environmentally-damaging cadmium or chromium coatings. Custom 465 stainless is available in 
fine wire, strip, billet, as well as finished bar, making it perfect for dozens of applications. And just 
right for the planet. For more details, call 1-800-654-6543. Or visit www.cartech.com
 
CARPENTER 
"	 Specialty Alloys 
Engineered Materials for a Changing World 
For Free Info circle No. 542 or Enter No. 542 at www.nasatech.com/rs
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Y4eb-Based Reporting System 
Monitors Shuttle Launch 
Preparations 
WebFOCUS Web-based reporting system 
Information Builders 
New York, NY 
212-7364433 
www.informationbuilders.com  
The Shuttle Processing Directorate (PH) at NASA's 
KennedN Space Center is responsible for preparing the shuffle 
for a sak' and successful mission. Before each flight, all of the 
systems and components must he checked, tested, adjusted. 
I_ 	 111111n NUM,
and, if necessary, repaired or replaced. To help manage the 
refurhishnient process, P1-I integrated technology from 
Information Builders to develop the Insight Sstein. it Web-dri-
ven reporting system that monitors contractor performance 
and reports on the status of the launch preparation effort. 
Created as a final checkpoint to gauge mission readiness, 
"The Insight System reduces NASA's (tails involveiiìent in mis-
sions and increases the time engineers spend on anal ysis — a 
caf)ahilitv we (11(1 not possess before." according to Ron Phelps, 
project manager at Kennedy. 
Insight had to complement NASA's existing mainframe-
based Shuttle Processing Data Management S ystem (SPDMS) 
accessing data in several different database formats, and tying 
together various NASA and contractor databases oil different 
platforms. The WehFOCUS data publishing and reporting svs-
tern provides users with reports via an y standard Web browser. 
so Phelps used the system to construct au enviroulinenl that 
allowed NASA to embed a link between its Web pages and data 
in the SPL)MS. 
The Insight System is being constructed in three phases. 
l)tiriiig Phase I. NASA developed a protot ype to Lunuiliarize 
users with the basic capabilities and define data warehouse 
architecture. Phase II refined what was learned in the first 
l) l) ast' by creating more reports and training users. Currently, 
Insight is entering Phase Ill, an ongoing process of creating 
final, prodliction-ready reports and ensuring the warehouse 
contains all necessary
 data. 
"At the end of Phase III, we'll have a l)rodltuction system in 
place serving several hundred users, " said Phelps."When it 
conies to the final countdown of a shuttle mission. Insight 
gives its confidence that we ' re reads for launch." 
For Free Info Circle No. 701 or
Enter No. 701 at www.nasatech.comfrs 
cilobal Positioning System 
Helps Pilots Fly Safer 
Synthetic Vision I it I riulat ill ss st tnt S\ IS 
Rockwell Coffluss 
Cedar Rapids, IA 
319-295-1000 
'ww.rockwellcollii p. .i mn 
In a partnership with NASA's .\ uatioi lets Pr grail 
Rockwell Collins has developed the Sy nthetic Vision 
Information Svsteni (SVIS). it visuall y based system designed 1 
increase safety and terrain awareness during approach and 
departure operations. With SVIS, the typical view from the 
cockpit is augmented with a computer-generated display to 
give pilot.'; artificial visibility in poor weather conditions. Hie 
synthetic views can he displayed head-tip or head-down. "With 
global positioning system signals, pilots now know exactly 
where they are," said Michael Lewis, director of NASA's 
Aviation Safety
 Program. "Add super-accurate terrain databas-
es and graphical displays, and we can draw three-dimensional 
moving scenes that will show pilots exactl y
 what's outside. 
Tunnel guidance is part of the displa y
 that creates it visual 
cue for pilots to relate to the intended flight path. This is then
s(-rlIid with synthetic ten-n lint-. n ha it .1 a iti;i it 
producible in current-generation avionics architectures. With 
the tunnel guidance system, pilots can liv complex procedures 
without creating additional pilot workload. 
Pilots from the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), 
Boeing, Delta Air Lines, United Air Lines, and American 
Airlines participated in flight tests of the s ystem. The pilots 
found the system to be controllable, comfortable—and eas y to us. 
For Free Info Circle No. 700 or
Enter No. 700 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
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NO matter wnat You lest, 
Do It With Dowetroul 
inin 
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Our customers are testing everything from train cars to 
the Space Shuttle, from automobile airbags to 
oilwells ... and the list keeps growing. Why? Maybe it's 
our plug-in signal conditioners that allow connection of 
an y signal, anY sensor. Or perhaps it's the fact that 
Dewetron systems are built on an open-architecture. 
COTS* computer platform, allowing easy upgrades and 
compatibility with all Windows software and 
hardware. 
Or it could he our software—so easy to use and yet so 
powerful—with brilliant on-line displays, full-color 
printing and one-click export to Excel. MatLah. 
ASCII, and several other popular formats. Of course. 
Dewetron machines are perfect platforms for 
LahVlEW development, and they already include a 
National Instruments"' A/D curd connected to our Iiiili-
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'COTS Corn,neciiI off-the-shelf
Above left to right - the DEWE-4000, DEWE-20 10, and 
DEWE-3010 portable PC Instruments 
Our basic models are also highly popular as portable 
industrial  computers built to MIL-STD-810C for shock 
and vibration. 
It could be any of these things - or maybe it's all of 
them. The bottom line is, if you're doing data 
acquisition any other way, you're missing a lot. l! 
take a look at Dewetron today. Start with our wc ue. 
or give us a call and arrange a no-obligation 	 - 
demonstration at your facility. 
Contact us today toll-free at 877-431 - 5 106 (+1 401-
364-9464 outside the USA). or visit, us on-line at 
www.dewamerica.com/ntb .4
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Technologies of the Month 
Sponsored ye tcom 
For more information on these and other new, licensable inventions, 
visit www.nasatech.com/techsearch 
Minimizing Catalyst While Maximizing	 Thickening Agent 
Electrode Performance	 Improves Paint 
Pragmatic Vision International LLC 	
Stability, Processing,
and Clean-up 
Platinum and oilier platinum group elements are used as 
catalysts in electrodes. Unfortunately, the high cost of plat-
inum creates a large obstacle in the production of technolo-
gies such as proton-exchange-membrane (PEM) and direct 
methanol fuel cells, where the platinum is as much as 20% of 
the system cost. A fabrication process for catalytic electrodes 
can precisely place and form the catalyst on the electrode sub-
strate, reducing the amount of expensive catalyst needed. 
PVI's electrodes consist of conducting carbon fiber sub-
strate and particles of catalyst. The tech-
iology is similar to electroplating, but 
ather than plating the entire sub- 
strate, the catalyst is targeted only to 
,	
o	 sites that have access to the chan-
nels in the gas diffusion layer. The 
catalyst can be deposited in any 
-	 amount or concentration, in la yers as 
thin as a single atom. As a result, there 
is virtually no wasted material. 
Get the complete technology on this technology at: 
www.nasatech.com/techsearch/tow/pragmatic.htinl
Email: iiasatech@'yet2.com 
Phone: 617-557-3837 
Low-Cost, High-Volume Ether 
Compound Production 
Kao 
(snuctus, liihiit,iiiLs. siilciits. ciiiulsilieis, and(Ictugents 
contain ether compounds, which are not easy to maiitulactuiie 
on a cost-to-volume basis. Kao has developed a manufacturing 
method that yields an ether compound at a high production 
rate in a single step. Central to the process is a reaction using it 
hydroxy compound with a carbonyl compound, or carbonyl 
compounds by themselves. The materials are reacted under a 
hydrogen gas atmosphere in the presence of a catalyst such as 
palladium or a palladium compound. Iridium, osmium, and 
rhenium can also be used, supported on a carrier such as car-
bon, silica-alumina, zeolite, alumina, or silica. 
The process does not require solvents, but the reaction 
can he diluted with a solvent. This single-step manufactur-
ing process enables ether compounds having large molecu-
lar weight or asymmetric structures to he produced in large 
volumes at low cost, making it suitable for use in high-vol-
ume applications. 
Get the complete technology on this technology at: 
wwuuntwitech.com/techsearch/tow/kao3.ht7nl  
Email: nosafrch@yet2 corn 
Phone: 617-557-3837
CLASS 
The Procter & Gamble Company
CLASS fO,,,s a ,,etw,'k 
Non-aqueous suspensions I which "°' I 
such as inks, paints, and coatings have been thickened with 
clays, silica, and polymers. These thickeners, called str-uctnrants, 
rely upon interactions with formula components, which results 
in non-aqueous structures that can separate easily, be unstable, 
and be highly sensitive to any formula variation. A thickening 
agent called CLASS (Crystalline LAS Structurant) builds struc-
ture by interacting with itself, forming stable, non-aqueous com-
positions that are insensitive to pH and electrolytes. 
The structuring particle is delivered as dry flake or pre-
dispersed gel in a compatible solvent. Because it is water-sol-
uble, the structure breaks down upon contact with water or 
surface moisture, which could enable faster, easier clean-up 
in applications with paint or ink. 
Get the cmnplete technology on this tee/i nology at:

www.nasatech.com/techsearch/tow/proctergamble.htmJ
Email: nacatec/i yet2. corn 
Phone: 617-557-3837 
Supercharger Improves Engine 
Performance 
Bill Berlinger. Caterpillar
one method of improving 
(ligine l)erforlilance com-
presses inlet air in the com-
bustion chamber. "super-
harging" the combustion 
process and increasing 
power output without in-
(ceasing engine size. A new 
technology called the COM- 
PREX Pnsiiic \Vivc uputcliarger provides compressed 
intake air without the dela y
 of a turbocharger or the 
blower of a conventional supercharger. 
COMPREX consists of a simple rotor with axially arranged 
cells, separate gas and air casings, a mantle, and bearing unit. 
Exhaust gas flows through the gas casing into the rotor. The 
quick opening of the rotor cells toward the high-energy exhaust 
gas creates a sonic pressure wave that compresses the fresh in-
take air allowing engine response to be improved even at lower 
engine speeds. The vehicle can now be driven in higher gears 
and at lower engine speeds with excellent acceleration. 
Get the complete technology on this tech nolor 1
 at: 
wurw.nasatech.com/techsearch/tow/berlinger.html  
Email: nasatech@yet2.com 
Phone: 617-557-3837 
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FEMLAB supplies highly sought-after new 
technology for the modeling and simula-
tion of physics in all science and engineer-
ing fields. Its main attribute is the ease 
with which modeling can be performed 
and its unlimited multiphysics capabilities, 
in ID, 2D and 3D	 the perfect way to 
apply state-of-the-art numerical analysis 
to your expertise in modeling.
Order your free literature kit! 
Visit www.comsol.com/ient or 
call + 1-781-273-3322 
­Lae 15 1 regstere dtrade mark of COMSOL An MoRn B a areg!atere d trademark of The Mar hWo rks I rc
' \ 
-	 4
-4 
It 11
The most common reactor for environ-
mental protection, which we encounter or 
use everyday, is the catalytic converter in 
automobiles. In these monolithic catalysts, 
carbon monoxide and nitrous oxides are 
converted into relatively harmless species 
like carbon dioxide and nitrogen. To opti-
mize the utilization of the expensive 
catalyst, it is important to be able to model 
the reactor at different operational 
conditions. In this FEMLAB model, mass and 
heat balances are coupled to compute 
temperature distribution and flowlines in 
the reactor. 
I This square-shaped spiral inductor is used 
for bandpass filters in micro electro-
mechanical systems (MEMS). The FEMLAB 
simulation takes the nonuniform current 
density in the coils into account to compute 
an accurate magnetic flux arround the coils. 
The inductance of this inductor is 2.1 nH, 
which is obtained by integrating the mag-
netic energy. Using the programming 
language of FEMLAB for parametric analysis, 
you can find the correlation between the 
induction and the input parameters of the 
model. 
In the design of electrodes for water 
electrolysis, it is Important to minimize the 
voltage losses at a given total current. 
FEMLAB modeling helps the engineer in the 
design of the electrode geometry and the 
current collector. The model gives the 
current density distribution and the poten-
tial distribution in the system. These results 
make it possible to avoid excessive degra-
ron of the active electrode surface and 
.verheating of the welds at the position of 
rile current collector. 
Nhen designing an electric motor it is 
riportant to design the rotor shaft so that 
io eigenfrequencies exist in the working 
ange of the rotational speed. It is also 
mportant to study the shape of the eigen-
mode and not just the eigenfrequencies. 
In the eigenfrequency analysis,one end of 
re shaft is fixed and the other end is free to 
Dtate and axially deform. The image shows 
eformation and rotation angle in the 
rond eigenmode, using different visual-
FEMLAB KEY FEATURES 
• Flexible and powerful graphical 
user interface 
• Built-in user-friendly CAD tool for
solid modeling in ID.2D and 3D 
• Automatic mesh generation, 
adaptive mesh and multigrid 
• Powerful solvers for linear, 
nonlinear and time-dependent 
systems of partial differential 
equations (PDE5) 
• Extensive postprocessing 
capabilities 
• Model Libraries with over fifty 
models fully documented from 
various engineering fields 
• Ready-to-use application modes for 
different engineering fields 
• Equation-based modeling for 
arbitrary systems of PDES 
FEMLAB PUTS YOU 
IN THE FRONTLINE 
FEMLAB employs sophisticated numeric-.1 
techniques developed by our staff of leridirn 
scientists in collaboration with industr 
experts from around the world. These 
professionals had a goal of making modeling 
available to every engineer and scientist. 
FEMLAB is the result of our commitment to 
putting engineering mathematics in a box. 
Order your free 
Iiteratu i, c kft 
!:.!d 
Visit www.comsol.com/ient
 or 
call +1-781-273-3322
TEI WE 
N1SOL
A
irpax Thermal Sensing 
Products, Frederick. 
MD, will exhibit tin' 
\'eriSense' 3501) 
thermal sensit 
that offer tvpi I 
accuracies ol I 
at room temper at 
and ±3/4°C over the I) (. 
to 100°C tern penhr t ri 
range. 
Housed in BOOTH 
a 1O-22() 
package. thc seris t	 s uI 
voltage output and are suitable for a 
variety of applications requiring linear 
output. They eliminate the need for 
compensating electronics to correct for the 
non-linearity ofthermistor-based sensors. For 
Free Info Circle No. 761 or Enter No. 761 at 
www.nasatech.com/rs 
Ah
	
S
pie 
The Spring 2002 Sensors Expo brings together a wide range of innovations shaping the sensing, MEMS, data 
acquisition, control, and communications industries. Held at the San Jose Convention Center from May 21-23, 
Sensors Expo will feature the latest advances in biosensors and bio-MEMS, intelligent systems and smart 
sensors, and nanotechnology, and will give visitors the chance to speak one-on-one with innovators. 
Look for the following new products that will be on display. For more information on the show, 
visit www.sensorsexpo.com . 
T
he INTELLEK° low-g accelerometer from Delphi 
Automotive Systems, Troy, Ml, nteastrr i's Ii nit 
changes in acceleration with 
programmable scale factors from	 BOOTH 
. 75 g to 3 g. The micro-sized  modril 
rtrlwnes ,t scnm)r and an integrated u iii ii .i 20pm 
I	 ,j cli.ti,r rirrstr& that 
to
iiirtilates 
I ual acceleration 
hen power is first 
-	 plied, and operation 
• ________________	 rn a single 5-volt 
wer sup1)h. For Free 
Info Circle No. 765 or 
Enter No. 765 at 
www.nasatech.com/rs
T
he RT1 2-4204" seamless wireless sensor transceiver from Advanced 
Embedded Systems, Tucson, AZ, is a controller that converts a 
wired system into a wireless connection. It allows connection between 
any 4-20 mA, 0-5 VDC or 0-10 VDC sensor and a data I gtz't. 
or SGADA equipment, eliminating up to 
miles of wiring. The transceiver accepts tip i 	 BOOTH 
lour analog inputs and two optically isolated 
inputs/open collector outputs. It also has Ow ,tIilits II i ' t'.1 I,_- 11.11 
converter by allowing independent configmanon betsseeri tIne INIt I 
and OUTPUT modules. For Free Info Circle No. 760 or Enter No. 760 
at www.nasatech.com/rs 
T
he MT2A miniature position transducer froni Celesco 
Transducer Products, Chatsworth, CA, features a tensioned 
measuring cable designed for acceleration encountered in 
f1niIit testntig and automotive crash tests. Available in measuring 
ranges of 0-9, 0-15", and 0-30". the 
BOOTH transducer is designed with 2- k 
rotation in its 
ntnuntnig hi a, kit. Also displayed in the 
booth will he tlnejuino Midas pressure	
- 4 transmitters from JUMO Process 
Control, Coatesville, P.A. The
	 - 
transmitters use a ceramic thick-film 
transducer that converts the pressure 
into a standardized voltage or current
 
signal. They
 can be used iii liquid and	 - 
gaseous media. For Free Info Circle No. 
763 or Enter No. 763 at www.nasatech.comlrs 
ceana Sensor, Virginia Beach, Vi., introduces	 BOOTH 
,h T'VS.APN! 
transistor-packaged, hermetically sealed device that twinies ci antni . slic,nt 
structured sensing elements to measure vibration in three orthogonal 
directions. It features low input power requirements, and a I 00-rn\', g 
sensitivity
 of  frequency range of 1-10K on the z-axis, and 1-4K ott the x and 
v-axis. Applications include machinery
 health monitoring, impact detection, 
structural acoustics, and pipe leak detection. For Free Info Circle No. 775 
or Enter No. 775 at www.nasatech.com/rs
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V
ersion 6.0 electromagnetic design and simulation softwarc .. 
is available from Integrated Engineering Software, 
Winnipeg, Canada. Enhancements to the software's geometric 
modeler. CAD interoperability, and design optimization 
include a 2D mode that allows users to switch from 2D mode to 
31)	 Surfaces	 the	 NURBS mode.	 on	 upgrade exist as	 and the 
segments define the boundary of the surface. Users also have 
the ability to generate high-resolution_______________________ 
BOOTH	 3D shaded geometry. The new version 
enables connection directly to five -	 - 
leading CAD programs, enabling users to import models from SolidWorks, SDRC, Solid 
Edge. Pro/ENGINEER, and Autodesk products. For Free Info Circle No. 767 or Enter 
No. 767 at www.nasatech.com/rs
0 04 0 
/Wode/2l$' 
-re#;spcVn P'HF'( ,4fou/frr
K
istler Instrument Corp.. Amherst, 
N\, offers the Servok-BEAM 
elerometer, an analog force 
I c'edback sensor that utilizes a silicon 
itticromachined variable capacitance 
sensing element. The sensor features 
1.300 mV/g sensitivity and a resolution 
of I jig. It is a calibrated unit that 
combines the sensing element and 
integrated electronics in a sealed 
,tltmniintuit hntisutg. Four through-
holes enable the 
BOOTH 8D unit to be 
mounted to the 
lest structure with screws. The 
.icceleronseter operates from a single 
power supply between ±6 and ±15 
VDC with 8 mA typical current 
consumption. For Free Info Circle No. 
769 or Enter No. 769 at 
www.nasatech.com/rs 
F
luorescence-based optical sensors from 
Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL, include 
optrodes for analyzing pH in aqueous 
solutions and for use in in vivo procedures. 
The pH sensors operate ttitt a tluoreci'iit 
derivative, with pH 
measurement directly 
related to the magnitude 
of the fluorescein's 
fluorescing peaks. The 
optical sensor series 
includes chemical 
sensors that utilize so]-gel 
tltut-Iiltn oatimigs. The y connect to 
miniature fiber-opuk 
BOOTH spectrometers and 
470-nm Blue LEE) 
light s once for teal-time sample ana1 sis. 
For Free Info Circle No. 776 or Enter No. 
776 at www.nasatech.com/rs
M
icroStrain, 
Burlington, 
VT, will display 
the FAS-G inertial 	 - 
tracking device 
that leverages two	 - 
solid-state MEMS 
accelerometers, an atuguulat i mt sttr-ou. 
and embedded software tracking 
algorithms for performance over a 360E 
measuring range. Applications include 
robotics positioning. lnon'hanics niot 
angle tracking, 
dynamic and	 BOOTH 
static tilt sensing. 
vehicle roll detection. 	 tipass tilt 
compensation. and lueav' equipment 
stabilization. The device relies on a gyro to 
track fast angular movements, and on the 
DC response of the accelerometers to track 
static angular position. For Free Info Circle 
No. 773 or Enter No. 773 at 
www.nasatech.com/rs 
T
he MXA2500U and 
MXD2020UW low-noise, 
dual-axis accelerometers from 
NIENISIC, Andover, MA, are 
fabricated on a standard, 
suomicroti t.MU 
BOOTH	 that measures 
acceleration with a 
hull-scale range of ±1 g and a 
sr'nsitisitV of 500 mV/g. The 
\IXA2500U provides an absolute 
analog output and the 
MXD2020UW provides a ratio 
of pulse width to position digital 
output. Both measure dynamic 
acceleration and static 
acceleration, are hermetically 
sealed, and are operational over 
a -40°C to 105C temperature 
range. For Free Info Circle No. 
772 or Enter No. 772 at 
www.nasatech.co m/rs 
'JEW 
Model 211 
Temperature 
Monitor
The single channel Model 
211 Temperature Monitor 
provides the accuracy, 
resolution, and interface 
features of a benchtop 
temperature monitor in an 
easy to use, compact 
instrument. 
• One Sensor Input 
• 0-10 V or 4-20 mA 
analog output 
• Large 5-digit LED display 
• RS-232C interface 
• Supports diode and 
RTD sensors 
Check out our 8-channel 
temperature monitor at 
www.lakeshore.com
7-
For Free Info Circle No. 545 or 
Enter No. 545 at www.nasatech.com/rs svsvss.nasatr'clu.coun 	 \AS.-\ lc'ch Buick. \piil 2002 
Data Acquisition 
Instrument Control 
Signal Processing 
Statistics 
Training 
Consulting 
Get to analysis faster. 
Take live measurements 
in MATLAB. 
New test and measurement tools for MrI.Aa combine data acquisition, instrument 
control, and data analysis in a single, 
.	 ________________	 ilCT,I1!\L Ul1\ II)flflC!1L ",()\\ \(U C,lfl 
IC I I\ C (LItJ I IIIfl I)N1IJI d,it,i 
test and measurement t(C 
communicate with data acquisition I1iC'	
acquisition devices and control your test 
instruments directly from MATLAB, 
equipment directly from MATLAB. Use proven tools for signal processing, statistical 
analysis, graphics, and reporting to analyze your data as it streams into MATLAB. 
Get your free 30-day trial today. 
Call 508-647-7040 to request your trial. Or get a free MATLAB 
technical information kit at www.mathworks.com/nttm.
	 SIMULINK 
These new MATLSB
tools provide a

complete solution for
test, measurement,
analysis, graphics,
and reporting. 
j\ The MathWorks
41
D,D 
Mm l,	 i5 F.,qø,., r,, 
Visit www.mathworks.com/nttm 
or call 508-641-7040
	
2001 [hc ,I,th5Vork,, Inc. 
to	 Is
?v 
For Free Info Circle No. 550 or Enter No. 550 at www.nasatech.com/rs
For Free Info Circle No. 512 or Enter No. 512 at www.nasatech.comlrs
he MathWorks, Natick. MA, will feature 
Instruments, Austin, TX, will cxliii is MATLAB 6 environment for 
N
ational 
the 12-bit NI PCI-61 15 simultaneous- 	 '	 -	 - iipltcations in engineering and science 
sampling, multifunction I/O device that delis 	 ' hat includes tools for mathematical 
digital, analog, and mixed-signal capabilities i 	 .- oniputation, analysts,	 isii,tIii,ttii ii. 
high-frequency data acquisition applications. I	 - - and algorithm 
featities simulataneous analog input and outliti i development. The	 BOOTH 
two on-board memors 
BOOTH I	 options, and samples at a maximum of 10 MS/s on each of
Data Acquisition 
Toolbox 2.1 enables control and 
tour input channels. The device also features two 12-bit output communication with a variety of PC-
channels capable of 4 MS/s, eight digital I/O lines, two 24-hit counter/timers, and a compatible data acquisition hardware. With 
RTSI	 bus for hoard synchronization. The unit conies with NI-DAQ 6.9 driver software the toolbox, users can configure external 
for use with numerous programming languages. For Free Info Circle No. 774 or Enter hardware devices, read data into MATI.AB 
No. 774 at www.nasatech.com/rs for analysts, or send data out. Also exhibited 
will be the Instrument Control Toolbox 1.1 
that lets MATLAB communicate with 
instruments such as 
oscilloscopes and
	 v '
	 Y vi function generators. 
Data can be generated  
From Data To Solutions, etcObe	 JihLL1 
Get There Faster With IDL
read into MATLAB for 	 'V_ 
anaksis	 hm m: For Free Info Circle No 
771 or Enter No. 771 at www.nasatech.com/rs
D
ruck. New Fairfield, Cl, will display the 
['TX 7200 Series pressure tramismnitters 
that use piezoresistive 
silicon technology	 BOOTH 
packaged in a welded 
stainless steel housing. The 31 6L SS housing 
and I lasieilov C276 diaphragm are NACE MR-
01-75 compatible. All ranges 
from I t(1 10,000 PSI are 
available in gauge or 
absolute pressure with a 
ru-.	 2-wire. 4-20 mA output. 
Operating temperature 
range is -40°F to 210°F. 
For Free Info Circle No. 
766 or Enter No. 766 at 
www.nasatech.com/rs 
D
iflereutial 
pressure 
transducers from 
Kavlico, Moorpark. 
CA, can be specified 
with pressure range, 
of I" of water to 0-5 
PSID, and operate 
on a 5 \DC power 
supply, providing 
a 0.5104.5 VDC 
output. The 
transducers are 
suitable for ventilation, water flow, gas 
flow, air intake flow, exhaust gas flow, 
coolant flow, oil flow, fuel flow, product 
mixing. and blending applications. The 
transducers have 
BOOTH	
and provide flow 
lIn',islll ('liii pious svlmeu coupled with 
venturi tubes, flow notzk's, orifice plates, 
or pilot tubes. For Free Info Circle No. 768 
or Enter No. 768 at www.nasatech.com/rs
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Y
SI Temperature, Yellow Springs, OH, 
offers the 420 mA loop-powered 4800 
DX-1 thermistor transmitter for process 
nil )fli I I )n n g applications. iti  The transmitter 
has an accuracy 
BOOTH ED of ±0.1°C and is 
available in two 
tenipci atin c ranges: - I 0°C to 50°C for 
bioiiiedical applications; and 0°C to 100°C, 
which is compatible with YSI configure-to-
order probes. For Free Info Circle No. 781 
or Enter No. 781 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
S
R DP Electrosense, 
Pottstown, PA, 
offers the MCL 
range tension 
and compression 
amplified load 
cells that couple 
a capacitive 
sensor the miniatii 
electronics in a conipicL housing. I lie 
_________ internal 
BOOTH u[iI ,J: 	 electronics 
provide a level 
I) \'I)(: iiutput. The units come 
in two compact models, with the smaller 
measuring 1.22 x 1.75". Also featured will be 
the DCTH series displacement transducers 
for interface with control systems and AD 
converters. For Free Info Circle No. 778 or 
Enter No. 778 at www.nasatech.com/rs  
he F3C-AL laser sensor from	 BOOTH 
OMRON Electronics, Schaumburg, 
II.. can detect a 1-mm target from a distance of 700 mm. Its 
Hack/white error eliminates the need to reset parameters or change 
'-nsors when changing colors, materials, or inclination. The sensor 
'atures background suppression, and contains a red laser light 
pot that facilitates alignment with the target. It is suitable for 
semkndu br, assembly automation, material handling, automotive, electronics, machine 
tool, and packaging applications, and incorporates an auto power control function. For 
Free Info Circle No. 777 or Enter No. 177 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
C
rossbow Technology, San Jose, CA, will display its MICA sensors and tools that enable 
development of wireless sensor networks for monitoring and detecting a variety of 
targets. The MICA architecture consists of MPR and NITS sensors and wireless 
communication processor modules. The sensors can detect ultra-small vibrations, acoustic 
noise, magnetic disturbances, conventional light, temperature, 
and proximity. A sensor interface port enables incorporation of 	 BOOTH 
chemical and biological sensor technology. For Free Info Circle 
No. 764 or Enter No. 764 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
I.	 _Fhe DCS'° Smarteye RS-232 compatible. digitally controlled, photoelectric sensors from Tri-Tronics, Tampa, FL, can he set tip, monitored, and controlled directl y from a computer screen. The sensors are compatible with computers, PLCs, 
embedded controllers, or any control device	 BOOTH 
equipped with an RS-232 serial port. They 
provide an on-screen oscilloscope style contrast des i.ition anal yzer that 
allows the operator to tweak the adjustment for the most reliable setting. 
Bcii,-lin. I i illipilter screen control include set-up b y use of icons, graphical performance 
monitor, configurable performance options, performance memors settings, and timer 
options. For Free Info Circle No. 779 or Enter No. 779 at www.nasatech.com/rs  
Y)))S0N1CwM1LL 
FQI*CHINUNG THE UPJIWIACHIN*BLE 
Quartz
Glass
Sapphire 
Y
okagawa 
Corporation of 
America, Newnan,	 [ GA, offers the MV1(flI	 - 
and MV200	 - 
MobileCorders that 
provide data logging 
capability over a 
range of measurement applications. I lic 
MV100 is available with up to 12 universal 
inputs and features a 5.5" color TFT L.CD 
display. The MV200 is available with up to 
30 universal inputs and features a 10.4" 
color TFF LCD display. Both models offer 
a choice of removable storage media, 
tainl.od I .l-t-\IB floppy disk, or an 
optional 100-MB 
BOOTH	 I Zip or 160-MB 
t1,iI: in-ni	 I he units can be used 
,ttahlc test institttttents. or on a bench-
to!). For Free Info Circle No. 780 or Enter 
No. 780 at www.nasatech.com/rs
Specializing in the
Precision Machining of

Technical Ceramics and Glass. 
Machined to 
Your Specifications 
Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA 
phone: 505.839.3535
fax: 505.839.3525
charlie.wilhite@tbg.riogrande.com
www.sonicmiil.com 
See us at American Ceramic Society Expo (ACerS)

in St. Louis, MO, April 28-30, Booth #235 
N.\S.-\ kcli Rtiet'i. .\pi12002 For Free Info Circle No. 518 or Enter No. 518 at www.nasatech.com/rs	 31
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Technology Focus: Sensors 
() Electrometer for Triboelectric Evaluation of Materials 
Some materials should be distinguishable by their triboelectric responses. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calfornia 
An electrometer developed for mea-
suring the triboelectric responses of soils 
on Mars is also potentially useful on 
Earth for identifying some materials via 
their triboelectric responses. In opera-
tion, an array of triboelectric sensors is 
rubbed against the material of interest 
for a predetermined distance, then with-
drawn from the material of interest at a 
predetermined speed. During this oper-
ation, the electrometer circuitry, mea-
sures the time-varying sensor output 
voltages, which are proportional to the 
electric charges induced on the sensors 
by the rubbing. The resulting voltage-vs.-
time data constitute the desired tribo-
electric-response data. If materials that
one seeks to identify or to distinguish 
from each other exhibit unique, known 
triboelectric responses that have been 
catalogued, then a sample of unknown 
material can be identified by seeking a 
match between its triboelectric response 
and one of the catalogued responses.
thereby constraining the electrometer 
input and output voltages to be zero. At a 
designated point during rubbing, the 
switch is opened, allowing C1 to charge 
and the electrometer output voltage to 
depart from zero. 
The triboelectric response - that is, 
the electrometer output voltage as a 
function of time — depends on several 
factors, including the following: 
• The triboelectricallv induced charge 
(Qi) present at the instant of liftoff fol-
lowing rubbing; 
• C, C9, and amplifier-circuit resistances; 
• The speed of withdrawal; 
• The time-varying capacitance C 3
 be-
tween the rubbed insulator and sam-
ple surfaces; and 
• The electrical resistivities of the insula-
tor and sample materials. 
Figure 2 shows triboelectric responses 
from an experiment in which five sen-
sors made with five different insulating 
materials were rubbed against wool felt. 
Electrometers based on this concept 
might be useful in industrial settings for 
inspecting and identifying incoming mate-
rials; for example, to identify
 fabrics com-
ing into a clothing factory. Another poten-
tial use could be distinguishing between 
contaminated and uncontaminated soils. 
Another application might be evaluating 
moisture contents of soils; this should be 
possible because the rate of decay of tribo-
electric charge depends on humidity. 
This work was done by Martin Buehler and 
Ray mond C,ompf of Caltech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infor-
mation, access the Technical Support Package 
(ISP) free on-line at www.nnsatech.com/Lrp 
under the Physical Sciences category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to this 
invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
Intellectual Property group 
JPL 
Mail Stop 202-233 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NPO-20684, volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 
(Charged) 
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Figure 1. The Insulator Is Rubbed along the surface of the sample, then withdrawn. The rise and decay 
of the triboelectric charge induced by the rubbing is indicated by the time-varying output voltage of 
the amplifier.
Figure 1 is a simplified schematic de-
piction of one of the triboelectric sensors 
connected to a charge-sensing circuit 
(charge-to-voltage converter). This con-
verter is a conventional electrometer cir-
cuit that includes a capacitor (C1 ) and an 
operational amplifier in a follower con-
figuration. The triboelectric sensor is an 
electrode covered with a layer of insulat-
ing material. The outer surface of the in-
sulating material is what 
is rubbed against the ma-
terial of interest. 
The capacitance be-
tween the outer surface of 
the insulator and the elec-
trode is C2 . The voltage as-
sociated with the tribo-
electric charge that accu-
mulates on the rubbed 
insulator surface is cou-
pled, via this capacitance, 
to the C1 /amplifier node. 
Initially during rubbing, 
- Figure 2. These Five Triboelectric Responses were obtained from rub-
the switch shown in Fig- 
bing five triboelectric sensors against wool felt. The insulators on the
	
ure 1 is kept closed to pre-
sensors were made from the noted materials,
	 vent C1 from charging, 
PolyGarloonate 
0	 0.1	 0.2	 0.3	 0.4	 0.5 
Time, mm.
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Design through 0 manufacturing with no stops 
VX® blows the 
doors off of CAD/CAM 
with a value-priced, design-
through-manufacturing system so 
superior it leaves everything else in 
the dust. New VX Overdrive is so 
feature-rich, so fun to drive, what 
used to be roadblocks at every 
phase now become thrilling curves 
to help you fly through even the your buck of any system, plus the 
toughest jobs. Unique surface cre- ability to import legacy data and 
ation tools let you blast through the highest level of interoperability 
challenges at high speed. 	 And its on the market (STEP,IGES and 
full integration from design direct CAD translators). 
through manufacturing means 
engineers can bring projects Take a test spin 
to market faster using a See for yourself 
single, seamless system. how VX Overdrive is 
With VX Overdrive, if you can changing the rules. Contact us 
imagine it, you can build it. for a demo today.
you can negotiate with ease. 	 Premium performance 
without the premium price 
So easy to use	 VX Overdrive comes 
VX Overdrive is	 __ 	 fully loaded so you'll 
loaded with flexibility	 net the most bang for
VX'Shaping the future of CAD/CAM" 
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Harness Them With the CLD Linear Motor 
Insufficient manufacturing throughput and compromised 
product quality can make your customers 
justifiably upset. 
With tubular linear motors from 
California Linear Devices, 
you won't have to worry about your 
production system's performance. 
- 
Sensors 
Infrared CO 2 Sensor With Built-In Calibration Chambers 
John F Kennedy Space Center Florida 
A proposed infrared CO 2 sensor, op-
erated in conjunction with suitable read-
out, data-processing, and control cir-
cuitry, could be calibrated repeatedly 
during operation to compensate for 
changes in sensor response induced by 
such phenomena as aging and changes 
in temperature. The sensor would in-
clude an infrared source, an infrared de-
tector, and four chambers containing 
CO2 at various concentrations. Three of 
So specify the CLD motor, and 
rest assured that your linear motion 
is under control.
the chambers would be calibration 
chambers: they would be sealed and 
would contain CO 2 at known low, inter-
mediate, and high concentrations, re-
spectively. The fourth chamber would be 
filled with the gas under test containing 
CO2 at a concentration to be deter-
mined. There would be optics for multi-
plexing infrared radiation from the 
source through the four chambers and 
demultiplexing the radiation from the
chambers to the infrared detector. Dur-
ing an operation/calibration cycle, radi-
ation would be directed through each 
chamber in turn, and the response of 
the detector recorded for each chamber. 
A three-point calibration for that cycle 
would be computed from the responses 
for the three calibration chambers. 
Then the concentration of CO2 in the 
fourth chamber would be computed by 
simply multiplying the detector re-
sponse for that chamber by a factor cal-
culated as part of the calibration. 
This work was done ivy Jose M. Perotti and 
Gregory A. Hall of Kennedy Space Center. 
For further information, access the Technical 
Support Package (TSP) free on-line at 
wwwnasatech.com/tsp
 under the Physical 
Sciences category. 
KSC-121 77 
Sensor 
John F Kennedy Space Center Florida 
A solid-state sensor was developed that 
measures the concentrations of one or 
more gases of interest in a mixture of 
gases. This simple solid-state sensor pro-
duces a voltage signal that is sensitive to 
CO concentration from percent to ppm 
(parts per million) levels. It was in-
tended originally for use in measuring 
concentrations of carbon monoxide in 
fuel and oxidizer gases generated on 
Mars in a process that would include the 
decomposition of atmospheric CO 2 into 
CO and 02 . In that application, the sen-
sor would be capable of measuring high 
concentrations of CO expected to occur 
on the fuel side of the process, yet would 
be selective and sensitive enough to 
measure the low concentrations of CO 
in 02 expected on the oxidizer side of 
the process. On Earth, sensors like this 
one could be used to detect toxic con-
centrations of CO emitted in diverse 
processes, including refining of petro-
leum and combustion of hydrocarbon 
fuels in furnaces and automobiles. 
This work was done by Eric D. Wachsman 
and Abdul-Majeed Azad of the University of 
Florida for Kennedy Space Center. For fur-
ther information contact the Kennedy Com-
mercial Technology Office at 321-867-6224. 
KSC-12256
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The compact CLD motor incorporates: 
• Single moving part, integral bearing system 
• Pinpoint control of position and force 
• Forces from 50 to 1,200 lb. 
• Velocity to 100 in./sec. 
• Strokes from 2 to 20 in.
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( Solid-State 
Potentiometric CO
) Planetary Rover Absolute Heading Detection Using a Sun Sensor 
Headings are accurate to within a few degrees. 
NASA 'sJet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A relatively inexpensive Sun sensor for  
determining the t e absolute heading of	 * 
planetary rovers to within ± 3° using a 
monochrome charge-coupled device
(CCD) camera is presented. The Sun	 -	 V 
sensor was developed for the Field Inte- IZE tiV.rUfl 
grated, Design and Operations (FIDO)	 VV	 V	 V 
rover. This rover is an advance technol-
ogy rover that is a terrestrial prototype of	
.1	 '. . '	 _L_ it 
the rovers that NASA/JPL plans to send 	 i 	 V V 
to Mars in 2003. The goal of the FIDO	 V 	 V V.-	 V 
team was to develop a Sun sensor that
fills the current cost/performance gap, 	 :  
uses the power of sub-pixel interpola- 	 V V /	 -	 -	 V 	 V 	 V 
tion makes use of current hudwame on	 ,.	 7 
the rover, and demands very little coin	
,\	 41 
tio m lii 
 
robust-
ness  to calibration errors and the flexi-
bilitv to make a transition to a
	 ' .	 . V. V	 -	 •-. V 
rover with very little
flight
 modification.  
	
The resulting Sun sensor, which is 	 --
shown in Figure 1, consists of a CCD	 Figufe 1 Sun Sensor mounted on the FIDO rover is ud for determining the absolute nVV,UVnq within ±3 
monochrome camera, two neutral-den-
sitv filters, a wide-angle lens, and hous-
ing. The neutral-density filters reduce 
incident light to capture only the Sun's 	 Rover Heading: Compass and Sun-Sensor Readings 
disk. The Sun sensor camera is modeled	 350	 1	 I 	 1	 1	 1	 I 	 1	 I 
as a fish-eve camera/	 300 lens system with 21	
75.891 4 - 
V 	 , 	 90.0 
parameters; the parameters are corn-	 84.9	 86.8 
puted in the calibration procedure that 	 -	 86.4 76 .6 85.3 
can be performed easily and even "on 	
• 200	 V 
the fly." The Sun sensor captures images	 o.o 81.	 * Compass Reading 
of the Sun using an onboard frame grab- 	 150 -	 89.5	 0 Sun-Sensor Reading- 
ber mounted on the rover-computing 100	
92286.1 91891 .1 
CD 
stack. The centroid of the Sun in the 	 858 
image is the main feature needed for de- 	
50 - 6	 92 1 91.3 termination of the rover heading. Cen- 	 8 .2  
tioid extraction follows a three-step 	 0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16	 18	 20	 22 
process: thresholding, artifact removal, 	 Turn Number 
and center of mass/circularity determi-
nation. From the Sun centroid a 3-D 
i	
Heading Error Between Compass and Sun Sensor 
unit ray vector s computed from the 	 ________________________________________________________________ 
sensor frame to the Sun using the cam-	 I	 I	
I	 I	 I 
era model. The 3-D vector is then trans- 	 3- 
formed into a gravity-clown rover refer- 	 2 -
ence frame by use of the roll- and 
pitch-angle outputs of an inertial sensor	 1 - 
that is part of the onboard rover naviga- 	 0 -
tion system. The azimuth and elevation 
V
—1 
of the Sun with respect to the rover ref ca 
erence frame are then determined. By 	 W-2 - 
use of solar ephemeris data and the	 - 
equation of time from the Astronomical 	 I	 I 
Almanac, the azimuth and elevation of 	 0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16	 18	 20	 22 
the Sun are determined for the applica- 	 Turn Number 
ble longitude latitude, and universal 
time (UT). The UT is obtained from the 	 Figure 2. Plots of Rover Heading From Compass and Sun Sensor are illustrated. Unlike in an odome-
rover computer clock and corrected to	 try-based heading estimation, in a Sun-sensor-based heading estimation the relative rover heading 
the nearest second. Finally, the heading	 error is a constant. 
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with respect to true north is computed 
by use of the known relationship be-
tween (1) the azimuth and elevation of 
the Sun as computed from the 
ephemeris data and (2) the azimuth and 
elevation of the Sun as determined from 
the Sun-sensor data. 
In a test of the Sun sensor mounted 
on the FIDO rover, the rover was 
placed on a flat surface and turned in 
place at angular increments of about 
20 0 .
 Figure 2 depicts the headings as 
measured by the Sun sensor and by a 
magnetic compass, as well as the dif-
ferences between them. The Sun sen-
sor confidence for each reading is 
also indicated on the plot. The accu-
racy of the magnetic compass used is 
± 2°. The differences between the 
readings can be attributed to several 
factors, including mechanical align-
ment errors of the Sun sensor, rover 
attitude errors, and atmospheric con-
ditions (cloud cover). 
Results of a recent FIDO field trial at 
Black Rock Summit in Central Nevada, 
in May of 2000 and several Operations 
Readiness Tests (ORTs) at the JPL Mars
Yard using the Sun sensor have demon-
strated three- to four-fold improvement 
in the heading estimation of the rover 
compared to incremental odometry. 
These test results helped shape the mis-
sion specifications outlined by NASA 
for the 2003 mission to Mars. 
This work was done by Ashitey Trebi-Ol -
lennu, Terry Hun tsbergei; Brett Kennedy, 
and Eric Baumgartner of Caltech for 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For 
a full report on the Sun sensor visit 
http://f?ido.jpLnasa.gov/publications.
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Concept for 
Utilizing Full Areas 
of STJ 
Photodetector 
Arrays 
Also, cross-talk among pixels 
and the number of contacts 
would be reduced. 
V-1SA 'S Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, California 
A method of designing improved 
monolithic planar arrays of supercon-
ducting tunnel junctions (STJs) for use 
as photodetectors has been conceived. 
These arrays would be suitable for de-
tecting images at low light levels. They 
are for operation in the individual-pho-
ton-counting regime; they are used not 
only to detect the arrival of individual 
photons but also to measure the individ-
ual photon energies. As such, the STJ ar-
rays would be compact sensors that 
would perform the functions now per-
formed by bulkier equipment in the 
form of photomultipliers and spectrom-
eters. Eventually, it should be possible to 
use STJ arrays for such demanding ap-
plications as simultaneous imaging and 
spectroscopy of faint astronomical ob-
jects. 
Usually, an STJ photodetector contains 
three superconductors with different su-
perconducting energy gaps. Photons in 
the energy range of interest are absorbed 
in the superconductor with the intermedi-
ate energy gap; this superconductor and 
the one with the lowest energy gap are sep-
arated by a layer of electrical insulation 
thin enough that photoexcited quasi-par-
ticles can tunnel (in the quantum-me-
chanical sense) through it. Together, the 
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Lowest-Energy-I 
Superconduct 
Tunnel Junction 
Photon Absorber ( Intermediate-
Energy-Gap Superconductor)
est-Energy-
nductor) 
Top Lead (Highest-Energy-

Gap Superconductor) 
I I I { I 
Incoming Photons 
intermediate- and lowest-energy-gap su-
perconductors and the insulating layer be-
tween them constitute the detector junc-
tion. The superconductor with the highest 
energy gap is used for wiring to the other 
two superconductors. In a typical previ-
ously developed STJ array, separate electri-
cal connections are made to each pho-
todetector (see Figure 1).
Even an abbreviated explanation of 
the present method and the ways in 
which it differs from older STJ-array-de-
sign methods would greatly exceed the 
scope of this article because it would un-
avoidably include complex and interde-
pendent details of the physics and the 
fabrication of STJ devices in general. For 
the purpose of this article, it must suffice 
Magnetic Field
Measurement Ready 
16-Bit DAQ 
from $595 
Figure 1. A Typical STJ Photodetector contains a tunnel junction between an intermediate- and a low-
energy-gap superconductor. The electrical connections to the device are made via the base and top 
leads, which are made of a higher-energy-gap superconductor. 
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SECOND CONFIGURATION 	 (Note: Not to Scale) 
Figure 2. Two Adjacent Pixels of an STJ photodetector array according to the present method could 
be fabricated in either of two basic alternative configurations. In both configurations, the structure 
would behave like a solid ground plane for incident radiation at frequencies from dc up through hun-
dreds of gigahertz, yet would present all (in the second configuration) or nearly all (in the first con-
figuration) of its area for absorption of photons in the energy range of interest.
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Sensors 
to summarize the major distinguishing 
features: 
• In the previously developed STJ pho-
todetector arrays, pixels are sepa-
rated by small gaps, through which 
photons can pass undetected. These 
gaps can amount to significant frac-
tions of total detector areas; in other 
words, overall quantum efficiencies 
are lower than they would be if full 
detector areas were utilized. In STJ 
arrays according to the present 
method (see Figure 2), the gaps be-
tween pixels would be either negligi-
bly small or entirely absent; in other 
words, full detector areas would be 
utilized, thereby maximizing quan-
tum efficiencies.
• In a typical previously developed STJ 
array of m rows and n columns, the num-
ber of electrical contacts necessary for in-
dividual biasing and readout of all pixels 
is 2mn because two contacts are needed 
for each pixel. In an STJ according to 
the present method, the number of con-
tacts needed would be mn + 1 (slightly 
more than half the number previously 
needed) because the photon-absorbing 
(intermediate-energy .gap) supercon-
ductors of all the pixels would be electri-
cally tied together by the largest-energy-
gap superconductor. 
• Even though the full detector area 
would he utilized in the present 
method, the pixels would be electri-
cally isolated from each other with re-
spect to diffusion of photoexcited 
quasi-particles between superconduc-
tors, so that cross-talk among pixels 
would be suppressed. 
• Unlike at least one prior method, the 
present method does not call for small 
superconducting bridges among 
neighboring pixels. This is an advan-
tage iii that such bridges could, poten-
tially, constitute undesired supercon-
ductive magnetic-flux-trapping loops. 
This work was done by Michael Burns of 
Ca/tech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory. For further infonnation, access the 
Technical Support Package (TSP)free on-line 
at www.nasatech.com/tsp under the Elec-
tronic Components and ,Ststerns category. 
NPO-20 768 
Development of Cognitive Sensors 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A technical report enunciates the concept 
of a hierarchy of sensor classes (meaning 
transducers, associated circuitrs and em-
bedded software) that have different levels 
of intelligence, and discusses issues pertain-
mg to the development of sensors of the 
highest level of intelligence, called cognitive. 
The other levels, in order of decreasing in-
telligence, belong to the class of intelligent 
or smart sensors. A design process and an in-
telligence hierarchy which enables construc-
tion of intelligence-based sensors has been 
developed based on five main qualities: 
1. self-knowledge - the sensor must 
identify its purpose and understand 
its operational functions;
2. communication - the sensor must be 
capable of transmitting/receiving in-
formation (versus raw data) to/from 
other devices; 
3. perception - the sensor must have 
the ability to recognize, interpret, and 
understand sensory stimuli; 
4. reasoning - the sensor must be capa-
ble of making decisions based on per-
ception of sensory stimuli; and 
5. cognition - the sensors intellectual 
process must subscribe to the process 
of knowing, which includes aspects 
such as awareness, perception, reason-
ing, and judgement. 
The report discusses hardware and 
software of a cognitive sensor in gen-
eral and, more specifically, of sensors 
for use in planetary exploration. A 
generic process for designing the 
hardware and software of a cognitive 
sensor is described. Specific instances 
are described for the examples of (1) 
an optoelectronic sensor that recog-
nizes a moving object and includes a 
camera that tracks the object and (2) 
a similar optoelectronic sensor that 
recognizes rocky terrain, determines 
the safest path across the terrain on 
the basis of the sizes and distribution 
of rocks, and aims the camera along 
this path. 
This work was done Ayanna Howard 
and Edward Tunstel of Ca/tech for NASA's 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. To obtain a 
cn/rv of the paper, "Cognitive Sensor Technol-
ogy, " access the Technical Support Package 
(ThP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com/tsp 
under the Electronic Components and Systems 
category. 
VPO- O283
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Polycrystalline Silicon 
Gate Oxide 
Field Oxide 
Electronic Components and Systems 
Enabling Higher-Voltage Operation of SO! CMOS Transistors 
An integrated-circuit substrate would be biased against turn-on of parasitic transistors. 
NASA 'S Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
	
A "smart" back-gate driver circuit has 	 causes short circuits that render the in-
	 sitic BCTs are usually less than the volt-
	
been proposed to enable the opera- 	 tegrated circuit inoperative,	 age that the high-voltage transistors can 
	
tion, at voltages higher than were pre- 	 In a mixed-voltage (high-voltage/low-
	 withstand; heretofore, this fact has 
	
viously possible, of a silicon-on-insula- 	 voltage) SOl CMOS integrated circuit,
	 made it necessary to limit voltage rat-
	
tor (SOl) complementary metal 	 the turn-on threshold voltages of para-
	 ings accordingly. The problem is corn-
oxide/semiconductor (CMOS) inte-
grated circuit that contains both low-
and high-voltage transistors energized 
by corresponding low- and high-voltage 
power supplies. As used here, "low volt-
age" signifies potentials f^-3.3 V, while 
"high voltage" signifies potentials ^!40 
V. The purpose of the back-gate driver 
circuit is to raise the threshold (turn-
on) voltages of parasitic back-channel 
transistors (BCTs) that unavoidably 
	
 s"
	 Figure 1. A Parasitic Back-Channel Transistor (Ba) exists under a typical low-voltage field-effect 
	
Figure 1). Turn-on of the parasitic tran-	 transistor (FET). If a high voltage is impressed on the source or drain of this FET, an inversion layer 
	
sistors is unacceptable because it	 can form just above the buried oxide, allowing current to flow.
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Electronics
plicated by the fact that ion-
izing radiation causes the 
accumulation of positive 
charges in the buried oxide 
layer of the integrated cir-
cuit, and these charges 
lower the threshold voltages 
of the parasitic BCT. 
The proposed back-gate 
driver circuit would apply, to 
the integrated-circuit sub-
strate, a bias voltage that 
would ensure that the para-
sitic BCTs remain in the 
"off" state at voltages beyond 
+5 V 
( IpA 
Ground-Sensing 
High-Voltage Amplifier
TCT 
BJT 
Substrate	
—5 
Figure 2. The Smarr Back-Gate Driver Circuit would sense the 
turn-On voltage of one parasitic BCT and respond by biasing the 
substrate at a voltage that would keep all the other parasitic BCT5 
turned of-f. (Note: ICT = top-channel transistor.) 
around the wodd rely on the 
FieldWorks 8000 for:
those that would otherwise cause the 
parasitic transistors to turn on. The pro-
posed back-gate driver circuit is charac-
terized as "smart" because it would 
sense the effect of ionizing radiation on 
the threshold voltages and would re-
spond by adjusting the bias voltage that 
it applies so as to maximize the margin 
of turn-off of the parasitic transistors. 
Figure 2 is a simplified schematic dia-
gram of the proposed circuit. A current 
of I pA would be forced through one n-
type back-channel transistor (BCT). 
The source of this BCT would be biased 
to —5 V to ensure that its gate-to-source 
voltage (Vs) was 5 V greater than that 
of any other n-type BCT on the inte-
grated-circuit chip. Feedback would 
force this VGS to a level that would cause 
a current of 1 pA to flow in this one 
BCT. This V,s would slightly exceed the 
turn-on voltage of this BCT, forcing the 
substrate voltage to be approximately 5 
V less than the turn-on voltages of all 
other n-channel BCTs on the chip. Ex-
posure of the integrated circuit to 
aging would cause the turn-on voltages 
of the both the p- and n-type BCTs to 
shift in the same direction by about the 
same amount. Thus, by shifting the sub-
strate-bias voltage in response to the 
sensed turn-on of one n-type BCT, the 
proposed circuit would maintain volt-
age margins against turn-on of both the 
remaining n-type BCTs and all the p-
type BCTs. 
This work was done by Mohammad Mo-
jarradi of Ca/tech, Benjamin Blalock of Mis-
sissippi State University, and Harry Li of 
the University of Idaho for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infor-
nation, access the Technical Support Pack-
age (TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech. 
corn/tsp under the Electronic Components 
and Systems category. 
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and left circular polarization 
(LCP) exploits a phenomenon 
that, heretofore, has been re-
garded as a minor nuisance. The 
phenomenon in question is a mis-
alignment between RCP and LCP 
beams and manifests itself as op-
posing squints of the beams. The 
method enables the generation of 
pointing-error estimates at high 
rates for use as feedback in high-
bandwidth antenna tracking-con-
trol systems, without need for the 
complex radio-frequency circuitry 
of monopulse or traditional Se-
L()	 '° --	 '•' 
0.5 -	 R,	 \
2 
, degrees 
These Curves Were Calculated for Gaussian RCP and 
LCP beams 30 wide, with 0.3° squint between beams.
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When Stealth project engineers, needed 
specific silicone that hadn't been 
invented yet, they called Nusil 
Technology. Why? They knew they 
had to . . . FIND THE RIGHT 
PARTNER TO CREATE IT... El
Electronics 
quential-lobing antenna tracking-con-
trol systems. The method was conceived 
especially to be used at terrestrial sta-
tions to track LCP and RCP signals 
transmitted by satellites. 
When an antenna is mispointed in 
one direction, the RCP signal normal-
ized by its peak value is stronger than 
the corresponding normalized value of 
the LCP signal. When the antenna is 
mispointed in the opposite direction, 
the normalized LCP signal is the 
stronger one. Zero pointing error in 
this context is defined as the antenna-
aiming direction for which the normal-
ized RCP and LCP signal levels are 
equal. The difference between normal-
ized signal levels can be characterized 
as an S-curve function of the pointing 
error; this curve is given by 
S() = 2 1[ R(0)/ Rp ] +
[L(Ø)/Lp]l/{[R(Ø)/Rp] - [L(Ø)/Lp]l, 
where 0 is the angular pointing error; 
R(Ø) and L(0) denote the levels of the 
RCP and LCP signals, respectively, at 0; 
and Rp and Lp denote the peak levels of 
these signals. The figure presents an 
example of the normalized signal levels 
and of the S-curve function for small 
pointing-error angles. The S-curve 
function can be inverted so that the 
pointing error can be estimated from 
the normalized signal levels. 
In the present method, one obtains 
the normalized signal levels from mea-
surements of levels and differences be-
tween levels of satellite signals received 
through the antenna while switching 
rapidly (electronically) between the re-
ception in RCP and LCP. "Satellite 
dish" antennas equipped with circuitry 
to receive both RCP and LCP and ca-
pable of rapid switching between RCP 
and LCP are commercially available. 
This method of reception amounts, in 
effect, to a method of electronic se-
quential lobing. The faster the elec-
tronic switching between RCP and LCP, 
the greater the bandwidth of the point-
ing-error signal. 
This work was done by Arthur Densmore 
of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Lab-
oratory. For further information, access the 
Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-line 
at wwwnasateth.com/tsp under the Electronic 
Components and Systems catego?y. 
This invention is owned by NASA, and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license 
for its commercial development should be ad-
dressed to the Patent Counsel, NASA Man-
agement Office—FL; 818-354-7770. Refer 
to NPO-19938. 
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LED Modeling: 
Pros and Cons 
of Common 
Methods I,	 Magnified View of cup/die 
The three key opto-mechanical elements of most LEDs. 
L
ight Emitting Diodes (LEDs) 
offer several advantages over in-
candescent, fluorescent, and dis-
charge light sources, including longer 
lifetime, smaller size, and greater me-
chanical ruggedness. Continuing devel-
opments in LED technology are produc-
ing sources with increased output power 
and electrical efficiency as well as a 
wider range of colors, including so-
called "white light" LEDs. Consequently, 
LEDs are replacing traditional light 
sources in numerous illumination appli-
cations, from traffic signals to instru-
mentation. As with an y light source, ef-
fectively utilizing LEDs in an optical 
system requires the ability
 to accurately 
model their output characteristics with 
software. 
There are three key opto-mechanical 
elements of most LEDs. The first is the 
LED die itself. The second is a metal cup 
in which the die sits. This cup provides 
one of the electrical contacts to the die, 
acts as a heatsink, and also works as a 
reflector to redirect light exiting the 
sides of the LED die. The final part is 
any integral lens or encapsulation. LEDs 
range from bare, cuboid emitters, to 
more complex designs that may include 
multiple emitters, integral lenses, and 
phosphor layers to alter their spectral 
Output (color). 
Modeling Tradeoffs 
In designing optical systems contain-
ing LEDs, the goal at any stage is to use 
the simplest model that adequately pre-
dicts the behavior of the system. A sim-
ple model is desirable because LEDs pre-
sent considerable optical complexity 
and it is not uncommon to trace millions 
of rays in each iteration of an illumina-
tion system design and anal ysis. Of 
course, what constitutes an "adequate 
prediction' of performance can vary. A 
simpler model might suffice for a feasi-
bility study, while a more rigorous ap-
proach may be needed for the actual de-
sign and optimization of the final optical 
system. 
The most elementary way to effec-
tively model an LED is as a point source 
whose output is apodized (varied in a 
systematic way) as a function of angle. 
The apodization is usually derived from 
manufacturer-supplied data. This simple 
model is straightforward to construct 
and ray trace in most optical or illumi-
nation design programs. 
The point source model is most use-
ful for doing first-order system design. 
This includes roughly determining val-
ties for the focal lengths, f-numbers, ele-
ment sizes, and component locations. 
The point source model also enables 
first-order calculation of the optical sys-
tem's collection efficiency. However, the 
point source model is inadequate for 
performing any analysis in the near field 
of the LED, where effects due to the fi-
nite source size are most pronounced. 
A significant increase in accuracy can 
be obtained by modeling an LED as an 
extended source, where the angular out-
put distribution and any spatial nonuni-
formities are independently specified. 
At Optical Research Associates (ORA), a
model of this type, in which the angular 
distribution is constrained to he the 
same from every point on the surface, is 
called an "apodized emitter." 
The apodized emitter model is easy to 
construct and still simple enough to en-
able rapid ray tracing. For example, it 
call be specified in several different ways 
in ORA's illumination design and analy
-sis software package, LightTools. These 
include applying apodization files 
directly to a source, creating a superpo-
sition of several sources, or even illumi-
nating a scattering surface with colli-
mated rays. 
While still generic, the apodized emit-
ter approach is sufficiently
 accurate for 
many
 uses, and is probably
 the most 
popular LED software model. Typical 
systems applications include light pipes, 
mixing rods, large core, plastic optical 
fibers, instrumentation lighting, tail 
lamps, and pillow optics. 
The angular distribution of an 
apodized emitter model can be matched 
to manufacturer's data, and thus usually 
specified with good accuracy. However, 
determining source size, spatial aria-
non, and position within the package is 
not always so straightforward; this makes 
it difficult to know the precise accuracy 
of the model. Errors ill specifsing these 
parameters have the most pronounced 
impact when analyzing systems with lim-
iting apertures. 
The next step in model complexity
 is 
to explicitly include representations of 
the LED's various component parts (e.g. 
die, cup, and lens). ORA terms a model 
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composed of angularly and spatially 
apodized point sources, surface 
sources, and volume sources - to-
gether with optomechanical constructs 
- a "geometry + emitters" model. 
This approach enables several 
source-specific characteristics to he ex-
amined in some detail. Examples in-
clude the reflective characteristics of 
the cup, and the refractive, reflective, 
and scattering properties of the lens 
and/or encapsulation. Incorporating 
"second order" effects, such as spurious 
reflections from of the LED pack-
age, is important be-
cause these cars some-
times determine the 
real-world success or jail-
ure of a system. 
Modeling the source 
as a series of discrete ele-
ments also facilitates an-
 
swering "what if' ques-
tions about the system. 
For example, the reflec-
tion from a specific stir-
face might be turned on 
or off to determine its 
significance, or the posi-
tion of a particular LED 
component might he al-
tered to assess the impact 
of part-to-part dimen-
sional variations on s ys-
tem performance. 
Unfortunately, the "geometry + emit-
ters" model is time-consuming to cre-
ate, and may require numerous itera-
tions to get the model output to closely 
match the real LED output at all angles. 
This time can be mitigated through the 
use of optimization, but the level of de-
tail adequate for one application may 
be insufficientl y accurate for another, 
so the time investment to develop the 
model may
 not be preserved. 
Measurement-Based Models 
An accurate empirical approach to 
source modeling has been developed 
by
 Radiant Imaging. Their svstenl uti-
lizes a CCD camera, mounted on a 
computer-controlled, two-axis go-
niometer. This system scans an emit-
ting source from all angles, and 
records the actual luminance distribu-
tion at each source view. The files cre-
ated by the Radiant Imaging system 
can then be used in most illumination 
design programs to generate random 
ray sets that precisely match the angu-
lar and spatial output distributions of 
the source. 
Radiant Imaging source models pro-
vide two primary
 advantages. First, they 
require very little or no time to create
(if they are purchased directl y Irons Ra-
diant Imaging, which has a library of 
many different sources on file). Sec-
ond, they are completely accurate, au-
tomatically taking into account all 
source characteristics, such as the ef-
fects of defects in the plastic lens. 
The drawback of the Radiant Imag-
ing approach is that each model is of 
onl y
 one source sample. If the 
scanned source is not a "typical" rep-
resentative of that source type, then 
neither is the model. Also, these 
source models cannot he altered, so 
there is no capability for adjusting 
source parameters or isolating the ins-
pact of specific source characteristics 
(e.g. scattering by
 the cup). Further-
more, the Radiant Imaging approach 
provides just a ray source to the pro-
gram, not an optornechanical con-
struct with which a program can inter-
act. Thus, there is no ability to analyze 
rays that re-enter the source after hit-
ting other parts of the optical system. 
In conclusion, developments in 
LED and other source technologies, 
together with the rapid proliferation 
of displays, have created an increasing 
market for more complex and sophis-
ticated illumination systems. A new 
generation of more powerful illumi-
nation system design programs has 
been created to meet this demand. 
However, using these programs suc-
cessfully and cost effectivel y
 still re-
quires an ability to identify and accu-
rately model the most significant 
source characteristics. 
This article was written by William Gas-
sarly, Ph.D., Optical Research Associates, 
3601 Green Road, Suite 104, Beachwood, 
OH 44122-5719. Contact the author at: 
216-831-0780; Fax 216-831-0790; or 
email: bill(-@opticalres.com.
 Visit ORA at 
wuni p. opticalres. corn.
CLEO 2002 
Provides Education 
and Cutting Edge 
Technology 
I
nterested in the latest advances in 
lasers and electro-optics? Then you 
probably already know about CLEO 
2002 (Conference on Lasers and Elec-
tro-Optics) taking place May 19-24, 2002 
at the Long Beach Convention Center 
in Long Beach, California. Again this 
veal, the 10th Annual Quantum Elec-
tronics and Laser Science Conference 
(QELS) will run in conjunction with 
CLEO. QELS addresses research in 
lasers, nonlinear optics, and the funda-
mental laser spectroscopy of atoms and 
condensed matter. Together CLEO/ 
QELS 2001 attracted 6,500 attendees to 
the Baltimore Convention Center in Bal-
timore, Maryland. Attendees include 
representatives frons it wide range of in-
dustries including communications, 
medical, optical components, analytical 
instrumentation, aerospace, imaging, 
and precision manufacturing. 
Exhibition and Conference 
Over 350 companies will be showcas-
ing the latest technologies from Ma 
21-23rd at the CLEO exhibition. 
Hands-on workshops and demonstra-
tions at exhibitor booths allow atten-
dees to gain a better understanding of 
fiber-optic technologies, applications, 
and research while making valuable 
contacts in the industry. 
Running from May 19-24th, the tech-
nical conference offers a joint plenary 
session, special symposia, tutorials, in-
vited papers, selected papers and short 
courses covering a wide range of topics. 
CLEO's technical program emphasizes 
applied physics, engineering, and lasers 
and electro-optics usage while QEI.S 
highlights fundamental science and the 
use of lasers and electro-optics in scien-
tific research. 
Registration 
Want to attend CLEO 2002? You can 
register for either the full technical pro-
grain or only short courses. Both regis-
tration types include admission to the 
exhibition. Complete your advance reg-
istration online, by
 fax, or via regular 
mail. Payments must be submitted with 
the registration form - available online 
in PDF format. For additional informa-
tion visit www.cleoconference.org .
- 
LED modeling and illumination design software - in this 
case, ORA's LightTools - enables ray tracing of complex op-
tical systems. This condensing system consists of tandem 
lenses and two 7 x 7 lenslet arrays. 
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Product Guide: Optical Design Software 
5 oftware continues to he a pioneering field and one of the fastest growing sectors of the international econom y. Over 
$150 billion a year in revenue is generated by software with ap-
proximately one quarter stemming from development tools, 
according to Hoovers.com . 
Optical design software enables innovation by providing a 
medium for improving existing technologies and discovering 
new ones while frequently speeding up time-to-market and re-
ducing overall costs. Engineers use these programs to design, 
model, and analyze optical devices and systems. 
This month's Product Guide features software offerings seg-
mented into three general categories: optimization, ray-trace, 
and computer-aided design (CAD). Optimization - the process
of taking an initial design and altering it to minimize errors - 
is considered to be the focus of optical design packages. This list 
extends beyond the traditional definition to include ray-tracing 
(evaluation) programs and CAD packages (drawing). Combin-
ing software packages from these three categories can create a 
broader range of integrated capabilities. Source companies 
should be contacted for detailed compatibility information. 
This list is representative of the many companies and software 
offerings available to meet the needs of the optical industry. 
Along with the product name and a brief description, we have 
provided primary system requirements. Readers can obtain de-
tailed pricing and capability information by visiting the web site 
shown in the chart or contacting the source company directly. 
Company Product Summary Processors Operating Systems 
Optimization 
Acme Optics Roadrunner Command driven design and analysis Pentium II or higher Windows95/98/ME/NT4/00 
www.acmeoptics.com program. Available versions: Standard & LT. 
Diginaut ADOS Defines new optical systems, displays and Pentium Windows 95/98/ME/N14/00 
www.diginaut.com performs analysis of data, and optimization. (II or higher recommended) 
Focus Software ZEMAX System conceptualization, design, Pentium III Windows 
www.focus-software.com optimization, analysis, tolerance, and (300MHz or higher) 95/98/ME/XP/N14/00 
documentation of sequential & non-
sequential imaging and non-imaging 
systems. Available versions: SE, XE, & EE. 
Grating Solver Development Co. GSOLVER© V4.20 Performs diffraction for arbitrary periodic Pentium and higher Windows 95/98/NT4/00 
www.gsolver.com grating structures including all polarizations. 
Lambda Research OSLO® Primary use: Determination of the optimum Pentium or higher Windows 95/98/NI/00, 
www.lambdares.com sizes & shapes of the elements in optical HP-UX, or Solaris 
systems, simulation of optical system 
performance, and and to development of 
specialized software tools for optical design, 
testing, and manufacturing. Available versions: 
Premium, Standard, & Light. 
Linos Photonics GmbH Wintens Design and analysis of optical systems. Pentium Windows 95/981NI 
http://www.Iinos-photonics . Creates systems with LINOS Photonics and (100 MHz minimum) 
de/en/homefr2.html custom components. 
O++ APILUX Design software dedicated to Pentium 90 Windows 95/981NT/00 
www.oplusplus.com photometricapplications, optical design 
and multi-channel systems. 
Optical Research Associates CODE V® Analysis, optimization, illumination Celeron, Pentium, Windows 98/ME/N14/00 
www.opticalres.com calculations, and fabrication support. Pentium PRO, 
Pentium 11,111, or IV 
Optiwave Corp. OptiSystem Simulation package for the design, testing Pentium or higher Windows 98/ME/XP/N14/00 
www.optiwave.com and optimization of virtually any type of 
optical link in the physical layer of a broad 
spectrum of optical networks. 
Photon Design FIMMWAVE A generic, fully vectorial mode finder PC: Pentium II 300MHz or PC: Windows 95/98/NI/00 or 
www.photond.com for 2D waveguide structures as well as better recommended UNIX: SUN-solaris2.5.1 or 
single and multicore fibers, later 
Photon Design FIMMPROP-3D Bidirectional 3D Pentium II PC: Windows 95/98/NI/00 or 
www.photond.com propagation tool for (300 MHz or higher) UNIX: SUN-solaris 2.5.1 or 
component design. later 
Radiant Imaging ZELUM Illumination System Design Software for Pentium or higher Current version of Windows 
www.radimg.com ZEMAX. Models, designs, and analyzes or Windows NT, also requires 
optical systems such as projectors, LED's, current version of ZEMAX 
or other light sources.
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Company Product Summary Processors Operating Systems 
Rsoft Design Group, Inc. L1nkSIMTM Simulation softwaretool. Design and analyze Pentium or higher Windows 95/98/ME/NT/00, 
www.rsoftinc.com links in optical telecommunication and UNIX: requires Motif 
broadband fiber optic systems using sources, and X11R6. 
components, and fiber effects. 
Sky Scientific dbOptic Design Database Program. Creates and 80486 processor Windows 95/98/ME/XP/NT/00 
www.skyscientific.com analyzes systems with up to 99 surfaces (Pentium recommended) 
including spherical and aspherical surfaces, 
flats and irises. 
Ray-Trace 
Breault Research Organization ASAP TM Non-sequential ray tracing program for Pentium (200 MHz) Windows 981ME/XPINT4/00 
www.breault.com modeling physical optics, imaging, and 
illumination systems. Available versions: Basic, 
Pro, CAD, ELTM, & Optical. 
Lambda Research TracePro® 2.4 Ray tracing for illumination analysis, optical Pentium 11 400 MHz Windows 95198/NT/00 
www.lambdares.com analysis, radiometry analysis, and photometry 
analysis. Available versions: RC, LC, 
Standard, & Expert. 
OptiCAD Corp. OptiCAD® Models non-sequential, stray light, and Pentium, Pentium Pro/11/111 Windows 95/98/NT or later 
www.opticad.com illumination optical systems. Includes capability 
to do unconstrained ray tracing considering 
reflection, refraction, surface & bulk 
scattering & polarization. 
RayCAD, Inc. RayCAD Opto/mechanical design tool. Performs 486DX or greater Windows 95 or later 
www.raycad.com analysis on arbitrarily placed optical 
components, with the capability to do 
unconstrained ray tracing considering, 
reflectionrefraction, surface & bulk 
scattering & polarization. Requires Aut0CAD8, 
Science Lab Software Optics Lab Non-sequential ray tracing program that Pentium II or higher Windows 95198/MEJNT4/00 
www.optics-Iab.com provides models for optics, includes automatic 
optimization and allows simulation of 
opto-mechanical devices with control signals 
developed from simulated detector outputs. 
SCIOPT Enterprises Optec-IV General optical systems design (lens design I Pentium or higher Windows 95198/ME/XP/NT/00 
www.sciopt.com raytrace) program. 
CAD 
Autodesk Corp AutoCAD® 2D and 3D design and drafting platform Pentium II 0rAMD K6-11 450 MHz Windows 98/ME/XP/N14/00 
http://usa.autodesk.com that automates design tasks and provides 
digital tools. Serves as foundation for 
programs such as RayCAD. 
Optical Research Associates Lightlools® Modeling of optical components, light Celeron, Pentium II, III, or IV Windows 98IMEJNT4I00 
www.opticalres.com sources, and mechanical parts. Packaging (450 MHz or higher) 
studies and stray light analysis. Available Intel PCs not supported 
versions: Core, Illumination, & Data Exchange. 
Optikwerk OptiKwerks® Optics and laser CAD package for designing 80486 or Pentium Windows 95198/MEJNT/00 
www.optiwork.com laser systems & resonators, Illumination & 
non-imaging systems, and conventional optical 
assemblies. Available in Standard & Pro. 
Optiwave Corp. OptiFDTD CAD package for advanced passive and Pentium (900 MHz or higher) Windows 98/ME/NT4 or later 
www.optiwave.com active photonics components. 
Rsoft Design Group, Inc. BeamPropTM CAD and simulation program used to design Pentium II or higher Windows 95/98/NT4 or later, 
www.rsoftinc.com integrated and fiber optic waveguide devices UNIX versions require Motif 
and circuits based on the beam propagation and X11R6 
method (8PM). 
Rsoft Design Group, Inc. FuIIWAVETM Integrated CAD and simulation program Pentium II or higher Windows 95/98/NT4.0 or 
www.rsoftinc.com for design of photonic devices, later, UNIX versions require 
Motif and X11R6 
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Kid's Aviator Flight Jacket
Made to military 
pccificanons, this MA-1 
light jacket looks and 
fuels like the real thing, 
, it h high-quality 
suthentic aviation 
pitches. S49.95 
Astronaut Flight Ja 
Authentic polvcotton twill jacks 
features U.S. flag and NASA logo 
patches, aviator collar, and protective 
inner lining. $99.95 
Space Shuttle Thermal Tile 
.
A unique educational 
item and a must for 
collectors! Actual 
piece of protective tile 
made for Columbia - the first space shuttle. 
Packaged in a clear display box, with 
certificate of authenticity. $1595 
Order online at 
www.nasatech.com/store
Technologies 
of the Month 
Sponsored by yetcom 
For more information on these and other new,

licensable inventions, visit 
www.nasatech.com/techsearch 
Projection Display Apparatus Offers 
More Brightness and Higher Contrast 
A new projection-type display apparatus comprises a light 
source optical system with an anisotropic luminance distribu-
tion, a transparent-scattering display element for controlling 
light emitted from the light source optical system, and a pro-
jection optical system with an aperture that projects the trans-
mitted light. The aperture has a non-circular opening in the 
vicinity of the focal point of the transmitted light of the trans-
parent-scattering type display element. This provides a brighter 
projection image, and less optical loss than using a twisted ne-
matic (TN)-type liquid crystal display (LCD) element 
The new projection-type display can be used in large-
screen and projection televisions, for large-screen computer 
monitors and simulators, and for monitors in industrial con-
trol rooms.
Get the complete report on this technology at: 
www.nasatech.com/techsearch/tow/disp  lay.html
Email: nasatech@yet2.com 
Phone: 617-557-3837 
Laser System Measures Curvature 
of Smooth Surface 
AMROC! (Automatic Measurement of Radius Of Curva-
ture) is a new measurement system that determines the cur-
vatures of smooth surfaces such as contact or spectacle 
lenses, all the way tip to astronomical mirrors. Like other op-
tical instruments, AMROC uses lasers to avoid having to place 
a hard test surface against the surface under test. The advan-
tage of the new system over previously available non-contact 
systems using simple reflective measurements is that it can 
measure both spherical and asphenc surfaces. 
The process involves placing the test object under a scan-
ning laser system, or allowing the object to move past the 
laser system. The reflections from the surface are then mea-
sured and the curvature of the surface is determined. 
AMROC is capable of calculating the curvature of several stir-
faces in the same object, as long as the refractive indices of 
the materials are known. 
The twin-beam unit consists of a handheld optical front 
end with a separate computer and power supply. The instru-
ment consists of two diode laser sources that emit in the visi-
ble range of red wavelengths, and provides an indication to 
the operator of where the measurements are being made. 
Each laser is switched on and off in anti-phase; when one is 
on, the other is off. For transparent items such as lenses, dis-
crete element detectors such as Charge Coupled Devices 
(CCDs) can be used. 
Get the complete report on this technology at:
www.nasatech.com/techsearch/tow/amroc.htm! 
Email: nasatech@yet2.com  
Phone: 617-557-3837 
Infrared Uiewer 
• Lightweight 
• UL approved 
• High Resolution 
• Simple to operate 
• Custom F: I.G.
25mm Len.
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Adaptive Multiplexing for Free-Space Optical Communication 
Wavelength- and code-division multiplexing would be utilized for security and 
improved performance. 
NASA 'S Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
"Laser-based adaptive wavelength di-
vision multiplexing and code division 
multiplexing" (LAWDM-CDM) is the 
name of a method that has been pro-
posed to increase security, signal-to-
noise ratios (SNRs), redundanc y, and 
adaptability in free-space optical cons-
munications. The need for this or a sins-
ilar method	 arises as follows: 
• In free-space optical communications, 
various phenomena can affect the 
propagation and reception of laser 
beams; these phenomena include jit-
ter of transmitter and receiver plat-
forms and atmospheric attenuation 
and distortion of laser beams. In a con-
ventional free-space optical communi-
cation system, data are transmitted at a 
constant rate that is not changed to 
adapt to changing conditions; conse-
quently, for example, a sudden change 
in weather can disable the free-space 
optical link, causing loss of data. 
• Free-space optical communications 
are not entirely secure because laser 
beams can propagate beyond in-
tended receivers and therefore can be 
intercepted by unintended parties. 
In addition to wavelength-division and 
code-division multiplexing, LAWDM-
CDM would involve the use of multiple 
transmitting apertures, adaptive control 
of the data-transmission rate and the 
transmitter power, and other advanced 
techniques as described below. 
• Eavesdropping would be reduced by 
using adaptive optics to reduce atmos-
phere-induced beam spreading and by
tailoring the transmitter power to be 
low enough to minimize propagation 
beyond the intended receiver yet high 
enough to reach the intended receiver 
with an acceptably high SNR. One 
could choose wavelengths with limited 
atmospheric transmission to reduce 
the range of the optical signal. 
• Wavelength hopping and code-divi-
sion multiplexing would make it diffi-
cult for an unintended recipient to 
decode a signal. 
• Under adverse atmospheric condi-
tions, the bit rate would be reduced to 
keep the bit-error rate below a speci-
fied maximum acceptable level. 
• At the transmitter, laser light back-scat-
tered by the atmosphere would be de-
tected in a lidarlike subsystem, the out-
put of which would be utilized in an 
algorithm that would select the opti-
inum bit rate and power level. 
• Multiple apertures at a transmitter 
would help to reduce the effect of 
the scintillation. 
• Time-spread code-division multiplex-
ing would enhance reception. 
The figure illustrates an example of a 
simple system that would utilize a com-
bination of wavelength-division multi-
plexing and time-spread code-division 
multiplexing to increase security. In the 
transmitter, a code sequence compris-
ing five parallel hits during each bit pe-
riod would control the simultaneous 
generation (for "1") or nongeneration 
(for "0") of pulses by five laser diodes, 
each operating at a different one of five
wavelengths (X 1 through A5 ). Before 
being launched for propagation to the 
receiver, the signal in the ith wavelength 
channel would be delayed by an amount 
t,, which would be a unique integer mul-
tiple of the bit period, T. The longest 
delay would he 4r for A. 
In order to be able to decode the sig-
nal properly, the receiver would have to 
be equipped with delay lines comple-
mentary to those in the transmitter: In 
the receiver, the incoming signal would 
be demultiplexed into the five wave-
length channels and the signal in the 
ith channel would be delayed by 4t—t,, 
so that the total of transmitter and re-
ceiver delays in each channel would he 
4t and, hence, the five signals would 
come out of the receiver simultane-
ously, just as the original five bits went 
into the transmitter simultaneously. 
Provided that the differences among 
the five wavelengths were sufficiently 
large and the transmitter power were 
properly adjusted, this system would offer 
a security advantage in that it would be 
difficult for an unintended recipient to 
detect its operation. Moreover, eaves-
dropping on any single wavelength would 
not enable one to decode the message. 
This work was done lr Sir B. Rafol and 
Keith Wilson of Caltech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infor-
mation, access the Technical Support Package 
(TSP)free on-line at www.no.satech.com/tsp  
under the Electronic Components and Sstems 
category. 
NPO-20890 
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This Free-Space Optical Communication System would implement a combination of wavelength-division and time-spread code-division multiplexing. 
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Magnetically Suspended Optical Chopper Wheel 
Magnetic bearings offer long life at high speed, without lubrication or wear problems. 
Goddard Space Flight Cen ter Greenbelt, Maryland 
A magnetically suspended, motor-dri-
ven light-chopping wheel has been devel-
oped as an alternative to a traditional 
light-chopping wheel suspended on ball 
bearings. This chopper (see figure) is de-
signed to satisfy application-specific re-
quirements to fit into a small volume, dis-
sipate relatively little power, modulate 
light with only small errors, and have a 
long operational life (at least 5 years) at a 
speed of 5,000 rpm. Relative to ball bear-
ings, the magnetic bearings in this chop-
per are subject to no wear, and unlike ball 
bearings, magnetic bearings present no 
need for lubrication. 
This chopper satisfies additional strin-
gent requirements for full redundancy of 
magnetic-bearing coils, motor coils, and 
sensors. The magnetic bear-
ings are controlled, in all si 
degrees of freedom of th 
chopper wheel, by use of 
digital signal processor 
(DSP) operating in conjum - 
tion with sensor and drivei 
electronic circuits. The DSI' 
and the other circuitry au 
contained on a printed-ch-
cuit board with overall di-
mensions of 6 by 8 in. ( l. 
by 20 cm). 
Unique features of the dc-
sign and its implementation 
include the following: 
• Homopolar magneti 
bearings are made in 
novel (patent pending) ikconfiguration to mini-  mize rotational losses; 
• High-resolution, highly 
linear optical position
sensors with feedback (patent pend-
ing) provide automatic gain and off-
set control; 
• An ironless stator motor assembly, opti-
mized to minimize eddy-current losses, 
is fabricated by use of a modified 
printed-circuit-board manufacturing 
technique; 
• The DSP is used to compute 6-axis 
classical and adaptive control algo-
rithms; and 
• At the time of reporting the informa-
tion for this article, this chopper is the 
smallest known mechanism that incor-
porates fully active magnetic bearings 
with full redundancy of electrical 
components. 
This specific application for which this
chopper has been developed is an in-
frared-sensing instrument aboard an 
Earth-observing satellite. Magnetic-bear-
ing systems like those of this chopper, but 
larger, are under consideration for use in 
diverse outer-space and terrestrial applica-
tions in which rotating wheels would be 
used to store angular momentum and/or 
kinetic energy. 
This work was done by Ken Blumenstock, 
Carlos Bernabe, Carlos Hernandez, Ken 
Lee, Joe Schepis, Clarence Johnson, Maurice 
Lewis, and Paul Haney of Goddard Space 
Flight Center. For furl her information, ac-
cess the Technical Support Package (TSP) 
free on-line at www.nasatech.com/tsp 
under the Machinery category. 
GSC4 4323 
This Optical Chopper Wheel is magnetically suspended, offering certain advantages over traditional light-chopping 
wheels, which are suspended on ball bearings. 
Fiber-Optic Rotary Joint for Passing High-Definition Video 
Fiber-optic transmission overcomes the bandwidth limitation of slip rings. 
Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, California 
A video camera has been integrated 
with a tracking pedestal (see figure) for 
tracking of aircraft and spacecraft. The 
camera is of a high-definition (1,280 x 
720 pixels), progressive-scan, 60-frame-
per-second digital tYpe that conforms to 
NASA Standard 2818 (Digital Televi-
sion Standards for NASA, a copy of 
which can be obtained via the Internet 
at http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/cio/
standards/ 2818.pdf). The camera is 
mated to a 13.5-to-1,755-mm zoom lens, 
making it possible to track vehicles at 
distances up to 100 miles (160 km). 
The digital video signal, at a data 
rate of 1.5 Gb/s, is transmitted from 
the camera via an optical fiber. The sig-
nal passes through a fiber-optic rotary 
joint (FORJ) through the horizontal 
axis of rotation of the pedestal. The
FORJ contains two fiber-optic conduc-
tors, each capable of a data rate of 3 
Gb/s, that are used to pass high-defini-
tion video and camera-control signals. 
All other power and control signals 
pass through standard copper slip 
rings in the pedestal. 
The FORJ and the pedestal are com-
mercial products. The pedestal was 
modified to accept the FORJ. The mod-
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ification included the fabrication of a 
yoke assembly to enable rotation of the 
upper half of the FORJ with the rota-
tion of the upper half of the pedestal. 
The FORJ was originally produced for 
use in submersible remotely operated 
vehicles with rotating manipulator 
arms. The high-bandwidth digital video 
signal cannot pass through conven-
tional copper slip rings of the unmodi-
A proposed lightweight, microma-
chined, multiaxis-steer able mirror would 
have mesoscopic dimensions. Its steering 
function would involve mesoscopic posi-
tional excursions of its support points 
and would be characterized by rapid 
slewing and moderate angular precision. 
The mirror, its supporting structures, 
and its steering mechanisms would be fab-
ricated in it tour-layer polycrystalline.-sili-
con surface-micromachining process. The 
mirror would be triangular and would be 
supported at its corners. The steering 
mechanisms and supporting structures 
connected to two of the corners would in-
elude electrostatic comb drives, reduction 
gear trains, gear-driven translation racks, 
hinged beams, and flexures (see figure). 
In one example design, the electrosta-
tic comb drives would operate in four-
fied tracking pedestal. The modifica-
tion of the tracking pedestal to work 
with the FORJ makes it possible to use 
high-definition video for tracking ex-
perimental aircraft and spacecraft. 
This work was done by Tony Trent of 
Dryden Flight Research Center, For more 
information, eon/act D"dens Commercial 
Technology at (661) 276-3689. 
DRC-01-28 
phase cycles. For each such c ycle, a 19-
tooth pinion gear would undergo one 
revolution. The thrust of each comb 
drive would be 1 pN and could be ap-
plied rapidly enough to sustain rota-
tional speeds up about 4,000 revolutions 
per second. Two tandem gear trains 
would reduce the translation to 1.66 pm 
per pinion rotation or, equivalently. 
0.415 pin per phase step of an electrosta-
tic Cotlil) drive, and would increase the 
torque proportionally. 
The triangular mirror would have 
sides 1.3 mm long. Translation of one 
corner of the mirror in a 0.41 5-pm in-
crement as described above would re-
stilt in a mirror rotation of0.3 niillira- 
dian. The flexures would serve as 
smooth (free of stictioll) means of 
betiding and rotational coupling be-
Camera Integrated With Tracking Pedestal
	 Fiber-Optic Rotary Joint 
The Integration of the Camera With the Tracking Pedestal was made possible by modification of the 
pedestal and development of the FORJ. 
Mesoscopic Steerable Mirror 
This mirror could be slewed rapidly or rotated in small angular 
increments. 
NASA 'tJel Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Ca1fonzia
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The Mirror Would Be Coupled to micromachined steering mechanisms and supporting structures. 
Photonics Tech Briefs 
tween the corners of the mirror and 
beams that hold the mirror on a 
substrate. The flexures could ac-
commodate rotations and bends of 
at least half  radian. The maximum 
speed of translation, of a hinged 
beam would be 6 nun/s, corre-
sponding to a rate of rotation of 
about a radian per second. 
In principle, the mirror-aiming di- 
rection would be a known function 
of the number of phase steps from 
starting positions of the electrostatic 
comb drives. Inasmuch as the out-of-
plane bending and torsion of the 
flexures would generate opposing 
forces on beams and all the way 
back to the pinion gears and comb 
drives, there would be no gear back-
lash and thus no need to account 
for backlash in calculating or con-
trolling the mirror-aiming direction. 
This work was done by Frank T 
Hartley of Caltech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For Jar/her 
mJormaton, access the Technical Sup-
port Package (TSP) Jree on-line at 
www.nasatech.com /tsp under the Ma-
chine?) category. 
NPO-20 971
The International Symposium on 
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and Technology 
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Making Three-Dimensional Holograms 
Visible From All Sides 
Three-dimensional virtual reality displays could be viewed 
without visual aids. 
!'vSA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California
NEW Pigtailed asirisTM 
High Power Lasep 
CUSTOMIZED OEM 
VERSIONS AVAILABLE 
A technique for projecting holo- 
graphic images to make both still and 
moving three-dimensional displays is 
undergoing development. Unlike older 
techniques based on stereoscopy to give 
the appearance of three-dimensionality, 
the developmental technique would 
not involve the use of polarizing gog-
gles, goggles equipped with miniature 
video cameras, or other visual aids. Un-
like in holographic display as practiced 
until now, visibilit y of the image would 
not be restricted to a narrow range of 
directions about a specified line of sight 
to a holographic projection plate. In-
stead, the image would be visible from 
any side or from the top; that is, from 
any position with a clear line of sight to 
the projection apparatus. In other 
words, the display could he viewed as 
though it were an ordinary three-di-
mensional object. The technique has 
obvious potential value for the enter-
tainment industry, and for military uses 
like displaying battlefield scenes over-
laid on three-dimensional terrain maps. 
An essential element of the technique 
is the use of block of silica aerogel as the 
display medium. Silica aerogel is an open-
cell glass foam with a chemical composi-
tion similar to that of quartz and a density 
as low as about one-tenth that of quartz. 
The sizes of cell features are of the order 
of 100 A. Silica aerogel is a suitable dis-
play medium because it is nearly com-
pletely transparent, withjust enough scat-
tering and reflection to enable the gener-
ation of a real image. 
The figure illustrates a conceptual ap-
plication in which a three-dimensional 
topographical map would he displayed by 
fusing images projected into a block of sil-
ica aerogel from four separate holograms. 
One could use static holograms to project 
still images, either alone or in combina-
tion with computer-generated holograms 
to project moving or still images. A com-
puter-generated hologram would he 
downloaded into a large liquid-crystal, 
which would he illuminated by a laser pro-
jection apparatus to display the holo-
graphic image in the aerogel block. For 
example, the terrain image could be pro-
jected from static holograms, while a com-
puter-generated hologram would he used 
to depict a vehicle moving on the terrain. 
This work was done /i Frederick Mintz, 
Tien-Hsin Chao, Peter Tian, and Nevin 
Bryant of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. For further injonnation, access 
the i'chnical Support Package (TSP)free on-
line at www.nasateth.com/tsjd
 under the 
Physical Sciences iategorti. 
This invention is owned fry NASA, and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license 
for its commercial development should be ad-
dressed to the Patent Counsel, NASA Alanage,
ment Office—JPL (818)354-2240. Refer to 
APO-20101.
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Block of Silica Aerogel 
Hologram and Laser Projection Apparatus
Hologram and 
I: 
Hologram d	 Laser Projection 
Laser Projection 
Apparatus
Apparatus 
Hologram and Laser Projection Apparatus 
A Three-Dimensional Topographical Map, projected from holograms for display in a block of aerogel, 
would be visible from any position above the projection table. One of the holograms could be generated 
by a computer to depict a vehicle moving on the terrain.
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New Products 
Product of the Month 
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Miniature Laser 
Modulators 
LINOS l'hotottics, 
Milford, MA, otters 
miniature electro-
iptic modulators that 
allow full analog mod-
ilation of lasers with 
ss'avelettgths its tin I .tiige trotri 40)) to 700 our. A sec-
ond dcxi(c titi dic lange it 30o to 400 tim also is 
available. The nioclular provides modulation fre-
quencies tip to 100 MHz, and the Gaussian beam 
profile of the laser is maintained by the electro-optic 
process. The unit is supplied as a complete system 
consisting of the elecero-optic modulator, a driver 
unit, and the power supply. 
For Free Info Circle No. 726 or Enter No. 726 at 
www.nasatech.com/rs 
Analog Laser Sensor 
mO. Florence. KY, offers the 
ii )D-66M analog lascr setisot 
'I long-range measurement it 
irameters such as distance, 
ight, and length in industrial 
7	 plications. The sensor le,i-
is-s 2m range, resolution of 
less than 5 mm, and analog and 
digital outputs for industrial automation. Applications 
include automated assembl y, quality control, and 
dimensional measurement in packaging, material 
handling, automotive, and paper industries. The sen-
sor uses laser triangulation to determine distance to 
objects. Target distance corresponds to the sensor's 
analog iiiltptlt voltage. 
For Free Info Circle No. 729 or Enter No. 729 at 
wwwnasatedi.comlrs 
Linear Light Source 
Ihe Opsis l.ightiRanger 
I thtt source from Win-
riss Engineering Corp., Ic San Diego, CA, is based it high-pressure sodium 
I provides high-intensity 
ltgllr ol I isi.isrii its at linit Icet with a uniform 2" illu-
ttsinatiot i line .sccoss an entire web. The light source 
enables hard-to-detect flaws to be visible to machine 
vision detection systems. Because of the wide light 
band produced, the system can neutralize the effect of 
web bounce. Optical feedback directly from the high-
pressure sodium lamp to the 60-kHz lamp power sup-
ply provides stability of incident light throughout she 
estimated 40.000-hour lamp life. 
For Free Info Circle No. 732 or Enter No. 732 at 
www.nasatech.com/rs
Q-Switched CO 2 Laser 
Coh eren t-D EOS. Coherent Pho tonics Group. 
Santa Clara, CA, has introduced the DIAMOND 
GEM Q-400 industrial Q-switched CO., laser that 
combines short, high-peak-power pulses with a 
rugged sealed package. The laser is designed for 
drilling and inicromachining applications such as 
PCB microvia drilling, flex circuit machining, and 
plastics arocessing. It produces 15W average power 
at 50 kHz repetition rate, and 9.25 microns wave-
length. The laser features 2.5 ON peak power with 
pulse widths controllable to less than 150 its. Its RF-
excited wavegoi Ic oscillator is sealed tit an all-metal 
housing.
PIN Photodiodes 
It, ,
 S6795 and 
-i7 47 six-eletnens 
iii oil PIN photodi-
its lions Haunt-
.irsu Corp.. Bridge. 
utter. NJ, are de-
signed with clear 
plastic packages and 
Opel-ate 0\eI thu *211 II, It))))) titus spectral response 
range. They achieve peak sensitivity at 8(X) rim and 
have a response speed of 400 MHz. The S7747 can be 
used its violet laser detection applications, including 
optical disc pickup applications. The S6795 is suited 
for position detection, laser brain alignment, and CD, 
DVI). and MO disc signal readout. 
For Free Info Circle No. 727 or Enter No. 727 at 
www.nasatech.com/rs
Fiber-Optic 
Amplifier 
Flic 707 
her-opti( 
its p Ii fit e r 
I r,itn Auto-
italic Timing 
& Controls, 
laos asses. P\. te,sssiris .0 ir.sckhtt digital Id) display 
and ptuivtdes .iss eightt .sss'4s ,iuitittt.uttc g_utl control 
that enables fine adjustments. Oilier features 
include pushbutton auto-teach, adjustable thresh-
old, NPN or PNP outputs at lOOmA, programmable 
modulation selection for crosstalk protection, red 
LED light source, light-on/dark-on selectable. and 
operating temperature front -25' to 55C. 
For Free Info Circle No. 730 or Enter No. 730 at 
www.nasatech.com/rs 
CCD Video Camera 
Sour Electronics, Park 
4	 XCD-SX900UV black 
and white digital ccl) 
lii,, - . uititit near-esltraviolet sensitivity. The 
canter .s uaptttrcs images of minute surface details lit 
applications such as semiconductor and fiber-optiu 
inspection. It incorporates a 1/2-type Interline 
Transfer progressive scan CCD sensor based on 
Sony's HAD technology. It also features an SXGA 
video formal of 1280 x 960. The camera measures 44 
x 33 x 116 mm and is housed in a rugged enclosure 
for integratiuts into machine vision systems. It is 
equipped with a C lens stiotuns and has a flexible elec-
tronic shutter. 
For Free Info Circle No. 733 or Enter No. 733 at 
www.nasatechcom/rs
P	 - --	 Optical Test k_IuIiIss,	 System 
'	
11	 His' IQS-500  
Intelligent Test 
S5sit'tfl front 
lxi 0. Vanier, 
Qtuei si. I inst t modular optical test system that 
can t nit tip to liss nodules. I lie scalable system fea-
tures a Pentium Ill. 866-'slH, processor. 256 MB of 
memory. four PCI slots, a CD-ROM, ) . and remote con-
trol via GPIB. RS232. or Ethernet. It also features 
LabVIEW drivers, l,ahWl"il)( )WS' libraries, and 
Windows-based IQS Manager softwar e  is in configura-
tion and status visualization. The svsuemti is based on 
standard PC architecture, and features two L'SB ports, 
and external VGA, parallel, anti serial purrs. 
For Free Info Circle No. 725 or Enter No. 725 at
www.nasatedi.com/rs 
Imaging 
Spectrographs 
-	 I ite Optical Spectro-
sit spy Division of Johin 
Won Iloriba, Edison. N.J. 
fRlh\:l22 and TRLX552imaging 
spectriigtaphs with dual array capabilities and 320 or 
550 tutu focal length. The axial exit port offers either 
resolution or imaging conectiun, while the lateral evil 
port is optimized for the best resolution correction. 
They cats switch between two detectors without the 
need for re-alignment. Suited for CCD/InGaAs array 
combinations, the spectrographs feature triple-on-axis 
interchangeable grating turrets, full automation, 
direct digital scanning drive. and built-its dual RS-
232/IEEE 488 interface. 
For Free Info Circle No. 728 or Enter No. 728 at
www.nasatech.com/rs 
-	 Color LED 
Measurement 
System 
I ..sst,tn,s Scientific, San 
l)iei,',,. ( s has released 
she DR-25$X) LED; a color 
I ED measurement system 
it ii 'ii., .. a I, 'ii., ii r photometer with a photo-
tilt, t ifs Ii ir,i It is's butts photometric mea-
sill enit'tsls of any color LED, and is designed for man-
iifacturers of nearly any type of LED-based displa y. A 
built-in RS-232 interface allow-i, users to control the sys-
tem from a laptop or desktop computer. Control of all 
instrument functions is enabled through the computer 
ittterf3cs', including manual and auto ranging modes, 
dark current suppression, and flux or energy modes. 
For Free Info Circle No. 731 or Enter No. 731 at 
www nasatecis corn/n 
Diode-Pumped 
laser 
aped Nd:\AG laser 
t	 in New Wave Re- 
-	
'	 ich, Fremont. CA,
"I's repetition rates 
- A4 Ill 100 Hz to 10 kHz 
lu,sn 2.5W at 10 kHz. 
Meassirtssg 13.7 -114 the unit features a con-
trol panel located sits the power supply, providing con-
trol of all system variables. The laser cats he triggered 
directly from the control panel or frotus a remote 
source through a rear-panel BNC. Most laser functions 
also can be controlled front a PC via an RS-232 port. A 
motorized optical attensiator provides energy control. 
For Free Info Circle No. 735 or Enter No. 735 at

www.nasatech.com/rs 
For Free Info Circle No. 734 or Enter No. 734 at www.nasatech.com/rs  
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01 Software 
0 Advanced Fatigue-Crack-Growth and 
Fracture-Mechanics Program 
The NASGRO 3.0 computer program is an advanced ver-
sion of a prograni used by NASA and the European Space 
Agency for fracture-control analysis of space-system struc-
tures and other hardware. The prior version, NASA/FLA-
GRO 2.0, was described in "Updated Fatigue-Crack-Growth 
and Fracture-Mechanics Software" (MSC-22550), NASA Tech 
Briefs, Vol. 19, No. 12 (December 1995). page 74. NASGRO 
3.0 affords additional capability for durability and damage-
tolerance analysis of aircraft structures and other mechanical 
systems. Because this code offers state-of-the-art and general 
capabilities in fracture mechanics and crack-propagation 
analysis, its usefulness extends beyond aerospace to numer-
ous industrial applications: For example, it can provide guid-
ance for prevention of catastrophic failures that originate in 
cracklike flaws in offshore oil structures, pressure vessels, 
pipes, diesel engines, and railroad tank cars. The program is 
also useful as an instructional device for courses in fatigue 
and fracture mechanics. 
The objective in developing NASGRO 3.0 was to extend 
NASA/FLAGRO 2.0 (which was released in 1994) to accom-
modate more recent advancements in fracture mechanics 
and crack-propagation theory, to meet needs for damage-tol-
erance and durability
 analysis of aircraft, and to enable the 
program to function within the Windows 95/98, Windows 
NT, and Unix operating systems. The changes made in pur-
suit of this objective were the following: 
• A graphical user interface (GUI) was developed to make 
input of data easier and more intuitive. 
• Load-interactive or retardation routines were added to ac-
count for changes in crack-growth rates due to fatigue 
spectrum (nonconstant) loading. Five different mathe-
matical models have been included: the generalized Wil-
lenhorg, the modified generalized Willenhorg, the Walker-
(hang-Willenborg, the strip-yield, and the constant-
closure models. 
• New and improved crack solutions were added for cases of 
bolts, cracks from holes, and nonlinear stress distributions. 
• Spectrum-input routines have been improved to provide

more flexibility in the use of pre-existing spectrum files. 
• A materials database has been added, along with a GUI 
that gives users access to the data from which the material-
property
 curves are derived. A software module called 
"NASMAT" contains a base of experimental data that are 
available for easy access, viewing, and use in deriving 
crack-growth material constants required for safe-life 
analysis. 
• The threshold equation has been improved by incorpora-
tion of a newer, more accurate mathematical model of fa-
tigue-crack-growth thresholds. 
This program was written by Royce G. Forman ofJohnson Space 
Center; V Shivakumar, Sambi Mettu, Joachim Beek, and Feng Yeh n/ 
Lockheed Martin; and Leonard Williams of GB Tech, Inc., and is avail-
able at http://mm/itd/niblfr . jsc. nacagni '/nac grn/nagrnmain. lit ml. 
.\!( -2HS2 
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Software 
O Software for Sequencing Spacecraft Actions 
SEQ_GEN is a component of the Se-
quence Subsystem computer program, 
which assists in generating a sequence 
of commands to be executed by a con-
trol computer aboard a spacecraft to 
perform scientific observations and 
supporting engineering actions in re-
sponse to requests by numerous users. 
SEQ_GEN assists a designer in devising 
a final, valid sequence. Using 
SEQ_GEN, the designer prepares a file 
of requested spacecraft actions. 
SEQ_GEN then processes this file plus 
a file of spacecraft- and mission-specific 
information prepared by another Se-
quence Subsystem software component 
to (1) generate the sequence of com-
mands, (2) predict what the commands 
will cause to happen on the spacecraft, 
and (3) give warnings when the se-
quence violates rules or causes misuse 
of spacecraft systems. SEQ_GEN gener-
ates an interactive graphical time-line 
display of the predictions and warn-
ings. The user can change the se-
quence by keyboard entry in a text file, 
or by use of a mouse to add or delete
an item or move an item to a new posi-
tion on the display. SEQ_GEN then 
processes the revised input data, start-
ing from a time earlier than the earliest 
time affected by the change(s). The 
process is repeated, if necessary, until a 
valid sequence is produced. 
This program was written by Russell M. 
Brill, Dang Le, Imin Lin, Winthrop Lom-
bard II, Robert Oliphant, Th/hn O'Reilly, 
Josef Salcedo, and Thomas WStarbird of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory. For further in/urination, access the 
Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-line 
at www.na.satech.com/tsp under the Soft-
ware category. 
This software is available for commercial 
licensing. Please contact Don Hart of the Cal-
[ornia Institute of Technology at (818) 393-
3425. Refer to NPO-20452. 
) Program Distributes 
and Tracks Organizational 
Memoranda 
Closed Loop Accounting Management 
System (CLAMS) is a computer program 
for Web-based distribution and tracking 
of memoranda within an organization. An
item for distribution is entered by a user 
who has administrative access. The item is 
assigned to affected users, to whom e-mail 
messages are sent. Upon receipt of such 
an e-mail message, a user gains access to 
an "open items" page from a link within 
the message. From the 'open items" page, 
the user can (1) link to the item, (2) select 
a "notes" button to leave a reminder 
about the item, or (3) select a 'close" but-
ton to close the item, indicating that the 
user has received and understands the 
item. CLAMS can be used to effect the au-
tomated distribution of new and updated 
items to users on predetermined lists. 
CLAMS enables managers to track the sta-
tuses of users and distributed items: For a 
given item, CLAMS can tell (1) who has it 
open and for how long and (2) who 
closed it and when; regarding a given 
user, CLAMS can tell (J.) which items the 
user has open and for how long and (2) 
which items the user closed and when. 
This program was written by Mike Olejarski 
oJ United Space Alliance for Kennedy Space 
Center. For further in/urination, access the 
Technical Support Package (ThP)free on-line 
at www.nasatech.com/tsp under the Software 
cat gory. 
KSC-12289 
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R Materials 
O Flat Membrane Device for 
Dehumidification of Air 
Water vapor is not condensed; instead, it is 
transported to vacuum. 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Genter, Houston, Texas 
A device based on the transport of water through a mem-
brane to a vacuum has been developed for dehumidifying a 
stream of air in the life-support system of a spacecraft or 
space suit. The device could also be adapted to terrestrial use 
in dehumidification of air in an air-conditioning stream or 
drying of air or another gas in a chemical processing stream. 
The design of this device is an advance in that it decreases 
(relative to prior designs) the weight, power consumption, 
and volume of the dehumidifier in the life-support system or 
other gas-circulation system in which the device is used. In 
the case of a spacecraft or space suit, the design thereby also 
increases safety and health margins. Although the mem-
branes in the device must be replaced periodically and a vac-
uum source is essential for its operation, no other dehumid-
ifier works as well in a spacecraft or space suit. 
Unless controlled, the concentrations of CO., and H00 in 
respirable air in a spacecraft or space suit quickly reach un-
acceptably high levels. Heretofore, life-support systems in 
spacecraft and space suits have included solid metal hydrox-
ides for depleting exhaled G0 2 , and condensers integrated 
with cooling sources for removing excess moisture. To en-
able the condensers to function, such systems must also in-
clude microgravitational phase separators and coolant/heat 
sink subsystems, all of which contribute to weight, volume, 
and consumption of power. 
The present device operates without need for either a 
coolant/heat sink subsystem or a microgravitational phase 
separator. Moreover, in the original outer space application. 
the vacuum needed for operation is available naturally, so 
that it is not necessary to incur the cost, weight, and power 
penalty of a vacuum source. Hence, in comparison with 
breathing air systems of prior design, it is possible to simplif 
breathing loop interfaces, reduce weight and volume, and de-
crease the amount of power expended, thereby also saving on 
the cost of fuel. 
The device contains one or more modules in which spaces 
in a vent-layer assembly alternate with spaces in a vacuum-
layer assembl y
 and the vent and vacuum spaces are separated 
by flat sheets of a polyelectric membrane material that is per-
meable by water (see figure). The vent-layer assembly in-
cludes a vent frame, a metal foam insert, and screens. The 
frame is rectangular and is sized to optimize the pressure 
drop characteristics of the vent-gas and water-vapor flows. 
The metal foam insert is bonded to the top and bottom of 
the frame and sandwiched between a pair of screens that 
provide additional support so that the membrane is not torn 
against the surface of the metal foam. Flow holes connect the 
central section of the frame to header slots and allow humid 
gas to enter the frame without leaking into the vacuum 
space. Dovetailed 0 rings grooved to fit the perimeter of the 
frame retain a gasket during assembly of the module. The 
NASA Tech Briefs, April 2002
Water Vapor Diffuses from flowing vent gas through water permeable membranes into a vacuum. 
Materials 
thickness of the vent layer is chosen to 
be the minimum thickness needed to 
maintain top and bottom gasket seals. 
The vacuum-layer assembly is similar 
to the vent-layer assembly except that 
its flow holes are on the short ends and 
there is no header for a vacuum-layer, 
eliminating the need for another set of 
gaskets on each layer. Inasmuch as the 
flow of water vapor is a fraction (typi-
cally 4 percent by volume) of the flow 
of the gas to be dehumidified (here-
after called vent gas for short), the vac-
uum frame can be made thinner than 
the vent frame to minimize overall vol-
ume. This frame is so thin that a single 
gasket, held in place by a retaining ring, 
seals against layers above and below the 
vent layers. The number and size of vac-
uum holes satisfy two constraints: (1) 
the minimum equivalent area limits the 
back pressure of vapor; and (2) the 
maximum equivalent area restricts the 
vent flow if one or more membranes 
rupture. Top and bottom end plates, 
sized to provide sufficient stiffness, 
apply an even pressure to the gaskets to 
prevent leakage. These plates also in-
clude ports through which the vent gas 
flows into and out of the module, plus 
ports for testing the vent gas.
Modules like the one described above 
are stacked in alternating layers, begin-
ning and ending with a vacuum frame. 
The modular nature of the device pro-
vides flexibility for changing the mem-
brane area to satisfying requirements for 
the conditions of a particular application.
This work was done by Karen Murdoch 
and C. H. Miller of United Technologies for 
Johnson Space Center. For further infor-
mation, contact the Johnson Commercial 
Technology Office at 281-483-3809 or 
commercialization@jsc.nasa.gov 
MSC-22878 
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0 Mechanics 
Q Inverted Hindle Mount 
Reduces Sag of a Large, 
Precise Mirror 
The mirror is suspended from above by 
multiple, equally loaded supports. 
Goddard Space Flight C'entei; Green belt, Maryland 
A mount has been devised to satisfy a requirement to suspend 
a highly
 precise, flat, circular, low-thermal-expansion glass minor 
in a horizontal plane with its reflective side down while keeping 
the reflective mirror surface flat to within a peak-to-valley depth 
of less 50 urn. The difficulty of the suspension problem and the 
significance of the mount conceived as the solution of the prob-
lem arise from the large size and weight of the mirror (diameter 
101.7 cm, thickness 18.8 cm, mass 385 kg). 
The mount is an inverted version of the Hindle mount, which 
was first published in 1945 and is named after its inventor (Dr.J. 
H. Hindle). The Hindle mount supports a flat, circular minor on 
multiple pads that are located so that all of the pads bear the 
same proportion of the total weight and the sag of the minor 
under its own weight between the supports is minimized. The 
number of support pads in a Hindle mount is an integer multi-
ple of three. The sag can he reduced by increasing the number 
of support pads. The present mount is based on a Hindle-mount 
geometry of nine support points grouped into three triangles 
(see Figure 1). 
The original Hindle-mount concept applies to a minor sus-
pended from its lower face with its reflective side up; the weight 
of the mirror presses it against the support pads, and the result-
ing friction often suffices to hold the mirror in place on the pads. 
In the present inverted Hindle mount, the mirror is suspended 
Figure 1. The Nine-Point Hindle Mount includes six supports on a circle with 
a radius of 0.4080 and three supports on a circle with a radius of 0.204D, 
where 0 is the outer diameter of the mirror. The supports in each group of 
three are connected to a triangular plate supported at its centroid, which 
lies on a circle with radius 0.3090. When the three triangular plates are 
picked up at their centroids, equal weight is borne by all nine supports 
NASA Tech Briefs, April 2002
Mechanics 
Figure 2 Parts of the Inverted Hindle Mount are attached to 
an aluminum disk of the same size as (and slightly heavier 
than) the glass mirror that the mount is intended to sup-
port. (The aluminum disk was used during development so 
as not to risk damage to the expensive glass mirror.)
HFRF'S THE CL!CHER 
Less is more. 
Less parts, less assembly steps, less 
assembly time - all yield more productivity 
and more cost reductions. To achieve this, 
designing for assembly (DFA) is critical. 
PEM 11 products are made for DFA. Just 
punch or drill a hole and press a PEM 
fastener into place. PEM self-clinching 
fasteners install permanently into thin 
sheets. There are fewer parts and fewer 
total pieces to handle during assembly 
which translates into cost savin gs. We 
also offer threadless and multi-function 
fasteners to further meet your DFA needs. 
Clinch it with PEN 
FASTENERS & PRESSES q7 
PEM Fastening Systems 
a PennEngineering" corn pa a v 
02001 210 
•8I0023) P 
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anchor has an area of 3 in.2 ('19.4 cm) 
and is bonded to the face of the mirror by 
use of 3M's 2216 (or equivalent) clear 
high-performance epoxy. The upper end 
of each anchor is tapped to accept a bolt. 
The upper ends of the anchors in each 
group of three are bolted loosely, with 
spherical washers, to a triangular alu-
minum plate 1 in. (2.54 cm) thick. The 
loose bolting and spherical washers allow 
some limited rotation and translation, 
thereby helping to prevent the buildup of 
bending moments that could cause the an-
chors to peel away from the mirror surface 
at the epoxy joints. 
Each plate is supported from above by 
means of a clevis/ball-joint coupling at-
tached to the plate at the centroid of the 
triangle defined by the three support 
points. The clevis is, in turn, supported 
from above by a threaded rod that passes 
through a massive overhead frame and en-
gages a nut on top of the frame. The free-
dom of rotation of the clevis/ball joints 
contributes to the relief of any bending 
moments that could, if allowed to build 
tip. cause peeling at the epoxyjoints. 
lIxperience in the development of the 
iiicited Hindle mount revealed that it 
can be difficult to form reliable epoxy 
bonds between the anchors and the top 
surface of the minor. Therefore, the 
mount must be augmented by handling 
fixtures with safety features to prevent the 
mirror from falling in the event of failure 
of one or more epoxy bonds. 
This work was done b' David W Robinson 
of Goddard Space Flight Center. For fur-
ther information, access the Technical Sup-
port Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www.nasatech.com/tsp under the Mechanics 
category. 
(,SC-14,316 
This coupling is separable, 
free of leaks, and configured 
to minimize clotting. 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Centei; 
Houston, Texas 
A fluid coupling has been developed 
for use in securing a vascular outflow 
graft (cannula) to the outlet of a surgi-
cally implanted NASA/DeBakey heart-
assist pump. The design of the cou-
pling can also be adapted to other 
applications in which it is necessary to 
NASA Tech Briefs, April 2002 
from its upper face; consequently, 
the weight of the mirror tends to 
pull it away from its supports, mak-
ing it necessary to fasten the mirror 
to the supports in some fashion. 
Figure 2 depicts some parts of 
the present inverted Hindle 
mount. The nine supports are 
made of Invar - a low-thermal-ex-
pansion Fe/Ni alloy. To distinguish 
them from the compression-
loaded support pads of a tradi-
tional Hindle mount, these tensile-
loaded supports are called 
"anchors." The lower end of each 
These include SNAP-TOP 
(shown in photo above) 
standoffs which eliminate 
the need for screws, 
locating pins for quick 
alignment of mating 
parts, P.C. board fasteners 
and many others. 
For automated installation, our line of 
PEMSERTER 2 presses quickly install PEM 
fasteners, further reducing assembly time.
Q Heart-Pump-
Outlet/ Cannula 
Coupling
Collet 
Tapered Surfaces at 
Slightly Different Angles 
This Heart-Pump-Outlet/Cannula Coupling is superior to other couplings 
(e.g., simple hose-clamp couplings) that were not designed for coupling 
heart pumps. 
join flexible tubes with rigid ones. Ajoint formed by use of this 
coupling is separable, yet free of leaks; this is advantageous in 
that (1) it is necessary to be able to install or remove a pump 
in accordance with requirements for surgery, sterilization, and 
pump maintenance, but (2) seepage of blood from an in-
stalled pump/cannula joint cannot be tolerated. Moreover, 
the coupling provides a smooth transition for flow from the
 
pump outlet to the cannula; this feature helps to pt-event clot-
ting, which is triggered by flow-surface discontinuities. 
The coupling (see figure) includes tapered and threaded 
surfaces on the pump outlet tube, a differentiall y
 tapered 
locking collet, a connector nut that mates with the thread oil 
the pump outlet tube, and the affected end portion of the 
cannula. A volume is provided at the upstream end of the ta-
pered outlet-tube surface to allow excess cannula material 
(including material extruded by the clamping described 
below) to expand to form a bulbous collar that helps to re-
tain the cannula in place. This volume also facilitates manu-
facture and assembly, inasmuch as it desensitizes the joint to 
slight variations in cannula geometry. 
The differential angle between the tapered surfaces of the 
pump outlet and the locking collet helps to clamp the can-
nula in place and to provide a seal when the connector nut 
is tightened. The radial clearance between the locking collet 
and the connector nut is sufficient to allow the collet to 
move slightly
 to align itself for uniform clamping of the cut-
nula. The nut can he tightened to obtain the desired clamp
 
ing and sealing force, or can be loosened to disconnect itt 
pump from the cannula. 
Thu work was done by BernardJ. Rosenbaum o[Johnson Space 
Center. For further information, access the Technical Support Pa, / 
age (TSP) free on-line at www.na.cafech.com/tsp under the .11, 
chanics categort. 
This invention has been patented by NASA (U.S. Patent Ao.
 
6,050, 987). Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive licensr I', 
its commercial development should hi' (1(1(10's ted to the ['a/c,,! (Tott ii 
Ames Research Gnter (óiH trill - i 104. /tirI 10 .\I,( -22/,'v S. 
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Electromagnetic
Field 
-	 Antenna 
-	 (Outside Patient) ina
Splenic Tumor 
Splenic Artery 
Microcapsules Injected Into an Artery That 
/ Feeds a Solid Tumor in the Spleen 
Microcapsules Containing One or More Drug(s) are injected into an artery that feeds a tumor - in this case, in the 
spleen. The capsules are then lysed by applying an electromagnetic field. 
Bio-Medical 
( Externally Triggered Microcapsules Release Drugs In Situ 
Drugs can be released, at designated times, within tumors or other targets. 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Centtr, Houston, lexas 
In an advanced method of administer-
ing drugs to target sites in human bodies, 
the drugs in liquid form are contained in 
microcapsules that are injected, and 
then, by exposing the target sites to ex-
ternally generated electromagnetic 
fields, the microcapsules are lysed to re-
lease the drugs. Such externally trig-
gered inicrocapsules are intended pri-
marily for use in combined-modality 
therapies of cancer. In a given applica-
tion, the external electromagnetic field 
can be applied to cause the release of the 
encapsulated drug(s) at a prescribed 
time or when the microcapsules are con-
firmed to be located in a specific tissue. 
The concept of microencapsulation of 
drugs was reported in "Microencapsula-
tion of Multiple Drugs" (MSC-22489), 
i\ASA Tech Briefs, Vol. 20, No. 11 (No-
ember 1996), page 92. More recently, 
an external-triggering method related to 
the present method was re- 
ported in "In Situ Activation 
of Microencapsulated Drugs 
(MSC-22866)," NASA Tech 
Briefs. Vol. 24, No. 9 (Sep-
tember 2000), page 64. A 
microcapsule of the type 
used in the present method 
is a irniltilayer structure that 
contains a concentrated 
drug solution. The outer 
layer of the microcapsule is 
a polymeric membrane that 
is both transparent to elec-
tromagnetic radiation and 
insoluble in aqueous fluids. 
Also contained within the 
microcapsule, in a compart-
ment next to the outer 
membrane, is a fluid-filled 
compartment that contains 
one or more ferromagnetic 
thermoparticles. 
The microcapsules are 
designed to be injected 
into arteries that lead to 
vascularized tumors or 
other target tissues (see fig-
ure). The outer-membrane 
polymer and the ther-
moparticle material are 
chosen so that the Curie
temperature of the thermoparticles ex-
ceeds the inciting temperature of the 
polymer. When the microcapsule-in-
fused target region is exposed to an elec-
tromagnetic field of suitable frequency 
and power density for a specified short 
time (minutes), the electromagnetic 
field heats the thermoparticles. The lo-
calized heating of the thermoparticles 
melts a hole in the outer polymeric 
membrane, thus releasing the drug to 
the surrounding tissue. 
Because the thermoparticles absorb 
the electromagnetic radiation much 
more strongly than do the surrounding 
microcapsule materials and tissues, an 
electromagnetic field of relatively low 
power can be used to effect drug re-
lease. Regulating the exposure to the 
electromagnetic field is not a major 
problem: Heating is automatically lim-
ited to the Curie temperature because
above that temperature, the thermopar-
tides lose their ferromagnetism and 
thereby become less absorbent to the 
electromagnetic field. 
The ferromagnetic material of ther-
moparticles can be formulated to have 
Curie temperatures as high as 80 "C, but 
because the thermoparticles are typi
cally smaller than 1 tim, heating can be 
localized well enough to prevent wide-
spread thermal damage to the stir-
rounding tissue. Of course, depending 
oil the application, additional therapeu-
tic advantage might be gained by chang-
ing the frequency and/or power of the 
electromagnetic field, after the micro-
capsules have been lysed, to obtain con-
trolled hyperthermia to enhance the 
local effectiveness of the drugs that have 
been released. in some applications, it 
could be desirable to effect multiple re-
leases of the same drug or different 
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Bring the power of Delta Taus Turbo PMAC and MACRO' ring 
technology to a compact, rugged, CE approved and flexible package 
with the new UMACTM controllers. Delta Tau has ported these 
cutting-edge electronic technologies into a modular industrial form factor. 
Choose from a vanety of processor configurations, digital PWM, +/-10V. 
analog and stepper axis interfaces, and digital and analog I/O cards. 
Slide these cards right into the 3U u Eurorackn in any order, bring your 
field wiring right to the rack, and you're ready to go! 
You can configure the UMAC as a standalone Turbo PMAC, 
controlling up to 32 axes and thousands of I/O points, communicating 
by serial port, USB, Ethernet, or most of the popular Field Buses. 
Optionally, add an enclosed PC/104 embedded computer if you like. 
Alternately, you can configure the UMAC as a remote station on a 
MACRO ring, providing all of the local field interfacing and communicat-
ing back to the central controller at 125 Mbits/sec over a fiber-optic ring. 
Whatever your control needs, easy or difficult, small or large, the UMAC 
can be quickly configured for your application!
Up to 32 Axes of Control 
Full Turbo PMAC Software Capabilities 
Integrated Computation, Axis Interface, 
I/O and Breakout Functions 
Master or Slave on MACRO Ring 
Auto Addressing and Configuration 
DELTA TAU 
Data Systems, Inc. 
NEW IDEAS IN MOTION.. 
21314 Lassen Street 
Chatsworth, CA 91311 
Tel: (818) 998-2095 
Fax: (818) 998-7807 
www.deltatau.com 
e-mail: sales@deltatau.com 
For international sales, 
contact our U.S. Headquarters 
For Free Info Circle No. 568 or Enter No. 568 at www.nasatech.com/rs
ACURIDE. 
THE PIONEER IN PRECISION 
SUDES AND SOLUTIONS. 
Accuride is the largest company in the world dedicated to the design and 
manufacture of precision ball bearing slides. For more than 35 years, 
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Bio-Medical	 - 
INNOVATIVE
drugs by use of injecting mixtures of mi-
crocapsules containing ferromagnetic 
particles with different Curie tempera-
tures that could be triggered at differ-
ent times, as determined by the strength 
of the electromagnetic field and the du-
ration of exposure. 
This work was done b y Dennis R. Morri-
son and Benjamin Mosier of Johnson 
Space Center. For further information, ac-
cess the Technical Support Package (TSP) 
free on-line at www.nasatech.com/tsp under 
the Bio-Medical category. 
This invention is owned ky NASA, and a 
Patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license 
for its commercial development should be ad-
dressed to the Patent Counsel, Johnson Space 
Center, (281) 483-0837. Refer to MSC-
22939. 
- -
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' Combinatorial 
Drug Design 
Augmented by 
Information 
Theory 
It may be possible to 
suppress drug-resistant 
viruses. 
V4SA 'sJet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, California 
A proposed method of designing an-
tiviral drugs provides for the utilization 
of combinatorial-chemistry techniques 
that have been used previously for this 
purpose, in conjunction with applica-
ble principles of information theory. In 
its information-theoretic aspect, the 
method can be characterized as one of 
maximizing the mutual information 
between (I) ensembles of drugs and 
(2) ensembles of viruses that one seeks 
to combat by use of the drugs (denoted 
in the art as targets). The method 
would entail increases in the time and 
cost of development of drugs, but these 
disadvantages could be offset by reduc-
tion or prevention of the emergence of 
drug-resistant viral populations. 
Heretofore, it has been standard 
practice to design an antiviral drug to 
bind to a "consensus-sequence" protein 
of a viral species or target ensemble. 
However, consensus-sequence proteins 
are conceptual only; they do not occur 
in nature. In treatment-naïve patients 
(that is, patients who have not taken 
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the drug), many viral targets are poly-
morphic, such that the drug is not spe-
cific to many of the mutants in the tar-
get population. As a consequence, the 
drug-resistant mutants quickly become 
the dominant species in the viral popu-
lation; in other words, the viral targets 
become drug-resistant. 
The proposed method is based partly 
on recognition that the ensemble of 
proteins of a viral target forms a "qua-
sispecies" of mutants characterized by a 
particular entropic profile. Hence, one 
should have a greater chance of sup-
pressing the rise of drug-resistant mu-
tants through combinatorial design of 
a drug to combat the quasispecies, 
rather than the consensus-sequence 
species. One would seek a drug that 
binds not only to the consensus target 
but also to its mutants. Depending on 
the viral target, the most effective drug 
might, itself, be a quasispecies in that it 
would be an ensemble of drugs. 
An ensemble of drugs with substitu-
tion probabilities complementary to 
those of the entropic profile of the tar-
get could be even more effective. Such 
an ensemble of drugs could be de-
signed in a procedure that minimizes 
the conditional target entropy. In such 
a procedure, combinatorial ensembles 
of drugs would be used on mixtures of 
targets prepared according to the treat-
ment-naive substitution probabilities. 
In a sequence of "passes," the target en-
semble would be treated with a drug 
ensemble and then resequenced to 
measure the remaining entropy of the 
target ensemble, given the drug en-
semble. By use of a suitable algorithm, 
the combinatorial drug ensemble 
could then be modified in further steps 
until the conditional target entropy 
was minimal, at which point the drug 
ensemble could be considered optimal. 
This work was done hChristoph Adami of 
Calf ech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory. For further informat,nn, access the 
Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-line 
at u,ww.nasatech.com/tsp under the Bto-
Medical category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to 
this invention. Inquiries concerning rights 
for its commercial use should be addressed to 
Intellectual Property group 
JPL 
Mail Stop 202-233 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
E-mail: ipgroup@jpl.nasa.gov 
Refer to NPO-30252, volume and num-
ber of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and 
the page number.
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() Multiple-Path-Length Optical Absorbance Cell 
Wide dynamic range is provided for measuring widely different concentrations of CDOM. 
Stennis Space Center, Mississippi 
An optical absorbance cell that offers 
a selection of multiple optical path 
lengths has been developed as part of a 
portable spectrometric instrument that 
measures absorption spectra of small 
samples of water and that costs less than 
does a conventional, non-portable labo-
ratory spectrometer. The instrument is 
intended, more specifically, for use in 
studying colored dissolved organic mat-
ter (CDOM) in seawater, especially in 
coastal regions. Accurate characteriza-
tion of CDOM is necessary for building 
bio-optical mathematical models of sea-
water. The multiple path lengths of the 
absorption cell afford a wide range of 
sensitivity needed for measuring the op-
tical absorbances associated with the
wide range of concentrations of CDOM 
observed in nature. 
The instrument operates in the 
wavelength range of 370 to 725 nm. 
The major subsystems of the instru-
ment (see figure) include a color-bal-
anced light source; the absorption cell; 
a peristaltic pump; a high-precision, 
low-noise fiber-optic spectrometer; 
and a laptop or other personal com-
puter. A fiber-optic cable transmits 
light from the source to the absorption 
cell. Other optical fibers transmit light 
from the absorption cell to the spec-
trometer, as described below. 
The absorption cell is of a type 
known in the art as a liquid-core wave-
guide: the liquid to be characterized is
contained in a narrow tube. The mate-
rial of the tube or a material coating 
the outside of the tube is chosen to be 
of an index of refraction less than that 
of the liquid so that light propagating 
inside the liquid remains confined by 
total internal reflection. Thus, the liq-
uid and tube constitute an optical 
waveguide or optical fiber. 
The tube has an inner diameter of 2 
mm and is coiled for compactness. 
The peristaltic pump draws the sample 
water from a beaker into and along the 
tube and discharges the water into an-
other beaker. Light that has propa-
gated through the liquid in the tube is 
collected by an optical fiber at path 
lengths of 2, 10, 50, and 200 cm from 
Driving with confidence 
nstrons no-compromise technology is deep and flexible, with a 
product range designed to meet the needs of every budget at every 
level of manufacturing sophistication. Our instruments test all of the 
earths man-made and natural materials. Tensile, tension, torsion, 
compression, fatigue, hardness, impact and service life machines 
with software developed for simple or advanced design standards 
combine with the industry's leading application engineering for 
optimum project success. Take the high road and standardize on 
Instron quality and reliability. We are the constant for critical 
applications throughout all industries. You can own the Instron 
difference. Visit www.instron.com . The difference is measurable
Instron corporation. 100 Royal] Street. Canton, MA 02021 . Tel: 800-564-8378. Fax: 781 -575-5751 . Email: program_info@instron.com 
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Physical Sciences 
The Optical Absorbance Cell of this instrument is a liquid-core waveguide that includes fiber-optic taps 
for measuring absorption over several different path lengths. 
the light-input end. By means of a 
fiber-optic switch, the light from one of 
these optical path lengths is selected 
for transmission to the spectrometer 
via a fiber-optic cable. The spectrome-
ter readings are transmitted to the 
computer for analysis. 
In tests using phenol red secondary 
standards, the instrument exhibited a 
baseline repeatability in absorbance of 
better than I mAU. During absorption 
measurements of natural CDOM sam-
ples, the instrument exhibited a sensitiv-
ity of about 0.002 rn" 1 at a wavelength of 
370 am. On the other hand, it was found 
that by using the 2-cm path length cell, 
one could measure CDOM absorbance 
as high as 200 lfl at 370 iiiii. Hence, the 
A mathematical model has been de-
veloped for use in analyzing the dv-
Ilarnics of an isothermal, non-chemi-
(ally-reacting mixture of particles in a 
bubbling fluidized bed. Although the 
model has generic validity, it is in-
tended, more specifically, to be applied 
to a fluidized bed that contains a mix-
111cc of sand and biomass particles, flu-
blized by steam. The model includes 
components in common with the mod-
instrument has an exceptional dynamic 
range, as needed to measure a wide 
range of CDOM concentrations. 
This work was done by Richard L. Miller 
of Stennis Space Center and Mathias 
Belz and Su Yi Lin of World Precision In-
struments Inc. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to 
this invention. Inquiries concerning rights 
for its commercial use should be addressed to 
World Precision Instruments Inc. 
175 Sarasota Center Boulevard 
Sarasota, FL 34240 
Refer to SSC-00143, volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 
els described in "Model of Pyrolysis of 
Biomass in a Fluidized-Bed Reactor" 
(NPO-20708), NASA Tech Briefs, Vol. 25, 
No. 6 June 2001), page 59 and "Multi-
phase-Flow Model of Fluidized-Bed Py-
rolysis of Biomass" (NPO-20789), NASA 
Tech Briefs, Vol. 26, No. 2 (February 
2002), page 56. 
The derivation of the model follows 
a multifluid approach according to 
which macroscopic transport equations 
Model of a Fluidized Bed Containing a 
Mixture of Particles 
Predictions thus far are in reasonable agreement with 
experimental data. 
V4SA sJet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
For Free Info Circle No. 411 or 
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The Time-Averaged Solids Pressure as a function of height along the wall 
of a bed of glass beads fluidized with air was computed by the model 
and measured at superficial gas speeds of 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 m/s. (The beads 
had a diameter of 0.5 mm and a density of 2.5 glcm 3, the channel had a 
square cross section 12.7 x 12.7 cm, and the bed was initially filled with beads 
to a depth of 43 cm.) 
are derived by taking suitable ensemble averages of the equa-
tions for the local dynamics of the gas and particle phases. A 
standard phasic ensemble average is selected for the gas 
phase. For the particles, transport equations for each particle 
species (e.g., a set of equations for sand and another for bio-
mass) are derived, starting with concepts from kinetic theory. 
An important difference from classical kinetic theory occurs 
because inelasticity of collisions between macroscopic parti-
cles and the consequent dissipation of energy must he repre-
ented by appropriate models. Furthermore, the interstitial 
gas exerts drag on the particles, leading to interaction terms 
in the averaged transport equations. One especially notable 
component of the theory is the concept of granular tempera-
tore, which represents the mean kinetic energy associated 
with fluctuations in the velocities of the particles. 
The resulting model equations describe the dynamics in 
terms of the conservation of mass, momentum, and granular 
temperature for each species of particles. These equations can 
describe the independent accelerations of, and the exchanges 
of momentum and energy among, the particle species. The 
equations for the particle species are closed by providing a 
separate Gaussian distribution of velocit y for each particle 
species; this provision is valid as long as gradients of the mean 
variables are small and the particles behave approximatel y
 as 
nearly elastic hard spheres. In the regions of very high solids 
volume fractions, the stress tensor is augmented by a fric-
tional-transfer submodel of stress vs. strain. 
The model has been applied in several test cases: (1) pre-
dictions of the shear and normal stresses in homogeneous 
shear flows, (2) simulations of the particle pressure along the 
wall of a bubbling bed, and (3) a comparison between simula-
tions of monodisperse and binary mixtures in a homoge-
neously aerated bed. For cases for which experimental data 
were available, the results of the simulations were found to ap-
proximate the data reasonably well (for example, see figure). 
This work was done byJosette Bellan and Danny Lalhouw prs of Cal- 
tech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For furl her information, 
access the Technical Support Package (iSP) free on-line at www 
nasatech.com/tsp
 under the P1r1 sical Sciences category. 
NPO-20937 
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Physical Sciences 
Refractive Secondary 
Concentrators for Solar 
Thermal Systems 
Concentration ratios as high as 104 and 
operating temperatures >2,000 K are 
anticipated. 
John H. Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
High-throughput, lion-imaging, secondary concentrating op-
tics that utilize refraction and total internal reflection are un-
dergoing development for use in conjunction with advanced 
primary solar concentrators to provide solar thermal energy for 
space applications. This development is prompted by (1) a 
need to concentrate sunlight by factors of as much as 10 4 to sat-
isfy design and operating requirements for some advanced 
solar thermal systems and (2) the impracticality of fabricating 
primary concentrators with sufficient precision to afford such 
high concentration ratios by themselves. Figure 1 illustrates the 
operation of a refractive secondary concentrator. 
The innovative refractive secondary concentrator offers sig-
nificant advantages over all other types of secondary concen-
trators. The refractive secondary offers the highest throughput 
efficiency, provides for flux tailoring, requires no active cooling, 
relaxes the pointing and tracking requirements of the primary 
concentrator, and enables very high system concentration ra-
tios. This technology has broad applicability to any system that 
requires the conversion of solar energy to heat, including elec-
tric power generation, thermal propulsion and high tempera-
ture furnaces. NASA Glenn initiated the development of the re-
fractive secondary concentrator in support of Shooting Star, a 
solar thermal propulsion flight experiment, and continued the 
development in support of Space Solar Power. 
A prototype sapphire refractive secondary concentrator (see 
Figure 2), has completed solar vacuum performance testing 
using a liquid-cooled calorimeter in NASA Glenn's Tank 6 fa-
cility. The effort involved the design and fabrication of a sap-
1hire refractive secondary concentrator, design and fabrication 
of a calorimeter and its support systems, calibration of the 
calorimeter, on-sun vacuum testing of the refractive secondary, 
and comparing the test results with modeling predictions. 
The prototype refractive secondary concentrator, measuring 
3.5 in. (8.9 cm) in diameter and 11.2 in. (28.5 cm) long, was de-
signed for the Tank 6 facility and the existing primary concen-
trator/solar simulator system. Ray trace optics software was used 
to model the secondary concentrator resulting in predicted ef-
ficiency without an antireflective coating of 90 percent. The 
solar vacuum test results indicate an average throughput effi-
Fire with 
Maximum Control 
Get maximum power and 
performance with Globe Motors' 
high-precision, miniature electric 
motors and motorized devices 
for MIL/AERO applications. They 
meet high-performance 
standards, tight tolerances, 
and stringent specifications. 
A59090
Random rays from primary concentrator enter within design angle. 
Incident rays retract at front surface of secondary, and 
undergo total internal reflection at sides of cone. 
Total internal reflection continues in extractor rod. 
-	 Rays escape at extractor tip and are absorbed by receiver. 
Figure 1. A Reflective Secondary Concentrator efficiently concentrates solar 
energy from a primary concentrator then allows the energy to escape onto 
a receiver cavity. 
For Free Info Circle No. 450 or 
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Figuic 2 A Prototype Sapphire Refractive Sec 
ondary Concentrator is shown. 
ciencv of 87 percent, which agrees well 
with the modeling predictions. It is an-
ticipated that reduction of a known re-
flection loss off of the inlet surface by ap-
plying an antireflective coating to that 
surface would result in a secondar y con-
centrator throughput efficiency of ap-
proximately 93 percent. Potential future 
activities to further develop the technol-
ogy include high temperature. high 
power throughput tests. antireflective 
coating tests, and additional material 
characterization and interaction tests. 
This work was done b's' lt'zne A. 4n 
and Steven M. Geng of Glenn Research 
Center and Robert P Maco.sko and Charles 
H. Castle of the Analex Corporation. For 
further information, access the tech n seal 
Support Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www. na.catech. corn/tsp under the Physical 
Sciences category. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the comma's-
eial use of this invention should be addressed 
to NASA Glenn Research Center Commercial 
Tech nologv Office. Aim: Steve Fcdo, !ail 
Stop 4-8. 21000 Brook park Road. Ch-, 'ila,,d. 
()hu / . JJ	 lie/c, to lift- / ;/-/( i 
Cold Flow 
Calorimeter 
This apparatus can measure a 
rapidly varying heat-transfer 
coefficient. 
\ iai:sIiall Spars' Flight Gnte, 
A labama 
The cold flow calorimeter is an ap-
paratus for measuring a possil)l\ 
rapidly vary ing heat-transfer coefficient 
oil a stiiface. The cold flow caloriiisetei 
includes ( I ) it small strain gauge 
l)OtIdt'd to a small, thin steel shim that 
is placed on the surface of interest and 
(2) a circuit that controls the electric 
power supplied to the strain gauge to 
keep the strain-gauge grid at a constant 
temperature (e.g.. 150 F (66 'C)]. 
The instantaneous value of the heat-
transfer coefficient is deduced from
the ilstuiitaiieOu1s potser rt-cjuuirtd to 
maintain the constant temperature. 
The heat-transfer coefficient measur-
able by use of this apparatus can range 
from values characteristic of natural 
convection to values as large as about 
1,000 Btu/ (ft . h . R) [1 .7 kW/(in-K). 
In the original application for which 
this apparatus was conceived, there is a 
need to measure heat-transfer coeffi-
cients along an 0-ring surface in a noz-
zle joint in a solid-fuel rocket motor. In 
this application, there is a gas path to 
the sealing 0 ring. The cold flow 
calorimeter makes it possible to dotet-
Oil uw I Iii	 ii hut i	 I ,;iutsler of heat 
. 'I ale. EDT's data 
interface boards are 
exceptionally fast. But when 
years of planning and research 
are at stake - not to mention 
millions of dollars - speed is 
only half the equation. 
Scientific and technological 
breakthroughs demand 
dc1)endahle performance.
I 1) 1-
 masters the challenge 
with products featuring simple 
mid practical designs. 
Built to tough military 
specifications, they 
handle the most
ri advanced catsicra
from it onfiuied gas jet to the Scaling 
ring. The measurement data obtained 
by use of the cold flow calorimeter can 
be used to verify solutions from com-
putational fluid dynamics, determine 
spreading factors, and increase the ac-
curacy of predictions of the transfer of 
heat to an 0 ring to which there is a 
confined gas path. 
This work was done by Ed Mathia s and 
Jo/in Shipley of TI, jokol Corp. [or Marshall 
Space Flight Center. For additional in-
Jonnatson, please contact Thiokol Coip. (i! 
(435) 863-2268. 
,\lF'-3 1463 
specifications. And our latest 
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PCI!RCI fiber-optic interface for 
flawless image transfer and total 
flexibility in locating your 
computer. 
It isn't rocket science when 
it comes to selecting the best 
interface cards. Contact EDT 
today and see how our products 
provide the extraordinary 
performance your work 
demands.., with engineering 
customer-support that 
ensures seamless 
integration 
of vour system. 
"S 
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O Methodology for Tracking Hazards and Predicting Failures 
This methodology can increase safety and reliability while reducing costs in all industries. 
John F Kennedy .S'pace Cenle.c Florida 
The Continuous Hazard Tracking 
and Failure Prediction Methodology 
(CHTFPM) is a proactive methodology 
for gathering and anal yzing information 
about a svstens in order to prevent acci-
dents and system failures. The proactiv-
ity of the CHTFPM places it in contrast 
to conventional formal inductive and 
deductive hazard-analysis methodolo-
gies, which are limited in their effective-
ness, in that they do not provide real-
time information on whether the 
conditions in a system are becoming 
hazardous and could lead to a system 
malfunction: the conventional method-
ologics basically provide feedback on 
hazards after accidents have happened. 
The CHTFPM could he applied to ad-
vantage in almost all industries. 
The CHTFPM involves the use of 
techniques from the arts of work sam-
pling and control charting. With respect 
to a given system, random sampling is 
performed in order to detect and ob-
serve conditions, called "de ndritics. 
that could result in accidents or unac-
ceptable risks. The collected data are 
then used to generate an abstract data 
control chart. On the basis of the pat-
tern of the control chart, the system is 
said to be "under control' (in essence, 
safe and thus not to be disturbed) or 
else "out of control, in which case it is 
investigated for the potential emergence 
of hazards from the observed condi-
tions. The results of the investigation 
can provide guidance for steps to be 
taken to ameliorate the hazardous con-
ditions to keep the system safe. 
The steps in the evaluation and cor-
rection of a system according to the 
CHTFPM (see figure) are the following: 
1. Define the dendritics by use of the es-
tablished techniques of preliminary 
hazard analysis (PHA), fault-tree 
analysis (FFA), system safety analysis 
(SAA), system hazard analysis (SHA), 
failure mode and effects analysis/ 
critical items list (FMEA/CIL), 
Pareto analysis, problem reporting 
and corrective action (PRACA), 
and/or safety checklists. 
2. Develop the random-sampling 
scheme.
3. Construct the control chart from the 
samples. 
4. Develop a mathematical model. 
5. Test the control-chart observations for 
actual or potential "out of control" 
conditions. 
6. Take appropriate action to prevent 
or eliminate any "out of control" 
condition. 
Step 1 is file fundamental to everything 
else in the CHTFPM: the effectiveness of 
the CHTFPM depends on the identifica-
tion of the dendritics for sampling in a 
given system. Regarding the techniques 
used in step 1: 
• PHA can give the analyst both the nec-
essary introduction of the system and 
an initial assessment of risk, identifica-
tion of safety-critical areas, and evalua-
tion of hazards. 
• The emphasis on conditions, instead of 
events, is the single most compelling 
feature of the FMEA for deiidritic con-
struction. 
• The CIL. derived from the FMEA, is 
useful for ensuring that the most 
Techniques of 
Safety Analysis I 
I,,Ir 
Dendritic 
Construction 
Sampling 
Control Chart 
System 
In Control	 Yes 
No 
H
Proactive Action to I 
Prevent Accidents 
Information About a System is gathered by 
sampling in a prescribed manner, the informa-
tion is analyzed to detect hazards, and correc-
tive action is taken.
critical items are factored into den-
dritic construction. 
FTA can contribute to understand-
ing of interactions among compo-
nents in the system. The single most 
important tool for detidritic con-
struction is the FMEA. 
The sam 1)1 in g feature makes 
CHTFPM a cost-effective tool for dv-
namically analyzing and tracking a sys-
tem for denclritics. The sampling can be 
performed in conjunction with other 
routine job functions. Sample data are 
used to design a control chart for use in 
ensuring that the system remains within 
an acceptable range (between the con-
trol limits); or, in other words, that it 
does not shift "out of control.' The 
more representative the sample is of the 
process in the system, the easier it is to 
detect shifts. 
A major problem in the CHTFPM is 
to choose the size and frequenc y of 
samples. In general terms, the solution 
lutist he a compromise among consid-
erations of the cost of sampling, the 
loss associated with running the 
process out of control, and the occur-
rence of various system shifts attribut-
able to natural variability (essentially, 
background noise) or to assignable 
causes (e.g., machinery malfunctions 
or operator errors). A process that is 
operating with only natural variability 
is said to he in statistical control. A sys-
tem operating in the presence of as-
signable causes is said to he "out of 
control." The control chart provides an 
effective means of detecting assignable 
causes, identifying currently problem-
atic areas, and predicting future prob-
lematic areas. By providing informa-
tion regarding the tendency of the 
system, the control chart indicates 
when the system tends to become haz-
ardous, facilitating the implementa-
tion of corrective steps. 
This work was done by Rolando Quintana 
of the University of Texas for Kennedy 
Space Center. For further information, ac-
cess the Technical Support Package (TSP) 
free on-line at www.nasatech.com/t.sp
 under 
the Information Sciences category. 
KSC-12066 
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O Estimating Heterodyne-Interferometer Polarization Leakage 
Correction for the nonlinearity contributed by polarization leakage can be made in real time. 
NASA cJet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A method of estimating and correcting for the effect of po-
larization leakage on the response of a heterodyne optical In-
terferometer has been devised. In a typical application in 
which a heterodyne interferometer is used as a displacement 
or length gauge, the effect of the polarization leakage is a 
nonlinearit y that typically gives rise to an error of the order 
of I rim in the displacement or length. By use of the present 
method, it should eventuall y be possible, in principle, to re-
duce the error to the order of 10 pin or less. The technique 
is primarily, computational and does not require an y addi-
tional interferometer hardware. Moreover, the computations 
can he performed on almost any modern computer in real 
time. 
The figure schematicall y depicts a typical heterodvue in-
terferometer. The interferonseter utilizes two laser beams 
with frequencies V 1 and v that differ by a known small 
amount (typicall y, I V1 - v2 l is of the order of 1 to 100 kHz). 
Beams I and 2 are p- and s-polarized, respectivel y, in the ref-
erence frame of two polarizing beam splitters. Polarizers, po-
larization rotators, and a nonpolarizing beam splitter are 
used, along with the polarizing beans splitters, to separate 
and combine the beams at several junctions along the light 
path. I'he beams are made to interfere with each other at 
two photodetectors called the "reference" (R) and the "un-
known" (U) photodetectoi; respectively. Ideall y, all of the s-
polarized light that arrives at the lower beam splitter makes 
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one and only
 one round trip along the lower horizontal in-
terferometer arm between two corner-cube retroreflectors, 
and then impinges on the U photodiode. 
The difference-frequenc y
 outputs of the two photodetec-
tors are the desired heterodyne signals. Small variations in 
the distance between the two retroreflectors are what one 
usually seeks to measure. In the ideal case, one could com-
pute these displacements precisel y from variations in the dif 
ference between the phases of the heterodyne signals front 
the two photodetectors. In practice, the phase measurement 
is degraded by noise and by systematic effects caused by im-
perfections in the interferometer optics.. The major system-
atic source of error in the phase measurement is polarization 
leakage; that Is, impingement, on the U l) h0 t0d1c'tector, of 
(1) a small portion of the s-polarized light that passes di-
rectly through the lower polarizing beam splitter without tak-
ing the round trip between the retroreflectors and (2) an-
other small portion of the s-polarized light that takes two or 
more round trips. 
This polarization-leakage phase error (E) is what gives rise 
to the nonlinearity in the interferometer response. The pre-
sent method of estimating £ is based partly on the fact the 
polarization leakage is small and that C is much less than 1 ra-
dian (as it is in cases of practical interest). A mathematical 
analysis shows that e is a periodic function of ideal single-
round-trip phase (i), and that given the aforementioned as-
Optical 
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A Typical Heterodyne Optical Interferometer is subject to polarization 
leakage, which introduces a phase error and a corresponding nonlinearity 
into its response.
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sumptions, it can be approximated by 
the following equation: 
= Acos(f) + Bsin(iy) + Ccos(2f) 
+	 in(2f) + 
where A, B, C, and D are parameters to 
be determined in a calibration proce-
dure summarized in the next para-
graph. In order to suppress the nonlin-
earity to the 10-pm level, the dominant 
parameter in this equation must be de-
termined to one part in 100, while the 
other parameters may be determined 
to lesser accuracy, depending on their 
relative amplitudes. 
One of the retroreflectors is mounted
on a piezoelectric transducer that can 
be driven by a suitable voltage to dis-
place the retroreflector along the inter-
ferometer arm. The calibration proce-
dure involves the use of a triangular 
waveform at a typical frequency of a few 
hertz to induce an oscillatory displace-
ment that spans a useful number (typi-
cally =10) of phase cycles so that the pe-
riodic E component of the uncorrected 
phase measurement becomes recogniz-
able. The uncorrected phase measure-
ments are sampled, filtered, and other-
wise processed to extract A, B, C, and D. 
Then the instantaneous corrected
phase measurement (which should now 
be a closer approximation of the de-
sired phase ig) is given by 
Vcrrec red = V'uncorreure,I - E( 'VrrTrrr)r,er red) 
where e( 'rr,r,) is calculated by sub-
stitution of the appropriate quantities 
in the above equation for E((). 
This work was done by Alex Abramovici 
and Randall Bartrnan of Caller/i for 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For 
further i nJormation, acci'cs the Tech ii jcal 
5uJport Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www.nasatech.com/tsp
 under the Informa-
tion Sciences category. 
NPO-20 906 
An Efficient Algorithm for Propagation of 
Temporal-Constraint Networks 
The computational cost is much less than in prior algorithms. 
NASA 'sJel Propulsion Laborator', Pasadena, California 
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Information Sciences 
could also be applied to industrial plan-
ning and scheduling problems. 
For the purpose of this discussion, 
"time point" signifies the nominal or 
planned time of occurrence of a specified 
event in, or state of, the system (e.g., a 
spacecraft or a production Line) that is the 
subject of the planning and scheduling 
F.atur. 
Ultra-Flexible Triggering Modes 
Blazingly Fast 64-bit PCI Bus 
150 MHz TMS320C671 1 DSP (floating 
point) with 32MB onboard RAM 
16 Independent Noise-Free 16-bit, 200 
kHz Analog Input & Output Channels 
Multiboard Synchronization 
o. 64 Bits Digital I/O
effort. A temporal-con-
straint network is equiva-
lent to a graph, the nodes 
of which represent time 
points and the lines of 
which represent temporal 
constraints. The simplest 
such network (see figure) 
contains one predecessor 
and one successor time 
point that are required to 
be separated by a time in-
terval of not less than a 
and not more than b. In 
forward propagation in 
this network, one would 
endeavor to update the 
time window of the succes-
sor point to be consistent 
with the time constraint 
and the time window of 
the predecessor point; 
similarly, in backward 
propagation in this net-
work, one would endeavor 
to update the time window of the prede-
cessor point to be consistent with the 
time constraint and the time window of 
the successor point. 
The present algorithm involves itera-
tions of forward and backward propaga-
tion; each iteration consists of a forward 
sweep followed by a backward sweep. 
Each sweep starts the propagation of tem-
poral constraints from a subset of time 
points. During the propagation, the algo-
rithm updates the time window at each 
time point by use of all its incoming tem-
poral constraints in a forward sweep or all 
of its outgoing temporal constraints in a 
backward sweep. A data structure de-
noted a propagation queue is used to 
store time points, the successors or pre-
decessors of which are to be updated 
next in a forward or backward sweep, re-
spectively. Once the time window of a 
time point has been updated and all its 
incoming (or outgoing) temporal con-
straints have been used, that time point is 
placed in the propagation queue. 
A forward sweep starts from a set of 
time points that have no predecessors. 
These time points are put in the propaga-
tion queue, then the sweep proceeds until 
the queue is empty. The backward sweep 
starts from a set of time points that have 
no successors, and then proceeds simi-
larly to the forward sweep. It is assumed 
that there are no cycles (time-constraint 
paths that begin and end at the same time 
point) so that the algorithm will not enter 
an infinite loop during a sweep. The algo-
rithm performs as many
 iterations as are 
needed until either (1) there is no win-
dow left to be updated or (2) a window of 
negative length is created. In case (1), the 
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final windows of all time points are con-
sidered to have been computed and the 
network is considered temporally consis-
tent. In case (2), the algorithm returns 
the message to the effect that the network 
is temporally inconsistent. 
The great advantage of this algorithm, 
relative to a prior temporal-constraint-
propagation algorithm, is its computa-
tional efficiency and thus computational 
speed, and storage saving. The prior algo-
rithm requires 0(N) number of arith-
metic operations and 0(N) amount of 
memory [where 0(x) signifies propor-
tionality to a quantity of the order of x and 
Nis the number of time points in a tem-
poral-constraint network]. In contrast, the 
present algorithm requires only 0(N)
number of arithmetic operations and 
0(A) amount of memory. 
This woi* was done by John Z. Lou of Cal-
tech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
For further In/orina two, access the Technical 
Support Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www.nosatech.com/tsp under the Information 
Sciences category. 
NPO-21098 
Software for Continuous Replanning During Execution 
Feedback from execution of a plan is used to update the plan continuously. 
NASA sJet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Continuous Activity Scheduling 
Planning Execution and Replanning 
(CASPER) is a computer program for 
automated planning of interdependent 
activities within a system subject to re-
quirements, constraints, and limita-
tions on resources. Now at the proto-
type stage of development, CASPER 
was conceived to enable a robotic ex-
ploratory spacecraft to perform on-
board, autonomous planning and re-
planning of scientific observations and 
other functions in response to diverse
unanticipated phenomena that could 
include unknown or changing environ-
mental conditions, equipment failures, 
and errors in mathematical models 
used in planning. On Earth, CASPER 
could be adapted to use in scheduling 
operations of production hues and 
other complex systems. 
CASPER implements a concept of 
continuous planning integrated with 
execution, in contradistinction to the 
traditional concept of batch planning 
followed by execution. In traditional
batch planning, time in the planned 
system is divided up into a number of 
relatively long planning horizons. 
When one nears the end of the current 
horizon, one projects what the state of 
the system will be at the end of execu-
tion of the current plan. The planning 
algorithm is then invoked with (1) a 
new set of goals for the next time hori-
zon and (2) the projected end-of-exe-
cution state as the initial state for the 
next horizon. In this batch approach, 
planning is usuall y considered an off-
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Next Horizon ,,/7'l& Next Horizon 
Traditional Batch "Plan Then Execute' Cycle

Continuous Planning (Incremental Extension of Current Plan) 
Batch-Planning and Continuous-Planning Algorithms differ in their abil-
ity to respond to unforeseen circumstances. In continuous planning, the 
plan is updated at relatively small increments of time to keep the plan as 
up to date as possible. 
line process that entails considerable computation, and 
there is significant delay from the instant when the planning 
;tlgorithin is invoked to the instant when the algorithm issues 
new plan. In the event of a disruption (caused, for example, 
1w an equipment failure or an inaccurate projection of the 
initial state) it could be necessary to stop execution of the 
in-rent plan and put the system in a safe reduced operational 
node for a considerable amount of time until a new batch 
plan is generated. On the other hand, if a fortuitous event oc-
tirs (e.g., a planned activity is completed ahead of schedule), 
it may not he possible to take advantage of the opportunity 
thus created because it would take too long to respond with a 
new batch plan. 
In traditional batch planning (see figure), a planning algo-
rithm is presented with goals and an initial state. In CASPER, 
the planning algorithm is presented with a current set of 
goals, a current plan, a current state, and a model of the ex-
pected future state. At an y time, the planning algorithm can 
he called upon to update the goals, current state, or planning 
horizon (at increments of time much smaller than those of 
batch planning) in response to an unexpected event or tim-
l) lv iii response to the passage of time. The replanning cycle 
ci onprises the following steps: 
I. Changes to the goals and the initial state are posted to the 
plan. 
Ilte effects of the changes are propagated through the 
(tirrent plan projections, and resulting conflicts (if any) 
1 e identified. 
3. htc'rative plan-repair subalgorithnts are invoked to elimi-
nate conflicts and make the plan appropriate for the cur-
i cot state and goals. It is these subalgorithms that make it 
1)( )ssible to update the plan incrementally (nearly contin-
tiously) during execution in response to changing condi-
tions and unforeseen events. 
This work was done let Russell Knight, Steve Chien, Robert Sher-
(;regg Rabideau, Darren Mutz, Tara Estlin, Forest Fishe,; and 
Barbara Engelhardt of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory. For further information, access the Technical Support Pack-
ags' (TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com/tsp  under the Infor-
mation Sciences ca/ego cv. 
lhi.s software is available for commercial licensing. Please contact 
/)ao Hart of the California Institute of Techitologv (7/ (818) 393-
1125. Re/it to .\J50-20972. 
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Surface-Launched Explorers for Reconnaissance/Scouting 
Efficiency of robotic exploration would be increased. 
NASA sJeI Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CalUbrnia 
Small, instrumented, expendable ro-
botic aircraft and projectiles have been 
proposed for use in scouting for tar-
geted new sites by providing closeup 
images with —10-cm resolution, cover-
ing large distances —Ito 10 km quickly 
and allowing reconnaissance to enable 
sample return. Denoted microflyers or 
surface-launched explorers (SLEs), 
the proposed robotic aircraft and pro-
jectiles were conceived especiall y for 
use in the exploration of Mars and pos-
sibly other distant planets. SLEs could 
also be adapted to such terrestrial uses 
as military reconnaissance, explo-
ration	 f lm^tilc Icilain (i. volca-
noes, steep cliffs, or glaciers), survey-
ing hazardous-waste sites, and search-
ing for victims of earthquakes. 
This class of SLEs enables biomorphic 
missions - hybrid missions which utilize 
surface assets and aerial assets synergisti-
cally to achieve new scientific endeavors 
along with deploying biomorphic ex-
plorers. Biomorphic explorers and re-
lated concepts have been described in 
several previous articles in \4SA Tech 
Briefs, the most relevant being "Biomor-
phic Explorers" (NPO-20142), Vol. 22, 
No. 9, (September 1998), page 71; 
"Earthwormlike Exploratory Robots" 
NPO-20266i Vi l. 22. Ni).ft (June
1998), page lib; "Insectile and Vermi-
form Exploratory Robots" (NPO-2038 1), 
Vol. 23, No. 11, (November 1999), page 
61; "Biomorphic Gliders" (NPO-20677), 
Vol. 25, No. 4 (April, 2001); and "Seed-
Wing Flyers for Exploration" (NPO-
20676), Vol. 26, No. I, (January, 2002), 
page 47. 
SLEs could include guided projectiles, 
gliders, electrically powered airplanes 
and helicopters, and possibly other ro-
botic flyers; specific types, designs, and 
combinations of SLEs would be tailored 
to specific applications. In a typical appli-
cation, the SLEs would he launched from 
it latl(lrr lxii stati(}tl 1 11ohilc ixplinir 
Biomorphic Mission: Surface-Launched Microflyers 
Microflyers launch off the lander and fly preset flight plans based on the Sun position to the 
targeted site. At the site they obtain close-up imagery, and/or deploy surface instruments/ 
explorers/ experiments to validate for Mars Sample Return. Surface-launched microflyers 
work in synergy with the surface/subsurface systems to enable new science endeavors. 
Lander provides a robust communication route for imagery down-link from the microglider.
Relay to Earth 
Small Robotic Airi.raft	 I :i	 .	 .o.	 orr ,oij to ol	 piottor rOO.)tR. OIO 
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'4W 
GO FASTER. 
GO FURTHER. 
GO HEAVIER. 
The new DriTran® Screw Drive System gives engineers the 
freedom to design machinery without the critical speed and 
length concerns associated with conventional screw drive systems. 
Imagine being able to move a 10,000 lb. load 30 feet in 
10 seconds with a 2.75" diameter screw delivering 6" of travel per 
revolution. This new system handles dynamic loads up to 30,000 
lbs. and standoffs allow joining multiple sections up to 40 feet. 
Cast epoxy-threads inside the nut make it all happen. 
The best part—the low friction, extended wear nut is easy to 
service, and it can be changed out in minutes instead of days. 
To find out more, 
Call us today at 231-946-6270 or 
visit www.trantekdrivesystems.com  
DRIVE SYSTEMS INCORPORATED
Motion Control Tech Briefs 
(see figure) or from a spacecraft, aircraft, 
or other vehicle that delivered the lander 
to the exploration site. The means of 
launching could he as diverse as the SLEs 
themselves: they could include rockets, 
balloons, pneumatic devices, or spring 
mechanisms, for example. 
An SLE could carry a small video cam-
era, sensors, and a radio transmitter to 
send images of the terrain to the lander. 
The images could help in quickly identi-
fying sites of scientific interest to be ex-
plored in more detail and allow identify-
in g hazards and slopes and access the 
act 1A 41 i(s P4 ttciitial foi Salilj)l( 1(10111.
The images could also be helpful in 
planning the path of other surface/ sub-
surface explorers across the terrain. 
An SLE could be designed to safely 
land after following a ballistic trajectory 
in the low gravity of Mars After landing, 
the SLE could continue to function as a 
scientific instrument: For example, it 
could analyze surface and/or subsurface 
soil and use its remaining energy to 
transmit the analytical data to the lan-
der/mobile explorer. One or more SLEs 
designed to survive impact would resem-
ble javelins and V011ld he launched in 
,iiihi a .tav that, like javelins. t1ie	 voiikl
embed themselves in the ground at the 
far ends of their trajectories; these SLEs 
would serve as radio beacons to aid nav-
igation by the other SLEs as secondary 
communication ports in addition to the 
primary port on the lander. The lander 
serves as the local relay to send the data 
back to Earth via the orbit. 
This work was done by Santa Thakoor and 
Thry Martin of Caltech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infoi 
ination, access the Technical Support Package 
(TSP)free on-line at www.nasatech.com/tsp  
it ittici the .' mi Iii iii'i'i Ca/ec,'oi'v. 
Firmware for a 
Small Motion-
Control Processor 
,\4.SA 'Jel PropuLion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, Calfornia 
A C-language computer program im-
plemented as firmware controls the op-
erations of a microprocessor on a 3-by 
1-inch (approximately 76-by-25-mm) 
motion-control circuit board denoted a 
widget board. The firmware imple-
ments a serial communication inter-
face according to the inter integrated 
circuit bus (1 2C) standard by use of an 
interrupt-driven state machine to en-
able communication to occur during 
execution of commands. The firmware 
also controls the operation of a mo-
tion-control integrated-circuit chip, a 
serial analog-to-digital converter, a ser-
ial digital-to-analog converter, and the 
digital input/output lines of the micro-
processor. The digital input/output 
control portion of the firmware offers a 
masking capability. The firmware in-
cludes a provision for dynamically 
downloading, to the widget board, of a 
small program (limited to 12 lines and 
to 256 bytes). A microexecutive pro-
gram executes the downloaded pro-
grain in a loop, with the option of con-
tinuous looping. The execution of the 
downloaded subprogram can he inter-
rupted at the user's request. The wid-
get firmware includes a set of more 
than 48 commands, 24 control opera-
tions, and 24 query operations. 
This prograrn was written b' AsaI\es- 
nas of Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. For further inJorntation, ac-
cess the Technical Support Package (TSP) 
free on-line at www.nasatech.com/tsp  
under the Software category. 
VPO-3O243 
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The Company with 
Vision Is in Motion 
Integrate your machine vision with motion and measurements 
Increase production cycles and lower test costs using an integrated National Instruments platform with vision, 
motion control, and measurement solutions. Perform precision alignment, automated inspection, precision 
assembly, and more. 
Easy integration 
Integration is easier with a high-speed, synchronized bus; platform choices that include PCI, PXI7CompactPCl, 
and IEEE 1394; and development tools such as LabVIEW" Measurement Studio' and TesiStand' 
[ni.com/info] 
For more information on leading manufacturers 
who increased production cycles, visit ni.com/info 
and enter nakrO8 
For Free Info Circle No. 653 or Enter No. 653 at www.nasatech.com/rs
7 NATIONAL 
INSTRUMENTS 
(800) 811-0742 
Flx 51 ,')683 9300• ! r1fr'r;
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Gear Bearings and Gear-Bearing Transmissions 
Planetary transmissions could be simpler, cheaper, and more rigid. 
Goddard Spa(-e Flight Ceniei; Greenbelt, Maryland 
Gear bearings are conceptual me-
chanical components so named because 
they function as gears and as roller 
and/or thrust bearings. (;ear bearings 
will he essential components of the next 
generation of compact, large-mechani-
cal-advantage gear drives. 
Figure 1 shows a working gear-bearing 
transmission with 70/1 gain in a 1.25-in, . i .-
dianieter-by-0.75-in. m r- -0.75-in. (3.18-cm-diameter-
by-1 .91 -cm) package. Gear bearings exist 
as spur- or helical-gear variants of two 
basic types: roller gear hearings and 
phase-shifted gear hearings. For the sake 
of brevity, only spur-gear variants are de-
scribed here; suffice it to say that the 
principles of operation of the helical-
gear variants are similar.
Figure 2(a) depicts selected aspects of 
roller spur-gear bearings and a partial 
planetary assembly containing roller spur-
gear hearings. The diameter of the roller 
portion of each roller spur-gear bearing 
equals the pitch diameter of the spur-gear 
portion. The gear teeth are crowned at the 
roller end, such that the apogee of the 
crown on each tooth lies at the roller di-
ameter/pitch diameter: This arrangement 
provides thrust-bearing strength as well as 
matching of speeds and, hence, efficiency. 
The planetary assembly would inher-
ently hold itself together, without bracing 
by other structures. For example, if a plan-
etary roller gear hearing shown in the 
cross-sectional \iew were pushed down-
k? 
Figure 1 A Working Gear-Bearing Transmission 
shown here has a 70/1 speed reduction in a 
1.25-in.-diameter-by-0.75-in. (3.18-cm-diameter-
by-1.91-cm) package. 
ward, the axial sliding of its teeth with re-
spect to the ring- and sun-gear teeth is 
stopped by the abutment of the planetary 
roller against the crowns of the ring-gear 
teeth. When the same planetary
 gear is 
pushed upward, its axial sliding is blocked 
by abutment of the planetary teeth 
against the ring roller. Similar interactions 
prevent axial sliding of the sun roller gear 
hearing beyond the limits imposed by 
tooth/roller contacts between the sun 
and planetary roller gear bearings. 
An additional advantage is that by en-
forcing the desired relative locations of 
gears more precisel y, the incorporation 
of the rollers increases (relative to sim-
ple spur gears) the accuracy of meshing 
of spur-gear teeth. At the same time, the 
gears act as highly efficient and precise 
cages and carriers for the rollers. The 
net result is a superior, simpler, and rel-
atively inexpensive assembly. 
Figure 2(h) presents a simple example 
of a phase-shifted spur-gear hearing. The 
72	 For Free Info Circle No. 655 or Enter No. 655 at www.nasatech.com/rs 	 Minion Conn oI Tech Briefs, April 20112
NEW, Harmonic Drive Gearhead, Zero Backlash 
The OSF-2UH series high torque gearheads use HD Systems patented 
S tooth that delivers more than twice the torque, twice the life, and 
twice the torsional stiffness when compared to conventional Harmonic 
Drive Gearing. Positional Accuracy is better than 1 arc-mir. 
The CSF-2UH series is available in 10 frame sizes with rated torque 
ranging from 48 in-lb to 8400 in-lb and peak torque ranging from 
.310 in-lb to 42,000 in-lb. Gear Ratios 50:1 to 160:1. 
T lC CSF series uses a rigid cross roller bearing to support its output 
hvnge. This combination allows the gearhead to be extremely compact 
while providing high axial, radial, and moment load capacities 
Easily interfaced with a servo motor, these zero backlash, high accurac, 
gear systems are ideal for indexing tables, robots, and factory automation 
equipment. Flange or shaft output available. 
HD Systems, Inc. (800)231-HDSI (631)231-6630 
For Free Info Circle No. 650 or Enter No. 650 at www.nasatech.com/rs  
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ADVERTISEMENT 
NEW, Harmonic Planetary(t) 
High Precision Planetary Gearhead 
Exclusively from HD Systems, the Harmonic 
Planetary® HPG Series provides the motion 
control and design engineer with a planetar, 
gearhead that reduces backlash to less that 
1 arc-mm. This level of backlash is maintainen 
for the life of the gear. 
This design is made possible by developino 
a ring gear that can flex in the radial direction 
while maintaining high torsional stiffness 
The result is a planetary gearhead that provides 
consistently low backlash, high efficiency, an,-: 
high output speeds. 
This planetary gearhead is available in 3 tram' 
sizes from 60mm to 120mm. Rated torcu 
ranges from 53 in-lb to 956 in-lb. Peak cn - 
ranges from 496 in-lb to 5753 in-lb. Gear 
61 10 45:1 Flange or shaft output a.; 
HD Systems, Inc. 
(800)231-HDSI (631)231-6630 
For Free Info Circle No. 649 or 
Enter No 649 at www.nasatech,com1rs 
NEW, Hollow Shaft Actuators 
The FHA Series of actuators features 
through-bore up to 45mm in diameter arc 
provides high torque and exceptional position 
ing accuracy. This performance is achieved in 
compact design using a patented toot 
harmonic drive gear coupled to a DC brushless 
pancake motor with integral electron; 
commutation and a high resolution encode 
Rated torque up to 1730 in-lb and positions 
accuracy better than 1 arc-minute can b-
achieved. The FHA Series is available in fist 
frame sizes, ranging from 1 2P to 300mm 
diameter, and 116 1 ;	 S 
HD Systems, Inc. 
(800)231 -HDSI (631)231-6630 
For Free Info Circle No. 648 or
Enter No. 648 at www.nasatech.com/rs
TARY 
ION 
Uniform cross section of the 
_splral retaining ring allows 
the ring to be installed 
without Interfering 
with the mating 
NO EARS TO INTERFERETM 
I. llL11 Ln7Wxfl0@ LUOM 
For. Free Info Circle No 656 or
Enter No. 656 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
A OyoRAULIC 
SOOCK AOSORPER THAT VjONIT L 4
Motion Control Tech Briefs 
teeth in the upper and lower halves are shifted angularly, rela-
tive to each other, by precisely a half-tooth interval. This gear 
hearing meshes with a copy of itself. The upper and lower teeth 
are beveled and partly interdigitated where they meet. The con-
tact between the beveled surfaces of the upper and lower teeth 
provide a thrust-hearing capability
 in a manner similar to that of 
the contact between the crowns and rollers of the roller gear 
bearings. Moreovei; a planetary
 assembly containing phase- 
shifted gears holds itself together in a manner similar to that of 
an assembly containing roller gear bearings as described above. 
Thu work was (lone by John M. Vranish of Goddard Space 
Flight Center. For further information, access the Technical S'ip-
port Package (TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com/t.sp Uii(ler 
the Mechanics category. 
This invention is owned by NASA, and a patent application has 
been filed. Inquiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for its 
commercial development should be addressed to the Patent Counsel, 
Goddard Space Flight center; (301) 286-7351. ReJi'r to GSC-14207. 
RON 
DTRS Yr AS, EROS 
T 11 
PIEL DAmN,., RI OW	 . A 
ROLLER SPUR.ORAR BEARING	 TOP mEW OP A PLANETARY	 PSANE.SIRFTRO 
ROU.ER.GEARaARING ASSEMBLY
	 SEAR BEARING 
(5) 
Figure 2. Gear-Bearing Configurations: (a) roller spur-gear bearings would 
offer advantages, relative to simple spur gears and bearings, for the oper-
ation of planetary gear assemblies. (b) A phase-shifted gear bearing could 
mesh with an identical twin and would offer advantages similar to that of 
the roller spur-gear bearing depicted in (a). 
Linear Dynamometer With 
Variable Stroke and Frequency 
Stroke length and frequency can be adjusted 
continuously during operation. 
John H. Glenn Research ( 'enlei; Cleveland, Ohio 
An improved linear d ynamometer has been developed for 
testing linear alternators that are to he used to convert me-
chanical power to electrical power in free-piston Stirling-
cycle engines. Both the frequency and the length of the 
stroke of this dynamometer can he varied continuously, even 
during operation; consequeiitiv, the dvnamometer can be 
used to fully map the capabilities of a linear alternator 
throughout its service envelope (its operational range as de-
fined on a plot of limiting stroke length versus frequency) in 
a single test. 
The dvnamometer includes a balanced twin-throw eccentric 
crank mechanism that converts the rotary
 motion of a drive 
motor to the (lesilecl linear motion of a plunger that consti-
-
te milh0 
orbe rs ° flUid. They
 
true!indUstrial:::e:::af and dsT: 
tut;: l;Uc: 11:	 or 
h igh capacity ro Stops	
Ual srno	 tile Kirl 
cushionee	 is with e l  of adjust" 
crashing 50	 'unit,	 devices	 tact US today. 
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The Length of the Stroke of This Dynamometer is adjusted by adjusting the vertical position (and thus 
the eccentricity) of the balanced twin-throw eccentric crank mechanism
tutes the moving part of the linear alter-
nator under test. To eliminate vibration 
on the alternator stator, the crank mech-
anism also imparts an equal and oppo-
site linear motion to a balance mass that 
is equal to the mass of the plunger. The 
position of the drive-motor-and-crank as-
sembly along a line perpendicular to the 
linear-stroke axis can be adjusted hy-
draulically to vary the eccentricity of the 
crank and thereby vary the length of the 
stroke. A compensating mechanism 
maintains the center of the plunger 
stroke with the center position of the sta-
tor. The frequency of the stroke is con-
trolled simply by controlling the speed 
of the drive mOtor. 
The dvnamometer comprises four 
main interconnected modules: the 
crankcase with drive mechanism (see 
figure), the power pack, the operator 
console, and the load bank. The 
crankcase is an assembly of steel plates 
formed into a closed box enclosing the 
drive mechanism described above. A 
scavenging pump maintains a negative 
gauge pressure in the crankcase to 
minimize leakage of oil at the joints. 
The power pack contains a 125-horse-
power (93-kW) motor that drives a 
compound pump that provides (I 
pressurized oil for controlling the 
stroke and driving the h ydraulic motor 
and (2) pressurized oil from a separate 
supply for lubrication. 
A magnetostrictive sensor measures 
the displacement of the plunger. An en-
coder ois the shaft of the h ydraulic motor
measures the speech. A programmable-
logic controller compares the displace-
ment and speed readings with set-point 
values of speed and stroke commanded 
via the operator console and actuates so-
lenoid-operated servovalves to adjust the 
flows of oil accordingly. 
The power generated by the linear al-
ternator is dissipated in the load bank, 
which is a commercially available Unit 
that presents a purely resistive load of i 
ohms and up, with selectable resistance 
to absorb up to 30 kW at up to 300 V. 
The load resistors in the load module 
are cooled by a fan. The load module is 
equipped with meters that read poten-
tial, current, frequenc y, and power, and 
with fault indicators and lockouts for 
fan failure, overtemperature, and over-
voltage. The potential and current read-
ings from the load bank are displayed 
on the operator console along with the 
frequency, the stroke length, the stroke-
control position, and the reaction force 
of the stator in the alternator under test. 
This work was done b.. v (;eoige }iirr of 
Clever Fellowi Inn ot'aton Con iortjum, 
Inc., for Glenn Research Center. For 
further information, access the Technical 
Support Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www.nasatech.com/tsp under the Mach in-
ery category. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the commer-
cial use of this invention should be addressed 
to V1.S.4 Gli'n n Research Center Commercial 
Technology Office, Attn: Sieve Fedor, Mail 
Slop 4-8, 21000 Brookpark Road, Circe 
land, Ohio 44135. Refer to LEW 16951.
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	 LINEAR MOTION 
Ri !liiig niig liiitat actuator 
Ii integrated linear scale. 
-lotion op to 0.0004 
ties (0.01 mm). Offset 
l.iclrature output signal to 
ill, (Ofltii)llCr derives both 
hucar position and rotational 
sin ci non (travel direction). 
	
ii Is Iiiiili Ii	 (usilmicr specifications; arrives 
• iusi,iII in in ruIns ninnri machinery
 and connect 
It) die rrr,rnnr. Virtualls zero backlash. Amacoil. 
Inc.; Tel: (800) 252-2645; Fax: (610) 485-2357; e-mail: 
ainacotllO;nin,rs,nil.< urn; lrttp:/ /www.anl,s( oil.cnniii. 
Amacoil, Inc. 
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.o,,,	 MICRO-DRIVES 
•	 Is ,n nninninn,niisuir,nl grump Ill 
	
4	 mini nnimin,tn,i 	 amid	 gear l,rmx 
-	 mmmi I ulacturers detlir ateci to 
mm mviding quality products 
runt services with timely
 de-
iisnrv at a reasonable price. 
ii mm Nrc luixcsupplied OEMs with frac-
sipu sill imismiurs antI gearinotors for 
pumps, ventilation equipment, security
 and access 
ontrol, printing machinery, motorized wiiidinw 
ti eatinemits and gaining equipment, medical c'qi I) 
iticmii and instruments and almost ans oilicr inn u.n 
mime ,ii tuator applications you can irim.n.mmii 
• Pr, duct sizes 12 to 80 mm 
• l',,mser ratings .5 to 25 watts 
• lmniqrrc range ill) inn 34.2 ui-inn 
• \ sit	 unit msiIrsirm	 mum pun rig 
www.micro-drives.com 
COMPANY PROFILE 
\lim i	 Xlii F lii iou s is an ()F\I 
.mijnjiIiei of fractional Iiorsepossei 
I)n motors, precision gearheads, 
i liorneters. encoders, brakes. 
unit complete servo systems. 
I .i.ui itiOtorS from 1.9 mm in di-
.nmnter. Power outputs to 1,000 
ist Is, i mmmliii icuatching gearhead types in i
 is .uil,uI,le in rim iris ii1i to 1.000.000:1. Custom tire 
tii in svstt'mns and special modifications. ISO Oil 
certified. Micro Mo Electronics, Inc.. 14881 Bel -
green Ave.. Clearwatec, FE. 33762-3008; Phone 
(800) 807-9166 (U.S iii Canada) 01 (727) 
0131:	 iv	 77m	 i7.Xiil. ni,), sin,: limp.
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NEW PRODUCTS 
Tachometers and Encoders 
,	 I'lloeuix , 5,iisi'iic.i. Fort \Vavne. IN, has litres- 
sills t'(l .5 liiis' of hO llssiiietet's and encoders for 
lk	 dout direction in indetermining average or i stanianeous speed )	 ustrial applications. The 0	 jar	 id ts also call he used as incremental en- 
•	 1 'ders for determining rotational position. 
The tachometer encoders feature permanent 
ii agi s-i ho l.I'; I I I otittting options such as press fit hubs and set-screw 
hubs. I his .iIes iii Iiis' two solid-state digital output switches mounted in quad-
rattire. -1 h1 tills II uipsii I ilatlnels ran he used to cleternsiitt' speed and dita'ctinn. 
For Free Info Circle No. 140 or Enter No. 740 at wwwnasatech.com/rs 
Ball Bearing Slide 
The Mssds'l 2907 bill lis',tijii 'liii' hoin 
cuticle lnti'tttaiissnal. Santa Fe Sju itigs, C k.
'•	 - 
measures 0.38" wide and cxii be mounted 
in I U to 4k racks. It carries loads tip in 10 1, . - 
pounds. and full extension plus two tnclir 
of' over-travel allow ensure access to thl	 - 
front, hack, and sides of the chassis. A lees-i 
disconnect provides chassis removal and i6ii5(mwi Ili,  
even lengths front 12" to 30". .-\ bracket kit adapts los i.iiig( of El.-\ 1,61 cisslligu_ 
rations including square. capped, and through holes. 
For Free Info Circle No. 741 or Enter No. 741 at www.nasatech.con't/rs 
Motor Drives 
- lull Svstciiis. Mountain Vu-is. LA, suns 
I	 l)i is 	 Series of variable fcc- 
iii s dris es (VFI)s I that connect to world- 
electrical supplies for variable speed 
- iist of single-phase AC induction niotors 
uls'l)rive1° 51
 Series) and three-phase AC 
Ii iliomi motors (EagleDrive3°° Series). 
ills sdels feature a pushbutton keypad. 
il It' or constant torque, selectable in-
ii switching frequencies, three digital 
-, 
-
galvanically
-
;', and  isolated control iermi- 
11,11 iliptits. 1'.agls-luisi-1 1,15 ,is,,,l I.tilgi' of 0-100 hli F.igti'Diivs3 has it speed 
s.sngs' of ((to 30.I)I)ii Rl'\l. 
For Free Info Circle No. 742 or Enter No. 142 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
, 	 Parallel Shaft Gearmotor 
lie \t t011s) (.11 200 Set Ii's permanent imligilet DL 
to ills-I shalt gi_'.11111ii0m Irons RAE (;orp.. 
\trl lemirv. II.. is rated to 300 in/lbs with speeds tip 
s-i 350 RPM and voltages ranging from 12 ti, 180 
\'l)C. The units feature TEN\ design, reversible 
is-sign, double shield ball bearing construction. 
l.iss I ii	 Liii. ii liii els'nil si,'ci gears. and all oil-filled gear box. Applications in-
10111111 slrisco. pat kagmg s'quilptilcnt. robotics, and mmiate'm'ial )i.utdltng. 
For Free Info Circle No. 743 or Enter No. 743 at www.nasatech.com/rs  
Direct Drive Linear Actuators 
liitetl,il)i os's. )'ll.sds3plua. PA, has 
ii trotlticed the BR series of limis',ir 
motors that eliminate friction, bai 
lash, and wear problems of liii 
screws, tacks, and pinions. The 
piece sysiern consists of a passi\ 
magnet-free, stationars' platen that 
serves as a linear guidewav and it 
tubing forcer with built-in roller hn'ai'itigs..-\i) hi'arimigs art itlagtn'ncallv pre-
loaded. Forces range from S to 15 pounds. anti travel length ranges to 80''. The 
forcers are capable of r-'liii itic, of 6)) in sic and an be supplied snOt ilic sIll]-
panys l-Drivt-s mis-rslste'ppillg indexers and drivers, 
For Free Info Circle No. 744 or Enter No. 744 at www.nasatech.com/rs  
Why use a 
"Machined" Springa 
((. 
Because it's elasticity at its hestl 
The versatile HELl-CAL® Flexure, utilized as a spring, provides 
desired elastic performance in compression, extension, torsion, 
lateral bending and lateral displacement modes. Ideal for inte-
grating multiple features and functions into a single component. 
I 'isit our it - '/ss ftc-',	 iII or cl -itt' fur Ott)) 'C Ill/u. 
HELICAL 
PRODUCTS COMPANY. INC. 
901 W. McCoy Lane P.O Box 1069 • Santa Maria, CA P3456-1069 
VPone (805) 928-3851 	 FAX (805)928-2369 www.Heh-CaIc,' 
For Free Info Circle No. 659 or 
Enter No. 659 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
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Newon the 
MARKET.. . . 0. P. 
Thermometer/Transmitter 
The 0S1592 infrared fiber optic thermometer/ transmitter from 
OMEGA Engineering, Stamford, CT, measures temperature ranges 
to 4500F and provides dual analog outputs electrically isolated 
from the DC power supply input. The main electronics are in a 
NEMA-4 rated aluminum housing with a local backlit LCD, built-in 
relay, and a four-position program-
mable keypad. The system has accu-
racy of 1% of reading and 25 msec 
response lime. For Free Info Circle 
No. 711 or Enter No. 711 at 
www.nasatech.com/rs  
r	 T	 Rugged Portable PC 
The DEWE4000-IPC Industrial Portable 
	
-	 (omputer from Dewetron, Charlestown, RI, 
eatures an ATX motherboard, allowing up 
to eight hill-size, full-length PCI cards to be 
aided to the system. The standard display 
-	 is 18.1 TFT, is available with a touch 
'areen, and runs at resolutions up to 1280 
x 104. ihi' video interface is an A(;l' caid ivitli up to 128 MB of 
lot lilovitig video. For Free Info Circle No. 716 or Enter No. 
716 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
Mold Design Software 
has introduced IMOLI) Ii	 - - 
SolidWorks that enables design 'I 
plastic injection molds. It l H I 
 
forms core/cavity sepalail ii	 -'	 - - 
mold layout, gating and slide lit 
and ejection system design. It pi os di's .in Intelligent Fastciir'i 
System feature that fastens all the no Id plates. inserts. and compo -
nents together, and gunerates assembly di-asongs. Using th e
 Solid\\ot l.,s ('nsironnleiii, the si,ltssau' creates U), solids-based 
mold basis. For Free Info Circle No. 712 or Enter No. 712 at 
www.nasatech.com/rs 
FEA Software 
	
Noiaii F.rigiii-- iiiii. 	 IS \l,tlnht,. ( .', li,i'. added a IIItlIIn'.II: till- 
sion-only shell rk'iiient to Its Ni 's.lstr,ul \8.1 sober, flic clement 
acts as a normal shell in tension and reduces to a shear panel in cool-
pression. The interface works with existing models using standard 
quadrilateral and triangular plate elements and properties. For Free 
Info Circle No. 714 or Enter No. 714 at www.nasatech.com/rs  
Measurement and Control 
NationalInstruments, Austin, TX, his
lkoili^
released LabVIEW
m
 6.1 graphical development
ftsoware for test, onitoring, and control appli-
tations. Users cancontrol their measurement
 .111(1 automation applications from an y location 
using LabVIEW 6.1 via a standard Web browser. 
Users can import and export XMI.-formatted 
sirtual instruments isitli other Web or database 
appli( ations in tlii'ir enterprise. For Free Info Circle No. 713 or 
Enter No. 713 at www.nasatech.com/rs
In Business Problems? 
In-Company Solutions 
Identify your training needs and save time,

while cutting costs with ASME In-Company

Programs! 
• ASME has the engineering courses and industry 
experts that enable your company to stay ahead 
in today's competitive marketplace. 
• We will work closely with you to ensure that 
objectives are met and examples are incorporated 
specific to your company's needs. 
Call or e-mail to find out more information about

ASME In-Company Programs today! 
ASME International
Tel: 212-591-7752
Web: www.asme.org/pro_dev
Email: rubine@asme.org 
For Free Info Circle No. 580 or

Enter No. 580 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
ELECTRICALLY 
CONDUCTIVE ADHESIVE 
HAS HIGH FLEXIBIUTY 
MASTER BOND POLYMER SYSTEM EP21TDCSFL 
U Excellent electrical conductivity - high purity silver
filled compound U Cures readily at room or elevated

temperatures U Non-critical mix ratio U Easy application
U Superior physical strength properties U Wide service

temperature range U Outstanding adhesion to a diverse

range of substrates U Dimensional stability U Remarkable

environmental resistance U Convenient packaging 
Master Bond Inc. 
Adhesives, Sealants & Coatings 
154 Hobart St., Hackensack, NJ 07601 
TEL: 201-343-8983 • FAX: 201-343-2132 
For Free Info Circle No 581 or 
1,, It liit'	 Enter No. 581 at www.nasateth.com/rs
New 
LITERATURE.,.......... 
Measurement Reference 
Endevco Corp.,San Juan Capistrano, CA, has 
published a measurement handbook for dynamic 
force, pressure, and acceleration. The handbook 
covers measurement topics such as conceptual 
'	 and dynamic models for transducers, the proper-
ties of silicon and pie/oe!ectrics, the characteris-
tics of tinse-varving signals, measurement s5stcnl design, calibration, 
and data interpretation. For Free Into Circle No. 705 or Enter No. 
705 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
Data Converters 
Signal Processing Technologies, Colorado Springs, 
-	 CO. has updated its product selection guide to 
illIllide analog-to-digital converters, digital-to-analog 
_________________ ( onverters, video line drivers, track-and-hold ampli-
fiers, and comparators. Product charts can be referenced to specifi-
cations including resolution, sample rate, power dissipation, lineari-
Is a nd package in 6 son a Ii >11 lot ear Is product. For Free Info Circle 
No. 706 or Enter No. 706 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
Electronic Enclosures	 1 
A 67-page catalog from Bud lisdllsli k's. 
Willoughby, OH, highlights electronic enclosss s's. 
including accessories, brackets, cabinets, card racks. 
chassis, communication products, die-cast alunsinlllli 
boxes, large cabinet racks, open racks, plastic boxes. 
and small metal enclosures. The catalog helps users select the prop-
er enclosure, accessories, and components needed to package their 
jsissduct. For Free Info Circle No. 707 or Enter No. 707 at 
www.nasatech.com/rs 
A new approach to field modeling 
QuickField 
FEA softwe for Becwomagnetic, 
BecWosthbc, Stress and D"Tnail field siAabons 
in 'iMndc,s" evimmient 
-'-T 
010,
6 
4.
—p Ii  1 
eAullornaficinesl'l9tmY. tF ITXIt/qXJt .rvtdb-
field cx*4*9. .con'xehere post-pnxess 1ks, 
esse 
•No kn'tafia on model size or ruiter of elements. 
www.quickfield.com 
Tera Analysis Ltd. 
USA.	 toll-free Tel / Fax (877) 215 8688 
Europe: Tel +(45) 6354 0080 Fax +(45) 6254 2331 
hIlt,:))	 www.tera.analysis.com 
For Free Info Circle No. 582 or
Enter No. 582 at www.nasatech.com/rs
Your best solutions come 
from flexible thinking. 
For closed-cell foam solutions, our design team is 
ready to help you formulate a solution that fits your 
needs. Whether an Automotive, Medical, or 
Industrial Design application, our product line of 
Volara Volextra and Minicel all provide depend-
able, high-quality, cost-effective 
ways to enhance your ideas. 
To find out more, or to receive 4
 a free "Thought Starter' call: 
(800) 225-0668 today.
Ideas Formed in Foam
agnet Design 
-.	 \ handbook from Magnet Applications, Horsham. 
'\. offers information on magnet design including 
. I j )ing 'forming processes such as injection molding 
itd I ompression bonding, the use of Finite Element 
Aiiaksis (FE A) modeling
    as an aid in design. and mag-
is'S ii.sis'ii,I thaiacteiktics and their impact on manufacturing 
.sj)j)II(.stis)iis. For Free Info Circle No. 708 or Enter No. 708 at 
www.nasatech.com/rs 
Fastening Inserts 
't'ardl	 Piod uc ts (n il) . , \ a rdls's , P,\. (1,15 I e lease I 
al-page catalog detailing Molded-In, Pressed-lu. 
Slsarp-Sert®, Trisert®, Intro-Sen®, Fiber-Scsi 
Quirk-Serl®. and Bi-Sert® inserts. The catalog ha 
lIlies product specifications including applications, ) 
Ineulic thread size, length, and tolerance. For Free Info Circle No. 
709 or Enter No. 709 at www.nasatech.comlrs 
Ball Bearing Slides 
Accuride International, Santa Fe Springs, CA, has

released a brochure of solutions for industrial and

electronic design problems Using ball hearing slides.

The hro Is un includes hall hearing and fric t ion  slides
ii .s ia ngc of industries and applications. For Free Info Circle No. 
710 or Enter No. 710 at www.nasatech.com/rs  
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FREE INFORMATION REQUEST FORM 
For quickest service: 
Fax this form to (413) 637-4343 
Use the online reader service center at 
www.nasatech.com/rs 
Or mail your completed form to 
NASA Tech Briefs, 
P0 Box 5077, Pittsfield, MA 01203-9109. 
Name: 
Company: 
Address: 
Phone: 
e-mail: 
Please tell us below how NASA Tech Briefs has helped you solve 
a problem or been applied to your business/product line. 
Do you currently receive NASA Tech Briefs? Yes	 No 
if no, would you like to receive NASA Tech Briefs? Yes No 
ARE YOU AN INSIDER? 
Subscribe today to receive the INSIDER, a FREE e-mail news-
letter from NASA Tech Briefs. The INSIDER features exclusive 
previews of upcoming articles.., late-breaking NASA and in-
dustry news.. .hot products and design ideas., links to online 
resources.. .and much more. 
J I want to be an INSIDER. Send my newsletter to the following 
e-mail address: 
Name 
Company 
I also want to receive special-focus e-newsletters on the following 
technology topics: (check all that apply) 
• CAD/CAE	 3 Fiber Optics/Communications 
• Lasers	 U Test & Measurement 
• Optics	 3 Imaging/Cameras 
• Sensors 
For fastest service, sign up online 
at www.nasatech.com/insider
!WtMTh)AYE k1fE ? 5/I TIE SF0 TUG/MT 
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*	 II'JIIUIVItI'flMIIUI'J 
& APPLICATION 
GUIDE ON CD-ROM 
VOL II 
\_tioll I list I 1(111(11 '51 
ditioii 01 hint	 RI I' ( 1) 
ovides Application Nntc, I 
I lto signal conditioning and 
txolatintt (dli ilnpl nyc control system reliability and 
lower costs. Specifying instrtlinefltatlolt to Cntti'Cl't 
sensors signals (RTD, TC, DC, AC, Pot, Bridge. 
Frequency) to control signals (4-20tnA. 1-5V etc.) is 
now easier(hall ever, espe cia liv with Action's 
pioditci SeIe 101 guide. A( lion litstrtitticiits: 
111: 800-767-5726 ('-thai1: ljtt't,ttuii'n' ,1t'htonio.corn: 
)s'ssls'.t'hltl)hlt)'I III,t(h)i l)t.( lilt 
Action Instruments 
For Free Info Circle No. 617 or 
Visit www.nasatech.com/617 
PRESSURE 
INDICATING 
SENSOR FILMS 
sensor filins enabIt . Non I'' 
q klv. dci tiratels aittl Itll\ 
jic'ttsis cli tlteaxttt n prnsxttrn distribution anti ittagi I 
tude heiwet'tt ttts liii) 1 (II] tactitlg surfaces. Idea! Q) 
and R&D applo alions include evaluation of bolted 
jolts and gasketed stirfat es, laniittanitn presses, nip 
impressions, heat seals. composite material tests and 
machine calibration. FREE samples. Sensor Prodttcts 
USA: 'hI: 973-881-1735: Fix: 973-884-169(): 
tijil' sait's(° si'nsi,i ph i,iI.cont: (Oils sc'iisol ii ill i in 
Sensor Products Inc. USA 
For Free Info Circle No. 670 or
Enter No. 670 at www.nasatech.comlrs 
WE'VE GOT 
I T A LL 
ni 2-piccc I online) cli 
\IS Approved Aecospac I' 
d	 Ends & Spherical 
'ariltgs. All types of mate 
ii available - Inch sizes 
toni	 1/8" to 2" - Me' rit 
1111111 3mm to 30m in. Let to 
desigI you] specials for 
iou.	 Atttot,i	 lti',oiit g	 I oltlpanv. 97)) S. 1_aLe St., 
Aurora. IL 60 506: hi 630-859-2030: Fax: 630-859-
0971: e-mail' .iuoiia todcndsf'aturorabearittg.cotn: 
is'hw.,lui ill .ilii'.li iII	 bill
Aurora Bearing Company 
For Free Info Circle No. 661 or 
Visit www.nasatech.com/661  
SOURCE 
CALIBRATOR 
..	 - - 
• 111 1-1 hIc ( op 1111- 
- tlii' N LVI Modri 
I precision dc volt-
source 
(nil jug Ilic i . tngu' louti il}l)u Vdc to ±10 \'tic ovel 
3 ranges with all) p1)111 ,tccur.tO and ±2 PP11t stabili-
Is guaranteed for a bill seat'. Resolution is I P1111 of 
range. Applications include I Ii 18 hit DAC testing. 
strip citart recorders, calibration of data logging sys-
mitts, and inure. For ttiore information visit out-
Wch site at ssss'ss'.krofttt-h ite.coln ModelS 1 I .htm or 
c,tli 508-580-1660 
Krohn-Hite Corporation 
For Free Info Circle No. 664 or 
Enter No. 664 at www.nasatech.com/rs
IMP	 LuuL 
GOODFELLOW 
•	 CATALOG OF 
•	 METALS& 
MATERIALS 
•	
'T	 liii' iii.'is and expanded 2002 
=Goodfellow clfe lo  ( atalog of Metals & 
iz Materials contains about 10,)))))) 
tints. along with ph ysical, elicit (al, thermal, and 
ntcrltanical properties and comparative data tables. 
Additions to this year's Catalog include a wider selec-
tion of alloy rolls and wires, significantl y more 
straight wires, and a greater range of single crystals. 
1 <lfiIo: lii 800-821-2870: l'.tx: 800-283-2020: 
t'-rti.tif: lIthllagoo(Ilt'Ihl\s.olIll: isiisi.goodft'IIiits.nl 
Goodfellow 
For Free Info Circle No. 662 or
Enter No. 662 at www.nasatech.com/rs  
PRECISION 
ENCODERS 
II ¶)is_ i t ai. i ' I .tI.tillg gise'. Ill 
-	 11)1 specifications and 
-'	 . •.i rtptiotls of Arc ti-Coder' 
id ettcuidct s by Encodnu 
ii loris Company. Catalog 
Il .utures a full line of 
ti he 1 . indtstrv-st attdai ii 
sI/n 15, size 20, sue 25, sue 
I •i.i . I \i \ Illolnit and hollow shaft 
111,1111, Ii. 111111 .1 (11111 si'lecttiuti of configuration 
0900115. snualili' lii .1 wide yariels of industrial 
1 (Itilltitig, motion, and motor control applications. 
Fnniideu Pt odut is ( •ompatls': Tel: 800-366-5412. 
f.I\: 208-26:1-051!: Is\in.t'uul	 let	 i shut is. (lilt 
Encoder Products Company 
For Free Info Circle No. 680 or 
Visit www.nasatech.com/680 
CUSTOM 
J ELECTROFORMS 
I	 ))	 Rugged.	 lie ustitit,	 light 
" eight eleitrofot liii (.111 be 
iisetfatcryogenic tempera- 
tures or 'tip to 1000' F. 
Diameters call range from 
-	 '	 1).1)3))" to 8 inches. Wall tlik k-
nesses from 0.0003" to 0025 
liii Iii' '. b_ill In' supplied. Catu be tnade au integral 
tout is itft .0 hells 55 s to produce a 'dynamic' compo-
nent. Servoineucr® p recision Matiufactut itig 
Group, I.I.C. 501 Little Falls Rd.. Cedar ( ;ri se, Nj 
07009-1291: 'l'i'l: 073-783-41i'I0' Fax: 973-783-0756: 
5,sii')s,1('fl i(httl'ti'l a (1111 
Servometer®
Precision Manufacturing Group, LLC 
For Free Info Circle No. 671 or 
Enter No. 671 at www.nasatech.com/rs  
PAPERLESS 
RECORDERS WITH 
'Z COLOR TOUCH SCREEN WIMP	
),11,1-1 hum P,(1,('I hiss Ret iii tli'i 
li P t ti l l to 12 (iii)') t itthtS ('15.1 
inputs including thectnot'onpli''. 
-- RTDs, DC voltage, ctirretlt anti di 
contact. litfot'tnation is displa yed on brilliant LI I 1 
displays, and recorded ned to 3.5" disk, 10)) MB Zip did. 
or PCMCIA cards. Windows compatible sofiwat e 
Communicates iner RS232, RS483 or Ethernet. 
Monarch lnstrtttitettt is all ISO 9001 registered com-
pany. Monarch ltistt'umcitt: Tel: 6))3-883-339)): Fax: 
603.8860300: e-mail: sales&tltohl.11 i htino1 hllhli'ii).( 1(111: 
WWSI,tili(ttdt'( binstrnnii'tim.i 11)11 
Monarch Instrument 
For Free Info Circle No. 665 or 
Visit www.nasatech.com/665
Jf	 NEW DATA 
ACQUISITION 
HANDBOOK 
ls.ellhlil'\ 5 (un l),il,i	 \( i1llisulliihl 
intl 10 Itt ol Handbook is a 
1110 pre hen si sc overview i,f 
issues that influence the sele - 
111,11 and use of eqtnpnicltt lot' 
otnptiueruied data acquisition 
and dotiti ol, The handbook is a guide to building 
(Cs) and measurement systetlis that use a personal 
computer as a controller and a variety of plug-in 
c,trds atid external instruments to gather data and 
control external processes. Keithle y Instruments. 
liii.. 28773 \uhilha Rd., Clc's'elatitl, 01-I 44139: 'Fu'l: 
S88-,_,31-8153: Fax' 140-2N-6168; sssvls,kt'ithles'.i tall 
Keithley Instruments, Inc. 
For Free Info Circle No. 674 or
Enter No. 674 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
t11LL!	 HIGH PERFORMANCE 
BRUSH LESS D.C. 
. MOTORS 
\Rt	 Sssl,'iiis. lu,	 titus 
1(11(1
 
BL DC	 1111 5. 
Svstetiis. Inc. uses 10gb energy 
materials to meet the rigid per-
-	 I ortliance requirements  (If our 
(1(51111111 is •\ R( . ,8s stems, Inc. is committedto pro- 
(fill itug luiglils tel hitii'al designs at unbeatable 
pri( cx. We spit iali/e in  Wire Broshtless D.C. 
Motors is ith the Controllerr limIt in, ARC Systems, 
Inc., 2()9()ji ixhtias Path. Hauppauge, NY 11788: Tel: 
631-382-802)), 800-893-3649: Fax: 631-582-8038; 
I'tuu,til:	 \R(.I'SFR\'F'4,tiil.u'iitlu: ss'i,'hsile: 	 sss'sv 
Mo .11155 S)t'thI'.(uIi .i 
ARC Systems Inc. 
For Free Info Circle No. 660 or

Enter No. 660 at www.nasatech.com/rs  
TILT SENSOR 
k,ts lii o''. till 5(1151 it has .1 
uii,,iuled	 liiiiu'.uug and 
i able .lssu'unl)ls pi n iding 
excellent htitnidi ts i cdx-
ij.tttce lot' otitdoot iutsmal-
latmons. Rugged theslgut Is 
ideal for higlt vifo ,tlioil 
sulul,Oil (its sill Ii . 15 10.111 1 u,utslrttctiofl equipmuil'Ith. 
.1)911 tull(it.u! 01111 Ii's. I 'alit's & booms, scissor lifts, 
ii uuk 111111(1 il. .111(1 111111 e. Quick response little 03 
to 3 seconds, operates on 5 \'dc and provides .1 .3 
4.5 Vdc output. Features EM!, RFI, ESH. .111d 
ies't'i'st' iol,tuml'. 11)0)1' 11011, K.isl!oi (11 1 1. : 'Ic!: 81)5-
323-21)18): ioos,k.is Itt Ii buOtI 
Kavlico Corporation 
For Free Info Circle No. 663 or
Enter No. 663 at www.nasatech.com/rs  
n
POROUS 
CERAMIC 
VACUUM 
I CHUCK 
lihlliuo\lai,hlimhllig ill-
ers a porous ceramic 
lacuiuum chuck for use 
samples. Pore sires 
1111111 1 2 - , 11111115 .15511 1 1111111)1 in suirtiuitt and holding 
power for even the smallest parts. Phi utulMachitling 
also provides contract laser-mitanofacwt'ing services, 
and designs and builds cilslont laser-based manufac-
turing equipment. PbsitoMachirting, Inc.. 4 Industrial 
Di'.. Unit 4)). Pelhiatit, NH 03076; Tel: 603-882-9944; 
Fix: 6))3-8811-8841: 'a ll,ieIll'u'' pliiilouiiacltiitiutg.i om; 
is'ssils.;(llotiliiva( illulIlig (11111 
PhotoMachining, Inc. 
For Free Info Circle No. 669 or

Enter No. 669 at www.nasatech,com/rs 
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MSD	 STOCK AND 
CUSTOM SPRINGS 
F	 Os er 6,0011,1100 coil springs 
-stock (compression, exten-
sion and torsion). For custnni 
springs a Free on-line spring 
AJ
talculator and instant on-lint 
tationsare available iii 
 w.msdspring.com . The on 
iti,, ­ 1c tilatotcan also locate potential stock 
springs i s iit 100 ies for your custom design. For a 
FREE printed catalog use the reader service card. 
all 800-IP3-7734, or visit www.nisdspring.com . 
Custom spring designs can also be faxed to 845-344-
21 75 flit 1) 1 1111)1 pining ,iii(l design i esiew. 
MSDivisions (MSDSpring) 
For Free Info Circle No. 666 or 
Visit www.nasatech.com/666 
SPIRAL RETAINING 
RINGS 
-	 -	 lii 11111 Siii,eIl&'s Steel Ruib 
(.oiupans Retaining Ring 
Catalog is now available. 
	
-	 Smalley has over 4100 rings 
in stork, sizes from 1/2' to 
16'. Special designs are avail- 
able with No-Tooling-
ham gi's 0 with si /es from 9/32" to 84"; available 
in c,erhon and stainless steel. Smalley engineers 
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- Design Services (Out-Source or On-Site) 
- Data Migration/CAD Interoperability 
- Manufacturing and Inspection Services 
- MSC.Software Analysis Training 
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- Engineering Exchange 
- MSClnstitute of Technology 
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Increase your profitability with IBM Product Lifecycle Management solutions. 
Contact us today to take advantage of our limited time special offerings based upon 
the newly released CAT/A Version 5 Release 8 Portfolio. 800-642-7437x2500 
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And gets it done easily. Were	 on product 
design. Were	 in production. Our	 capa-
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and compatibility, SolidWorks sets 
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engineers worldwide will spend more than 50 million 
hours this year using SolidWorks software. Don't 
be fooled by imitators. There's only one standard 
in 3D. SolidWorks. For a free demo CD, visit us 
at www.sotidworks.com/thestandard  or 
caLL 1-800-693-9000. 
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